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This appendix is part of the D1.1 Report - Specific ambitions of the R4E partner cities and contains all results of the ambition setting activities held in the city of Eindhoven.

Versions of this report:

23 April 2015  Draft for internal check in the city (limited distribution)

13 May 2015  Concept for sharing with R4E partners (limited distribution)

6 November 2015  Version for final check

15 December 2015  Final version for public distribution

The R4E project received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation programme under Grant Agreement No 649397.

Disclaimer: This report presents the views of the authors, and does not necessarily reflect the official European Commission’s view on the subject.
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Introduction to Eindhoven

Introduction to the city

Eindhoven is located in the province of North Brabant in the south of the Netherlands, originally 
at the confluence of the Dommel and Gender streams. The Gender was dammed short of the 
city centre in the 1950s, but the Dommel still runs through the city. The population was 221,402 
in 2014, making it the fifth-largest city in the Netherlands and the largest in North Brabant.

Neighbouring towns and cities include Son en Breugel, Nuenen, Geldrop-Mierlo, Heeze-Leende, 
Waalre, Veldhoven, Eersel, Oirschot and Best. The agglomeration has a population of 337,487. 
The population of the metropolitan area is 419,045. The city region has a population of 749,841. 
Also, Eindhoven is part of Brabant Stad, a combined metropolitan area with a population of 
more than 2 million inhabitants.

Eindhoven has grown from a small town in 1232 to one of the biggest cities in the Netherlands. 
After the independence of the Netherlands in 1815, Eindhoven was a small village of some 
1250 people in an economically backward and mostly agricultural area. Cheap land, cheap 
labour and the existence of pre-industrial home-sourcing made Eindhoven an attractive area 
for industry. During the 19th century Eindhoven grew into an industrial town with factories for 
textiles, cigars and matches. Most of these industries disappeared after World War II. In 1891 the 
brothers Gerard and Anton Philips founded the small light bulb factory that would grow into one 
of the world’s largest electronic companies. Philips’ presence was probably the largest single 
contributing factor to the major growth of Eindhoven in the 20th century. It attracted and spun 
off many high-tech companies, making Eindhoven into today’s major ‘Brainport’ technology 
and industrial hub. In 2005, a full third of the total spending on research in the Netherlands 
was in or around Eindhoven. A quarter of the jobs in the region are in technology and ICT, with 
companies such as FEI Company, NXP Semiconductors, ASML, Simac, Newways, Philips and 
DAF.

Eindhoven has long been a centre of cooperation between research and industry. This tradition 
started with Philips, and has since expanded to large cooperative networks. Eindhoven 
University of Technology (TU/e) hosts an incubator for technology start-ups (the Twinning 
Centre). and the Philips Research (formerly the ‘NatLab’) has developed into the High Tech 
Campus Eindhoven. 

Due to its high-tech environment, Eindhoven is part of several initiatives to develop and promote 
the knowledge economy in the region. Some examples are:

• Brainport: a cooperative initiative by local government, industry and Eindhoven University of 
Technology to develop the local knowledge economy in the Eindhoven region.

• MRE (Metropolitan Region Eindhoven): a cooperative agreement among the municipalities in 
the Eindhoven metropolitan area.

• ELAt (Eindhoven-Louvain-Aachen triangle): an extensive cooperation agreement between the 
universities and surrounding regions of Eindhoven, Louvain (Belgium) and Aachen (Germany).

• Within the Eindhoven region (and particularly Helmond), several parties are working together 
in the automotive sector. In particular in the Automotive Campus — a testing facility on a 
European scale — for testing and European certification of vehicles. This cooperation involves 
the Eindhoven University of Technology, TNO Automotive and a number of automotive 
companies in and around Helmond and Eindhoven.

As a result of these efforts, the Intelligent Community Forum named the Eindhoven 
metropolitan region as Intelligent Community of the Year in 2011.

Source: Wikipedia

Map of 
Eindhoven

Source: 
Google
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• Total energy consumption: 4722222 MWh/yr (2012, source 
monitoring report)

• Total CO2 emission per head: 6346 kg/pp/yr (2012, source 
monitoring report)

• Total energy consumption in the local industry: 2450000 
MWh/yr (2012, source monitoring report)

• Municipal buildings energy consumption: 1,53 kW/m2 (2014, 
source: klimaatmonitor databank)

• Renewable energy production in the city: 122222 MWh/yr 
biomass (2012, source monitoring report).

Decision making process

•  Organisation of responsibilities: municipality, no 
‘outsourcing’ to company

•  Process of decision making regarding energy and 
sustainability: The college van burgemeester en wethouders 
(abbreviated as college van B&W or simply B&W) is the 
executive board of a municipality in the Netherlands. This 
local government body plays a central role in municipal 
politics in the Netherlands. It consists of the mayor 
(burgemeester) and the members of the municipal executive 
(wethouders).

• Extensive involvement of stakeholders

• Extensive participation of citizens

Recent projects

• Vision and roadmap urban lighting in Eindhoven 2030

Eindhoven started the process of creating visions and 
roadmaps in 2012 when the city was wondering how it would 
handle the transition to LED technology for urban lighting. 
Where many cities where replacing traditional lighting systems 
with LED technology to save energy, the municipality of 
Eindhoven was seeing an opportunity to use the urban lighting 
grid also as an opportunity to realise the smart city ambition. 

	  

Men Women

Demographical aspects (2015)

• Size in km2  88,87 km2

•  Number of inhabitants 223.220

• Population trends: growing (see graph below)

Immigrant populations No in 1995 No in 2013

Turkish Dutch 6590 10305

Indonesian Dutch 7111 6236

Moroccan Dutch 3183 5743

Surinam Dutch 3227 3714

Chinese Dutch 958 3129

Social aspects

• Level of education of citizens 18% low standard of education

•  Share of population with energy poverty none ??

•  Percentage of people that require special care/needs: 
 21% suffers from prolonged illness 
 13% has poor health conditions 
 4% is hampered at home 
 6% is severely hampered in spare time

• Percentage of people from foreign origin (see also table 
below): 
 70% of the inhabitants of Eindhoven is Dutch 
 17% is of non-western origin 
 13% is of western origin

Economical aspects

•  Income per head in comparison to the national average 
income Eindhoven €30.600,-- ( €13.400,-- per inhabitant)

• Level of infrastructure maintenance Basic

• Maintenance costs (green areas, roads, infrastructure) 
Approxmately 45 million (inclusive big repairs)

Environmental aspects

•  Total m2 public green area within the urbanised area 1168 ha. 
and outside 366 ha

•  Climate conditions: average temperature 10,3 degree C, 
rainfall 750 mm per year)

•  Impact of climate change & measures taken to handle 
climate change. Most important, at this moment is heavier 
rainfall events

•  Renewable energy production in the city: Biomass energy 
plant

•  Air quality & noise data for the last 2 years online measuring 
of air quality: http://www.eindhoven.nl/artikelen/
Meetwaarden-luchtkwaliteit.htm

•  Water consumption per head  120 lit/day; 100% of 
underground water sources

•  Supply and distribution of water: water company: Brabant 
Water

• Type of waste collection underground containers and small 
containers

• Biological sewage plant

Energy usage

• Energy performance of buildings in the city: average energy 
index: 1,82 (2014, source: klimaatmonitor databank)

• Residential Energy consumption (for houses): 5363 kWh/pp/
yr (2012, source: monitoring report)
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Selection of focus areas

The city has selected two focus areas for the R4E project:

• Smart mobility

• Smart urban spaces

The city was not sure about the exact vision and route to 
achieve the vision and asked TU/e LightHouse to facilitate the 
creation of such a vision and roadmap for urban lighting in 
2030 as a co-creation process. 

The project resulted in a shared vision for the future of urban 
lighting in Eindhoven, and a roadmap that indicates possible 
technologies in the field of lighting and smart cities to achieve 
the desired future. 

The vision and roadmap urban lighting Eindhoven 2030 has 
been established as the official policy for the municipality in 
November 2012. Currently the municipality is working on the 
implementing the vision and roadmap by executing a first 
tender for an innovation relation to develop, implement and 
continuously innovate the smart lighting grid. As the tendering 
process requires  different approach than the more traditional 
‘product based’ procurement processes, the municipality 
decided to have dialogue rounds with different consortia. 
More information on the tender can be found on the site of the 
municipality: http://www.eindhoven.nl/smartlight

In parallel to the tendering process the city is experimenting 
with living labs for smart urban lighting solutions, such as on 
Stratumseind. This living lab was visited during the kick-off 

HOUSE
L I G H T

/ solution partner of the Intelligent Lighting Institute at TU/e 

meeting of the R4E project. For more information:  
https://nl-nl.facebook.com/LivingLabStratumseind

• Vision and roadmap Eindhoven energy-neutral 2045

Eindhoven set itself the ambition to become energy-neutral by 
2045. Ensuring that this goal is actually achieved in practice 
will require cooperation between government, business and 
industry, research institutes and the citizens of Eindhoven. 
A series of short-term activities with a long-term focus will 
have to be defined. To make the goal achievable, Eindhoven 
will need a shared vision and roadmap. Because of the 
interrelationships between the different Smart City related 
roadmaps, LightHouse has been asked to support the process 
of the creation of a vision and roadmap for Eindhoven Energy-
neutral in 2045. In the project the focus is put on energy in 
the built environment. The project was done in co-creation 
with the housing association Woonbedrijf, various companies 
and knowledge institutes. Together a vision was made of the 
desired future scenario of energy in the built environment.

Intelligent Lighting Institute HOUSE
L I G H T

/ solution partner of the Intelligent Lighting Institute at TU/e

Together towards Eindhoven Energy-neutral in the built environment in 2045

100% electrical

Energy-neutral?

So what?

philipsdorp

buurt

buurt

buurt

buurt

Eindhoven energy-neutral 2045

Currently a more in-depth study is done in the required 
infrastructure in Eindhoven to become energy neutral by 2045. 

The experience to co-create visions and roadmaps in 
collaboration with industry, knowledge institutes and citizens 
has encouraged Eindhoven to develop more roadmaps for 
smart city related themes. 

Moreover, as Eindhoven has now experienced that 
collaboration with other cities also improves with having 
roadmaps. Therefore it embarked on the opportunity to 
develop a proposal for the EE7 call in the Horizon 2020 
program to collaborate with other cities to develop visions and 
roadmaps for sustainable energy.

Intelligent Lighting Institute 
H O U S E
L I G H T

/ solution partner of the Intelligent Lighting Institute at TU/e

Roadmap Eindhoven Energy-Neutral 2045 - energy in the built environment

2015 2020 2030 2045

Eindhoven in 2045

In 2045 the built environment in Eindhoven is 
totally energy-neutral. A number of elements 
are necessary to realise the objective:

In 2045 Eindhoven will have a good value 
system, linked to a strong understanding of 
the meaning and underlying principles of 
sustainability.

In 2045 Eindhoven focuses mainly on ‘just 
doing it’, not just talking, but actual 
implementation.

In 2045 Eindhoven collaborates in 
innovation and learning with all the 
involved parties: citizens, public and private 
organisations and knowledge institutes.

In 2045 Eindhoven takes the right decisions, 
based on overall assessments at the right 
level with all those involved.

In 2045 Eindhoven takes responsibility and 
increases its influence where necessary to 
support the sustainability targets.

May 2014

Sustainable
behaviour

Milestones

Sustainable
organisation

Sustainable
technology

Creating 
awareness

Persuasive 
technology

Electrical
high exergetic value

Heating/cooling
low exergetic value

Public/private 
co-operation

Living Labs

Neighbourhood 
roadmaps

plans on neighbourhood level 
to jointly implement 

sustainable technologies, 
through initiatives of housing 

associations and private 
persons

A neighbourhood 
approach

address prerequisites for 
awareness according to The 

Natural Step approach, 
together with front-runners in 

the neighbourhood and 
through social cohesion

Positioning sustaina-
bility

investigate which positioning 
of sustainability will lead to 

the highest level of 
involvement among citizens

Social intervention
using a range of social 

intervention mechanisms (e.g. 
ambassadors, schools, 

neighbourhood competitions) 
to create a dialogue with 

citizens and create awareness

Making real costs 
visible

showing the real costs of 
energy (also the hidden costs 

of grey energy)

Social conformation
lasting behavioural change 

through social conformation 
(awareness is just a first step)

Making efficiency fun
search solutions to counter 
the ‘rebound effect’ and to 

ensure that striving for 
efficiency is fun, also after a 

while

Tailored solutions

taking into account 
differences between people, 

behaviour and values, looking 
for individual solutions where 
possible and common where 

possible or required

Open data

open up data on energy 
consumption (taking privacy 

into account) to enable 
comparison and to formulate 

socially acceptable goals

Range of choices

modular system of solutions 
from which people can 

choose, also related to their 
level of involvement (from 

‘arrange it for me’ to ‘I’ll 
organise it myself’)

Feedback on 
consumption

provide specific feedback to 
users on potential saving 

options and estimated savings 
for e.g. domestic appliances at 

the moment of use

Internet of things
providing insight into 

individual energy 
consumption to enable own 
energy management and to 

counter waste of energy (e.g. 
heating while nobody is at 

home)

Energy budgets
credits for energy (comparable 
to mobile phone credits), that 
enable higher consumption at 

extra cost and provide 
discounts for sustainable 

behaviour

Range of technologies
provide citizens with the pro’s 
and con’s of different options, 
both for them individually as 

well as for the ecosystem

Business models

business models (with and 
without subsidies) that enable 

the scenario’s of the 
neighbourhood roadmaps, 

also driving providers of 
technology to provide 

user-centered solutions

Market mechanisms

smart balancing of the energy 
mix through market 

mechanisms to shave peak 
demand through priority 

schemes and overruling in 
case of scarcity or calamities

Options in electrical 
infrastructure

study to identify the 
infrastructural consequences 

of solar- and wind energy, 
looking into different options 
and estimate uncertainties in 

future scenarios

Energy storage

energy storage is needed in a 
totally sustainable system, 
next to slow storage (hydro 

power, power to gas) also fast 
storage is required (e.g. 

batteries of cars)

Infrastructure options

study to identify different 
scenarios for infrastructural 

decisions (e.g. high/low temp 
heating grid, geothermal, 

bio-plants using algae) to be 
able to choose wisely

Technology develop-
ment

development of alternative 
technologies for sustainable 
energy generation, that are 

economically interesting 
because current solutions do 

not meet requirements

Insulation &
ventilation

more and more economically 
viable options become 

available for insulation and 
ventilation enabling also 

existing buildings to become 
‘passive’

Flexible distributed 
systems

more flexible systems seem 
promising for storage of 

heat/cold 

New opportunities

continuous monitoring of new 
developments to be able to 

timely embark on new 
technologies

Platform Eindhoven 
Sustainable

platform of about 500 people 
and companies from 

Eindhoven region who create a 
network to deliver total energy 
solutions (including support 
to citizens, financing options 

and business models)

Development of value 
system

in which the public and 
societal interest is guarded 

and forces suppliers to 
include ethical and social 

responsibility in the 
propositions

Formalising roles
establishing the role of 

citizens, public- and private 
organisations in full 

partnership

Open market
the market decides which 

products or services will be 
successful, where citizens will 
need to make well thought-out 

decisions between different 
propositions

Export from the region

diverse showcases are 
available, visitors from all over 

the world make tours along 
the highlights and Eindhoven 
has an excellent reputation in 

the area of sustainability

Showcases

successful pilots are used as 
showcases to create 

commitment for scaling and 
further pilots, and visitors will 

be able to learn from the 
experiences

Coordination

process facilitated by the 
municipality to come to well 

founded decisions, and where 
the municipality also brings in 

information and knowledge

Technology & design

real collaboration between 
design and technology to 

create user oriented solutions 
that address the latent/unex-

pressed needs of citizens

Small scale pilots
development of a value 

network for specific 
neighbourhoods in which 

sustainable business models 
are developed that can 

sustain without subsidies

Learning from the past
analysis of the various 

initiatives of the past years to 
learn what has worked well 

and what was not successful

Scaling up
successful pilots with a 

sustainable business model 
are scaled and evaluated (also 

in new specific contexts)

EPC business case
availability of objective 

models to calculate the energy 
performance coefficient (EPC), 

also for the improvement of 
existing buildings/houses

Norms & regulation
where necessary norms and 

regulations will be adapted to 
enable sustainable solutions

Responsibility

where applicable taking care 
that also norms and 

regulations beyond own 
responsibility are adapted to 

enable sustainable solutions , 
e.g. national or European 

Value systems
enable integral assessments for 

well-founded decisions and allow 
appropriate opportunism

Partially energy-neutral
collaboration and decision processes are 

adjusted and Eindhoven is energy 
neutral in some areas

Towards conscious energy saving and own green energy generation Towards own energy management Towards energy neutrality in the built environment

With the vision a roadmap was developed that indicated 
possibilities in technology and organisational set-up to achieve 
the desired future scenario. 
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Today’s reality: Smart mobility

Smart mobility in Eindhoven 2015

Current ambition: Eindhoven - City of the connected traveller

Brainport: strategy 2040 available.

health 

participation 

public space 

mobility 

innovation 

Traffic plan with more attention for pedestrians and cyclists.

Cycle paths, e.g. Veldhoven.

Modal split: current and ambition

%	  
2012	  

%	  
2025	  

total	  
numbers	  
’12	  –	  ‘25	  

	  	  	  Pedestrians	   13	   	  14	   +35%	  
	  	  	  Bicycles	   40	   44	   +35%	  

	  	  	  Public	  Transport	   5	   7	   +55%	  

	  	  	  Car	   42	   35	   +	  	  5%	  

	  	  	  Totaal	   100%	   100%	  

Sensor city - status quo

Stratumseind 2.0 

data flow 

data flow 
Module 
Design, 

Connectivity, 
Feedback 

Loops 

Parking management Traffic Lights 

Strijp-S 
 real-time, learning,  

predictive model 

SMART MOBILITY
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Current strategy: towards an open, modular platform

The use of different transport modes feels very similar.

Modular: open = able to include future services

Innovation strategy: merging collective and private transport

Community: ‘seamless mobility is sharing’

More information: www.eindhoven.nl/opweg

      real-time, learning,  
predictive model 

data flow 

data flow 
internet of things 

social media 
marketing 

collective 
transport 

private 
transport 

demand 
driven 

self-
organizing 

sharing 

public 
space 

transport 
modes 

personal 
travel data 

Social 
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Today’s reality: Smart urban spaces

Smart urban spaces in Eindhoven 2015

Roadmap light: light and data

• First implementations of smart lighting  
available, e.g. in Strijp-S

• Roadmap “Light” resulted in: 
1st Prize  
Auroralia Award 2014!

• 

• 

• 

• 

Eindhoven goes Greener

• Eindhoven is creating a greener environment:  
“Eindhoven goes Greener” -> Garden city

• Traffic plan which includes more space for pedestrians and 
cyclists

• Vision on green space and its functions in Eindhoven 

• We’re working on plan for a more liveable, healthier and 
sustainable city

Before and after

• Reconstruction of watercourses and creation of more ‘green 
and blue’ spaces

SMART URBAN SPACES
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Wishes for the R4E project in 2050

Creating a more liveable, healthier and sustainable city:

• Public space is designed accordingly and also accessible for 
everyone. Affordability e.g. maintenance is part of the design

• Linking initiatives and identifying missing elements (e.g. 
Intensive use of public space)

• Waste water as source of energy and “natural” resources 
(circular economy)

• Eindhoven as garden/liveable city: the place to be!

• Traffic plan which includes more space for pedestrians and 
cyclists

• 

• Current satisfaction level of citizens regarding urban spaces: 
6,6 (on a scale from 1 to 10)
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Results ambition workshop policy

2015 2050High Lights

The top three aspects in the city the municipality is most proud of:

• The cooperation of the region with all partners (e.g. municipality in Eindhoven and the 
waterboard (het waterschap de Dommel), DITCM (cooperation in the automotive industry), 
cities in the region, industry partners), which includes the definition of a joint assignment and 
responsibility. The cooperation is result-driven and results in hands-on implementations. 

• The basic quality of the urban space is high. There is a balance in urban and rural space, 
‘green’ enters the city, the Dommel meanders through the built environment, the quality of 
drinking water and surface water is high, StrijpS is an example where space is used fro mobility 
solutions. 

• Still many opportunities for transformation and development in the future. As opposed 
to other cities, in Eindhoven the riverside is not fully built and creates opportunities for (re)
designing for healthy and pleasant environments for people to enjoy.

General Ambitions for the City

Priority in Policy

Which topics have the highest priority in the current policy:

• Climate change and its impact on living climate in the city. The aim is for energy neutral in 
2045. Pro-active anticipation on CO2 reduction and creating a garden city. Priority is given to 
clean air and health policies.

• Integrated approach to public space, taking into account green, blue, red and grey, but always 
from the perspective of it’s user. This approach is broader than the city itself and includes the 
region.

• Circular region and value creation. Including the ecology of the water, gaining raw materials 
and other products (medicines) from waste water, priority for sustainable solutions and 
materials.

In 2050 there will no longer be contra-positions or compromises for human interest, 
economical interest or ecological interest: it will all be integrated into one value. This is also 
reflected and expresses in the awareness and behaviour of people and policy makers.

General aspirations

• Awareness of people
• Actual change of behaviour realised
• Quality of the living environment
• Integration of city and region no contradictions in economic, ecological and human interests
• Stimulate the planet through profit
• Looking for ‘green deals’
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In 2050 people value a good, healthy and sustainable living 
together with water and green spaces. People are aware and 
appreciate the interplay of nature and city. An interplay that 
compels healthy lifestyle and behaviour. 

In 2050 ...In 2050 we value the traveller as premise of mobility 
solutions. S/he is facilitated in his/her mobility needs by 
seamless services and products that fit his or her personal 
needs at that moment.

In 2050 all partners in the value chain value the entire 
ecosystem. All (infrastructural) elements of the urban 
environment and their interdependences are clear, being 
water in interplay with flora, pavement and built environment. 

In 2050 ...In 2050 the Eindhoven region is “green”, both for the public 
space and green air in the city (‘garden city’), as well as 
ecologically. Sustainable and healthy choices are obvious, 
both for the municipality as for citizens.

In 2050 the municipality of Eindhoven and the waterboard 
(het waterschap De Dommel)value sustainability and 
therefore a circular water region in Eindhoven for water, 
drinking water consumption, waste water and the mining of 
raw materials and energy from waste water. 

In 2050 ...In 2050 the Eindhoven region is an economical vital region 
with plenty employability and economic activity. This is for 
a large part based on smart and sustainable mobility. The 
region is a living lab where innovative solutions are developed 
and tested in practice. 

1

11

2

22

3

33

Aspirations

• Appreciation for nature in living environment
• Garden city
• Liveability and health

Aspirations

• Appreciation for healthy and sustainable living
• Traveller centric
• Attention for pedestrian and cyclist
• Real time and reliable information
• Seamless accessibility
• Freedom of choice
• Social climate embraces sharing of solutions

Aspirations

• Integral approach of public space

Aspirations

• Sustainable city
• Healthy lifestyle and behaviour
• Healthy citizens choose walking as cycling as obvious choices
• Initiate behaviour change towards healthy lifestyle and choices
• CO2 and energy reduction
• Liveability and health

Aspirations

• Circular region
• Closed water system for Eindhoven
• Mining raw materials

Aspirations

• Economic viable region
• Employability
• Innovation, technology, design
• Living labs for innovation
• Regional cooperation in the quadruple helix

Specific ambitions for smart mobility

Specific ambitions for smart urban spaces
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Results ambition workshop stakeholders

High Lights

The top three aspects in the city the external stakeholders and 
strategic partners are most proud of:

• Eindhoven Traffic Plan as integrated approach for mobility 
in the city and with specific attention for pedestrians and 
cyclists.

• Eindhoven region as a hot spot for smart mobility, with an 
automotuve campus, university strategic area and plenty of 
innovative companies working on mobility of the future.

Today’s challenges

• Nowadays traffic systems and mobility modalities do not adjoin 
one another: the mean is the central concept instead of the traveller.

In 2050 individual choices for the type of mobility are 
facilitated by (f)actual information and seamless mobility 
products and services that fit personal needs at that moment.

1

Aspirations

Personal, well-advised & well-informed choices 

• Context driven choices (e.g. time pressure, diversity of choice)
• Human centred: the way in which s/he would like: by foot, bike, bus, 

car, etcetera.
• Offerings according to needs (possession of mobility products is of 

less importance than access).
• Supply of transformation means efficiently tuned to demand.
• Destinations accessible by all means of transportation.
• Easy transfer between means.
• Centre ring road as a pleasant boulevard, where pedestrians and 

cyclists are acknowledged, public transport is good and parking 
slots are accessible.

• Enable interwoven displacements for living-working, living-
shopping, social and business traffic.

• Seamless connections of means of transportation in mobility chain 
to offer flexibility and choice to people.

• Personal choices based upon occasion, weather, companionship, or 
activities on the road.

• Accurate and actual information on availability (time, place 
and costs), facilities (e.g. WiFi) and transfers to enable seamless 
combinations of transport modes and enable selection before and 
during the trip.

• Alternative choices with special added value without having to 
give in on freedom of choice (both public and personal transport 
modalities) 

• Facilitating people not vehicles
• Seamless mobility is information driven (plan, book pay for multi-

modal options), flexible (prepared for the unpredictable, modular 
expansion, using crowd control infrastructure), visibility as an 

2015
experience (with travel chain resilience), simplicity (easy to use, 
easy access and participation) community building (public space, 
transport modes, personal travel data)

• Innovation: balancing private and collective transport (sharing, 
demand responsive and self-organising)

• Demand driven: transport modes and services are building blocks of 
an individual journey

• Modular: no passenger is left behind (open data, open standards, 
liability, guarantees)

• Reduce travel time regardless of travel mode and focus on higher 
quality of travel time

• Focus on the needs of the individual traveller to provide him a 
door-to-door journey - ‘from any A to any B’ - linked seamlessly 
from the ‘first kilometre/mile’ to the ‘last kilometre/mile’ using the 
most convenient and appropriate combination of transport modes, 
including public transport, walking, cycling, taxi service and car 
usage

• The quality of the journey matters as much as its duration
• The focus becomes the overall door-to-door journey, not just the 

individual elements (journeys become coordinated, integrated and 
easy to use,

• With points of friction between different stages removed or reduced)
• The traveller only sees the ‘tip of the iceberg’ (while the delivery of 

transport services involves considerable underlying complexity for 
providers, it is simple for travellers to use)

• Journeys are more productive and enjoyable
• Support the strong aspects of transport modalities and co-modality 

instead of forcing people to use less attractive modalities  (modal 
shift)

• Reduce restrictions
• Traveller centric thinking
• Facilitate the individual to optimal choices
• Stimulate behaviour change of traveller

SMART MOBILITY
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Today’s challenges

• Nowadays air quality in the city is a serious problem.
• Nowadays lack of exercise is a serious health threat (obesity).

2050
In 2050 sharing of transport solutions is an obvious choice, 
driven by a socially responsible and open mentality.

In 2050 people obviously chose walking and cycling as 
means of mobility due to the attractive and safe routes 
created through ‘place making’: actually making place for 
more sustainable transport and the improvement of urban 
quality with more green.

2 3

Aspirations

Social cohesion

• Maximum use of knowledge and experience of the users of the city. 
Involve residents, businesses, employees and visitors in shaping 
mobility in the future city.

• Attractive public spaces to meet and relax.
• Use of shared, clean facilities in transport: road car, auto-date, 

urban distribution, bikes.
•  Public areas with a vibrant social-cultural atmosphere focused on 

personal encounters.
• The pedestrian is central and there is an urban dynamic of come 

and go in a public area with a high quality.
• Open, social city where everyone is welcome, with much diversity 

and mixed residential and cultures where each district has its own 
identity.

• Smart and social mobility: share management to increase loading 
factor of vehicles.

• Communal mobility services: bringing down mobility costs.
• Community building: contributing to community enhancement and 

social networks.
• A social city with good conditions for the sharing of transport 

modalities.
• Easily accessible and open to broad participation
• Contributions to community formation and strengthening of social 

networks.
• The number of citizens connected with a multi-modal transport 

library.
• Citizens “connected”

Aspirations

Green and healthy environment

• Improving the quality of public spaces
• Attractive living environment, free from nuisance and inconvenience 

of traffic
• Good quality of public spaces and green that enhances the spatial 

coherence: a beautiful face, cleaner air, a better feeling
• Green with significance for the quality of city life: living in districts 

bordering on a quiet, green ‘natural’ area and large parks
• Renovation of the environment encourages physical activity, 

making walking and cycling a natural choice
• Clean city, comfortable and nice to stay 
• A city with plenty of space for flora (and water)
• Landscape and ecology are spared
• Structurally green is designed to improve the quality of public space 

and to compensate for harmful emissions from traffic
• Clean air (minimum emission of harmful substances) and sound 

from a comfortable level (quieter)
• Urban promenades and extensive network of walking routes
• Fast and comfortable cycling routes
• Healthy city that is inviting to be active
• Facilities on walking distance
• Human scale city
• Green entrée
• Safety: ambition to limit the traffic fatality to zero
• Shift to active travel modes to achieve positive health impact
• Better air quality
• Higher traffic safety
• Residential areas with less traffic and pollution nuisance
• A clean and healthy city with minimal emissions

• A safe city with minimal traffic casualties
• Assuring quality of tranquillity and environment
• Improve air quality
• Acceptable quality of life and safety
• Reducing the number of road casualties
• Limiting the harmful effects of traffic
• Quality of life: air quality, sound quality, climate (CO2 emissions) 

and external security
• Road safety better than the national average
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Today’s challenges

• Nowadays accessibility of some locations is problematic (e.g. 
congestion on A67, or no public transport facilities at all).

In 2050 mobility in the region is energy neutral and 
exclusively uses renewable sources and sustainable materials.

In 2050 new connections, routes and means of transportation 
facilitate the new dynamics in the city and the region, easily 
and sustainably connecting locations where people would like 
to be and where economic activity flourishes (the hotspots).

In 2050 smart choices for regional flow and accessibility are 
based upon real-time analysis and predictions of travel flow 
and transportation behaviour.

4 5 6

Aspirations

Sustainability

• Better for the people, better for the city
• Sustainable mobility giving priority to sustainable modes of move: 

more walking, cycling and use of public transport (change in the 
distribution of the use of modes = declining share car for shorter 
journeys to and from the city)

• Ensure sustainable transport for more and more people will be a 
logical choice

• Well accessible and sustainable for people and goods
• Principle: ‘slow motion - fast forward’
• Principle: ‘make room‘ for sustainability and urban quality with 

space for green
• Nice walkways and good facilities for pedestrians (pedestrian 

bridges, etc.)
• Shared facilities (eg. district cars and flex transport)
• Purchased or produced materials are extracted in a fair manner or 

formed
• Energy neutral in 2040: energy in traffic and required energy comes 

from renewable sources (even with the expected increase in traffic 
volume)

• Transition to renewable fuels (independent of fossil fuels)
• Intelligent traffic management to direct traffic to the appropriate 

routes and to use it as efficiently as possible
• Objectives for sustainable mobility have a positive impact on the 

four basic principles of The Natural Step
• Priority for people and sustainability (people counting traffic lights)
• Surface public transport is the obvious choice, compared to the 

private car or plane (for many journeys within cities and between 
cities, and especially compared with short-haul air within Europe)

• Sustainable accessibility city with change of mode (more walking, 
cycling and more use of public transport)

• Reducing the number of vehicles within the centre ring road
• Despite the growth of mobility still a liveable city

Aspirations

Attractive and versatile city

• Attractive public space, attracting different audiences to stay there 
longer, with a varied offer of shops and restaurants, but also with a 
recognisable identity and a place where it feels good

• Pleasant and healthy living, working, doing business, stay and relax
• ‘Cosy’ squares and streets
• Peace and space for the people themselves
• Diversity in arrangement of squares based on history and districts 

with an instantly recognizable identity for its residents
• Inspiring place that breathes creativity
• With all sorts of things to do
• Plenty of culture
• Striking city combining old and new
• Wide and varied range of shops and amenities
• Visibility of urban characteristics of major transformations from the 

economic developments that have occurred in the past (medieval 
market town, industrial town, ‘company town’ and garden city, city 
reconstruction, and Brainport city

• Characteristic radial road structure plus the centre ring road with his 
service roads as historical beam of the city retained alongside new 
compounds and other routes to facilitate the new dynamics in the 
city

• City of design, technology and knowledge
• Connecting the ‘places to be’
• Supporting the City Vision 2040: experimental, open, faster 

and better, cosmopolitan city, courage and leadership, and 
collaboration

• Dynamic environment to live and work
• An attractive living environment in the city centre
• Space for sustainable and balanced growth

Aspirations

Accessibility

• Maintain the accessibility even with increasing growth of mobility 
due to spatial, economic and demographic trends

• Public transport that brings you within walking distance from key 
facilities

• Connecting the ‘places to be’ (e.g. campus) by new routes and 
sustainable means

• Good connections to many destinations from stations and airport
• Solve and prevent problems associated with mobility
• Multi-modal accessibility of economic locations
• Eliminate annoying barriers and unsafe situations, particularly for 

pedestrians and cyclists in the growing town (crossing the inner 
centre ring road)

• Alternatives to traffic through the heart of the city and district 
strange traffic in residential areas

• Removing bottlenecks on the main road and on the track and the 
transitions from main road to urban roads and transfers (inter) 
national and regional urban public transport or other means of 
transport

• Using historical radians and centre ring road and modern new 
radials to form the ideal (faster and better) traffic structure with its 
own spatial recognition

• Traffic management to accommodate peak times 
• Robust alternatives to encounter extreme situations and calamities
• Meet normative arrival times for emergency services and thereby 

desired route network
• Good accessibility concerns not only passengers but also transport 

of goods - partly because of the growth in freight transport on 
the road (even at low economic growth), the regional accessibility 
pressure

• Parking management: better use of public space
• Durable accessible for both passenger and freight
• Acceptable travel times from door to door: traveller central
• Cooperation for an accessible region
• Travel times from surrounding communities to key economic areas 

is 2005 level (in the future)
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Today’s challenges

• Nowadays legal frameworks hinder innovative pilots for smart 
mobility solutions.

• Nowadays there is a lack of joint focus of all stakeholders in the 
region.

In 2050 the region is an economic hotspot for smart 
and sustainable mobility and stimulates innovation and 
technological developments through living labs.

7

Aspirations

Economic vitality

• Attractive and competitive business climate for companies and 
organisations in the city and region

• Multi-modal accessibility of the economic top locations
• Good (inter-)national connections with other economic hotspots, 

both national as well as worldwide (by train, road, air and 
waterways)

• Supporting new forms of collaboration and sharing of knowledge 
and experience between knowledge intensive companies, research 
facilities and production facilities

• Facilitating the shift that is taking place in the new economic 
dynamics towards new locations with new buildings in green for the 
knowledge industry - enabling the development of campuses in the 
city as the new ‘villages’

• EU top-region where innovation is visible and intelligent solutions 
are applied in practice

• Entrepreneurship: innovation is leading to added economic activity 
and jobs

• Creating a really attractive business climate for the Brainport region
• Mobility as prerequisite for economic growth
• A vital economy by keeping accessibility of the villages and 

business locations in the cities in the Brabant province
• Exploiting the opportunities that good mobility provides for the 

development of the city and region
• Strengthening the position in the automotive branch
• Infrastructure as opportunity for new entrepreneurship

Eindhoven as a living lab

• Collaboration within Brainport, with the knowledge institutes and 
companies to develop innovative ideas for smart and efficient 
mobility

• The municipality in the role of director to support initiatives and 
facilitate collaboration between partners to enable the desired 
developments and practical realisation in the public space

• The city as a living lab to test new products in practice and research 
effectiveness

• Promoting road safety
• In the coming years improve the biggest bottlenecks 10%
• Focus on logistics / freight
• Multi-modal accessibility of urban areas

• Employers in the region are collaborating with the city to make 
commuter traffic and business related travelling more sustainable

• Creating room for innovation by eliminating regulatory hindrances
• Making available data open to business parties to enable the 

development of new solutions within the smart and sustainable 
mobility strategy

• Making innovation visible (buildings, routes, urban structure, identity 
of the city)

• Pentahelix stakeholder involvement
• Visibility: contributing to image of innovative city, attractive for 

critical mass of users
• Stimulate innovation in the area of mobility by active support of 

pilots
• Regional collaboration to ensure execution and implementation of 

integral solutions
• Addressing challenges that extend the local level in regional 

collaboration
• Leading the way in the stimulation of technology development and 

pilots
• Contribute to the Eindhoven spirit as innovative hotspot 
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Results ambition workshop stakeholders

High Lights

The top three aspects in the city the external stakeholders and 
strategic partners are most proud of:

• The integration of green and water in the city urban space 
with The Dommel as aorta.

• Well functioning storm water system.

• Hands-on mentality where solutions are realised in 
cooperation.

2015

Today’s challenges

Nowadays our efforts have decreased extreme water nuisance.

Today’s challenges

Nowadays citizens are unburdened and lack awareness to 
realise our ambition.

In 2050 citizens are water aware and appreciate the water 
and green spaces in their habitat (the garden city).

In 2050 our society properly handles and anticipates changes 
(e.g. climate change).

1 2

Aspirations

The citizens:

• A water aware water user
• Water awareness reward
• Water aware society, appreciating nature and green spaces
• Water aware citizen understanding the functionality of the water 

system
• Large-scale sewer and centralised water treatment are no longer 

needed
• (Re)learning to live again with nature 
• Awareness that nature happens: not everything is solvable, nor the 

responsibility of the municipality
• Biodiversity
• Telling stories: explaining this is why and what it is

Aspirations

• Climate change and its consequences
• Anticipate climate change
• Appreciation and respect for nature in direct living environment
• Rediscovery of the garden city
• Liveability and healthy living
• Energy neutral ambitions

SMART URBAN SPACES
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Today’s challenges

Nowadays the Eindhoven region has the best drinking water in 
the world, however the consumption is too high.

Today’s challenges

Nowadays we still neglect opportunities despite of our right 
intentions.

Today’s challenges

Nowadays our efforts have decreased extreme water nuisance.

2050
In 2050 citizens or companies experience no mortality, 
damage or nuisance by water.

In 2050 water consumption is limited to the first necessity of 
life (other needs are used from different wells).

In 2050 the high quality of the (swimming) water and green 
spaces attracts people to Eindhoven and to spend more time 
outside.

3 4 5

Aspirations

Safety and ‘dry feet’:

• No water damage in the city/ houses
• Efficient water system
• Water safety is extreme high and the chance for damage is limited
• Robust system
• A planning for urban space that is water robust (storage, retention, 

drainage)
• Redefinition of “nuisance” and awareness that things will happen
• Taking responsibility as citizens
• Citizen awareness of own role and responsibility

Aspirations

Drinking water:

• Drinking water reduction down to 30 litres a day
• Still availability of high quality drinking water
• Drinking water out of waste water
• Drinking water out of surface water
• Integrated water system
• Every household processes its own water
• Plenty and usable supply from nature (tap drinking water)
• Still ground water as drinking water (no bottled water)
• Flush toilets with rain water

Aspirations

Experience / recreation:

• Urban area that breaths nature
• Swimming in de Dommel, Gender and Canal
• People enjoying water and flora in the city
• Beautiful and safe swimming water
• Swimming in the Eindhoven’s canal
• Green building facade as acoustics and climate control
• Balancing nature and humans
• Water as a USP to attract people to the city
• Enjoying water and recreation in the city
• Knowledge workers in Brainport
• Healthier people through recreation and green spaces
• Less CO2 and NO2, link to smart mobility
• Social benefits due to social contracts
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Today’s challenges

Nowadays the planning of the urban environment has 
improved a lot but our ambition is to gain even higher quality.

Today’s challenges

Nowadays innovations are hindered and delayed by legal 
frameworks and financial flows (distinction concerns, payments 
and authority).

Today’s challenges

Nowadays we still miss opportunities despite of our right 
intentions.

In 2050 city planning is done in new, democratic public 
private partnerships and the public space is designed in a 
way that it supports all it’s ambitions.

In 2050 public space is planned with water and green spaces 
in a way that contributes to a healthy city (e.g. biodiversity 
and nature).

In 2050 the public sector is a ‘value-ment’ (‘waardeschap’); 
this new governance (‘tussenheid’) is situated in the midst of 
society to maximise meaning for and with citizens.

6 7 8

Aspirations

Health:

• Healthy sanitation
• Healthy living environment
• No mortality
• Water directing the design of public space

Aspirations

Physical space:

• Self-regulatory city areas
• No pollution of surface water with humane excreta
• Plenty of water and green in the city
• The water structure as a platform for nature in the urban 

environment
• Combination with tourism
• Buffering waste water on green roofs
• Clean surface water
• City farming, local circuit
• Nurturing craftsmanship and knowledge
• Water is clean enough for swimming
• Physical visibility of water in direct surroundings

Aspirations

Organisation:

• No taxes
• Co-creation with citizens and companies
• No more water taxes
• ‘Tussenheid’ instead of ‘overheid’
• The waterboard (het waterschap De Dommel) no longer exists
• “Water” in one organisation: optimal cooperation
• The waterboard (het waterschap De Dommel) and the municipality 

work jointly in everything
• The waterboard (het waterschap De Dommel) becomes 

‘waardeschap’: value creation by integrating water + …
• Seek for new balance in democracy: new public private partnerships
• The user pays
• Sponsoring maintenance of city parks
• new democracy working together in public private partnerships
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Today’s challenges

Nowadays the municipality of Eindhoven and The waterboard (het waterschap De Dommel) are learning organisations that 
cooperate successfully. However the ambition should include risk taking to seize opportunities.

In 2050 all meaningful elements from waste water will be 
reused (energy and raw materials).

In 2050 the mining of raw materials and energy from waste 
water will be optimised.

9 10

Aspirations

Raw materials and energy:

• No more waste water
• We mine everything valuable
• No more water in waste water
• Locally processing of waste water
• Circular society: mining of materials
• Water treatment producing energy and useful materials
• Maximum reuse of heat, energy, fertilizer, etcetera’s 
• Use of Big Data?

Aspirations

Sustainability:

• Sustainable society
• Cradle to cradle
• Citizens own their own energy plant
• Public private energy co-operations
• Innovate on integrated needs: water & nature, water & health, water 

& waste
• Water as buffer for sustainable energy (wind / sun)
• Optimal scaling
• Rational decision on economy of scale: house / district / city
• Consequences for infrastructure and investments
• Circular system in the region of Eindhoven
• Less use of energy

Other aspirations

In 2050 everyone understands his role and takes responsibility in an 
integrated approach for operations and asset management.

Asset management:

• Citizens take care of their environment (maintenance or even 
investments)

• Better understanding and control of rainfall
• Regulation of ground water
• Water systems free of maintenance
• A control system for sewer and water treatment

In 2050 people value a strong connectedness between urban, rural 
and nature areas and, therefore, a healthy balance between nature, 
living and working.

Biodiversity / nature:

• Coherence city and ecology
• Connecting the city and the region
• Nature
• Programmatic approach:
• More nature in the city and
• More (economic) activity in rural areas
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Policies regarding Open Data

The open data of the city of Eindhoven is available on: https://
data.eindhoven.nl/

Eindhoven has defined the policies regarding use and 
distribution of open data in Terms of Service.

Terms of Service (version 1/21/15)

Use of Socrata Web Properties

PLEASE READ THIS AGREEMENT CAREFULLY BEFORE 
USING THIS SERVICE.

- AGREE: BY USING THE SERVICE OR CHECKING THE BOX 
PROVIDED, USER IS AGREEING TO BE BOUND BY THIS 
AGREEMENT. 

User Terms of Service

1. Right to Use. User is granted a limited, nonexclusive, non-
sublicensable, non transferable, revocable term license to 
access and use a limited feature set of the Socrata software 
service (Service).

2. User Responsibilities. User must (i) maintain the security 
of User’s password or key provided by Socrata to access 
and load User Content on the Service; and (ii) accept all 
risks of unauthorized access to the User Content or other 
information User provides to Socrata. User is responsible 
for all activity that occurs under User’s account, and User 
should not share password with any third party. 

User Content means any datasets, discussion forums, 
and other interactive areas, features or services which 
User creates, posts or stores or uploads to the Service, 
including, without limitation, any content, messages, 
materials, data, datasets, data structures, spreadsheets, 
entries, information, text, music, sound, photos, video, 
graphics, code or other items or materials.

User’s rights with respect to any Socrata customer data 
displayed or made available on any Socrata customer 

website are governed by the terms of service or other 
applicable online contract between User and such 
Socrata customer.

3. User Content. 

A. Warranties. By providing any User Content, User 
represents and warrants to Socrata: (i) that it has the 
lawful right to distribute and reproduce such User 
Content; (ii) that none of the User Content impersonates 
any person or entity or otherwise misrepresents User’s 
affiliation with a person or entity; (iii) that none of 
the User Content is subject to any export control 
laws or regulations; (iv) that there are no unsolicited 
promotions, political campaigning, advertising or 
solicitations; (v) that the private information of any third 
party, including, without limitation, addresses, phone 
numbers, email addresses, Social Security numbers and 
credit card numbers is provided with the authorization 
of such third party; (vi ) there are no viruses, corrupted 
data or other harmful, disruptive or destructive files; and 
(vii) that the User Content that is not objectionable or 
which may expose Socrata or the users to any harm or 
liability of any type.

B. User may not provide any User Content: (i) that is 
unlawful, libelous, defamatory, obscene, pornographic, 
indecent, lewd, suggestive, harassing, threatening, 
invasive of privacy or publicity rights, abusive, 
inflammatory, fraudulent or otherwise objection; (ii) that 
would constitute, encourage or provide instructions for 
a criminal offense, violate the rights of any party, or 
that would otherwise create liability or violate any local, 
state, national or international law; or (iii) that may 
infringe any patent, trademark, trade secret, copyright 
or other intellectual or proprietary right of any party.

C. Grant of Rights. During the term of this agreement, User 
grants Socrata and its affiliates a nonexclusive, royalty-
free, perpetual, irrevocable, fully sublicensable, right to 
use, reproduce, modify, adapt, publish, translate, create 
derivative works from, distribute, analyze, perform and 

display User Content in connection with the Service and 
to provide service to its users. User understands that 
once User Content is provided, Socrata and content 
users have a limited ability to control or delete such 
content.

D. No Liability for User Content. Socrata takes no 
responsibility for any User Content or user content 
posted, stored or uploaded to the Services, nor is 
Socrata liable for any mistakes, defamation, slander, 
libel, omissions, falsehoods, obscenity, pornography 
or profanity within the Service. User’s reliance on any 
content that it obtains through use of the Service is at 
User’s own risk. Although Socrata has no obligation 
to monitor any of the User Content or other non-
Socrata provided information, SOCRATA RESERVES 
THE RIGHT TO REMOVE OR EDIT ANY CONTENT 
WITHOUT ADVANCE NOTICE, AND User IS SOLELY 
RESPONSIBLE FOR CREATING BACKUP COPIES OF 
AND REPLACING ANY User CONTENT POSTED OR 
STORED ON THE SERVICe AT User’s SOLE COST AND 
EXPENSE. Any use of the Service in violation of the 
foregoing violates this agreement and may result in, 
among other things, termination or suspension of User’s 
right to use the Service.

4. Retained Property Rights. Socrata retains all of its 
intellectual property rights in the Service and underlying 
software, and no rights, title or interest to the underlying 
software are transferred to the User. Socrata reserves 
all rights not granted. User may not rent, lease, resell or 
operate the Service as a service provider, or reverse engineer 
the Service. User must use the Service in conformance with 
applicable laws. 

5. Disclaimer. THE SERVICE IS PROVIDED ON AN “AS IS” 
BASIS WITHOUT WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EITHER 
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. SOCRATA DISCLAIMS ALL OTHER 
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, 
WITHOUT LIMITATION, IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY, AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
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PURPOSE, AS TO THE CONTENT AND INFORMATION 
WITHIN THE SERVICE. WHILE SOCRATA WILL ATTEMPT 
TO MAKE USER’S ACCESS AND USE OF THE Service SAFE, 
SOCRATA CANNOT AND DOES NOT REPRESENT OR 
WARRANT THAT THE SERVICE IS FREE OF VIRUSES OR 
OTHER HARMFUL COMPONENTS THAT ARE OUTSIDE 
SOCRATA’S REASONABLE CONTROL.

6. Limit of Liability. Socrata is not liable to User for any 
indirect, consequential, incidental or special damages 
(including without limitation, lost profits and lost data, 
information or content) arising out of this agreement, 
regardless of the theory of liability (including negligence 
and strict liability). Socrata’s total liability arising out of this 
agreement is limited to the amount paid by User within the 
12-month period prior to the event which gave rise to the 
claim or $100, whichever is greater.

7. Socrata Confidential Information. User will treat all non-
public Socrata information as confidential, and may not 
disclose or use that information for any purpose, other than 
for purposes of this agreement.

8. General Indemnity. If any third-party brings a claim 
against Socrata related to User’s acts or omissions, or User 
Content, User must defend, indemnify and hold Socrata 
harmless from and against all damages, losses, and 
expenses of any kind (including reasonable legal fees and 
costs) related to such claim.

9. Feedback. By submitting ideas, suggestions or feedback 
to Socrata regarding the Service, (i) User agrees that such 
items submitted do not contain confidential or proprietary 
information; and (ii) User hereby grants Socrata an 
irrevocable, unlimited, royalty-free and fully-paid perpetual 
license to use such items for any business purpose.

10. Governing Law. This agreement is governed by the laws of 
the State of Washington (without regard to conflicts of law 
principles) for any dispute between the parties or relating 
in any way to the subject matter of this agreement. Any 
suit or legal proceeding must be exclusively brought in 
the federal or state courts for King County, Washington, 

and User submits to this personal jurisdiction and venue. 
Nothing in this agreement prevents either party from 
seeking injunctive relief in a court of competent jurisdiction.

11. Federal Acquisitions. The Service is a commercial product, 
developed at private expense, and provided with restricted 
rights. Use, reproduction, release, modification or disclosure 
of the Service, or any part thereof, including technical 
data, by the United States Government is restricted in 
accordance with Federal Acquisition Regulation 12.212 
for civilian agencies and Defense Federal Acquisition 
Regulation Supplement 227.7202 for military agencies.

12. Miscellaneous. This agreement continues until either 
party terminates this agreement, for its convenience. This 
agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the 
parties and supersedes any prior or contemporaneous 
negotiations or agreements, whether oral or written, 
related to this subject matter.  User is not relying on any 
representation concerning this subject matter, oral or 
written, not included in this agreement. No representation, 
promise or inducement not included in this agreement 
is binding.  No modification or waiver of any term of this 
agreement is effective unless both parties sign it. Neither 
party is liable for force majeure events. User must comply 
with applicable export control laws.
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Contributions

We would like to thank the participants for their contribution to the ambition workshops:

• Hans Brouwhuis  NXP

• Annemarie Buddemeijer   Philips Research 

• Joan van Dijk   SRE

• Anouk Florentius  Stichting Natuur en Milieu

• Jeroen van Gestel  Het Energiebureau

• Luciën Groenhuijzen   Innovactory

• Jelle Groot   Eindhoven Municipality

• Arjen van Halem  Platform NOC

• Eric Hendricks   The Waterboard - Waterschap de Dommel

• Jan-Willem Hommes  Eindhoven Municipality

• Lex Huijbers   The Waterboard - Waterschap de Dommel

• Jarno de Jonge   The Waterboard - Waterschap de Dommel

• Elly van der Kallen  Eindhoven Municipality

• Nelleke Knipscheer  Gemert-Bakel Municipality

• Henk van Lieshout  Helmond Municipality

• Niek Luijten   Helmond Municipality

• Rene Mens   Brabants-Zeeuwse Werkgeversvereniging (BZW)
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Versions of this report:

11 September 2015  Concept for internal check in the city (limited distribution)

17 September 2015  Concept for sharing with R4E partners (limited distribution)

6 November 2015  Version for final check

15 December 2015  Final version for public distribution

This appendix is part of the D1.1 Report - Specific ambitions of the R4E partner cities and contains all results of the ambition setting activities held in the city of Forlì.

The R4E project received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation programme under Grant Agreement No 649397.

Disclaimer: This report presents the views of the authors, and does not necessarily reflect the official European Commission’s view on the subject.
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Introduction to Forlì

Introduction to the city

Forlì is located in the Emilia-Romagna Region (Northern Italy 
- Po Valley). Along with the nearby city of Cesena, Forlì is the 
administrative centre of the Province of Forlì-Cesena and is 
located between Bologna (capital of the region) and Rimini 
along the Via Emilia. It is located at about 35 km from the 
Adriatic coast.

The city, founded as ‘Forum Livii’ on the Via Emilia by the 
ancient Romans in 2nd century BC, is located in the area 
between two rivers (Ronco and Montone-Bidente). It covers 
an area of 228,45 km2 and has a population of 118.517 (at 
31.12.2014), of whom 12,25% are foreign citizens, with 52.564 
families.

The historic centre keeps many testimonies of the past, such 
as the Romanesque church of San Mercuriale (in the main 
Saffi square) with an impressive 12th century bell tower, the 
15th century Sforza Fortress and many buildings from the 

Renaissance period.

Forlì shows many examples of fascist architectures, mainly 
concentrated in the area between the railway station and 
the Victory Square, that have been included in the ‘Atrium’ 
European cultural route specifically dedicated to the 
architecture of the 20th century totalitarian regimes.

The city hosts a university campus (part of the multicampus 
system of the University of Bologna). The university campus 
is located in the area of the old Morgagni Hospital, whose 
buildings were recovered and integrated with new spaces and 
modern buildings. There are degree courses in economics, 
management, statistics, aerospace engineering, mechanical 
engineering, political science and a school for language 
interpreters and translators.

The ‘San Domenico Museum’ is a main attraction centre. 
It hosts the Town Art Gallery, where important temporary 
exhibitions of painting and sculpture are organized, attracting 

many visitors each year from all over Italy.

The airport was recently assigned to a new private 
management responsible for relaunching its activities in 
late 2015. Next to the airport area there is the Technological 
Aeronautical Center with the Academy of ENAV (Flight 
Assistance National Agency), a school for air traffic controllers, 
and the Aeronautical Institute, the headquarters of the degree 
course in Aerospatial Engineering.

The main Morgagni-Pierantoni Hospital complex, located on 
the outskirts of the city, is part of the regional health centre of 
excellence.

The city is served by Adriatic Railway, connecting with 
Bologna, and a dedicated railway goods delivery point is 
located in the southern area. The A14 highway from Bologna to 
Taranto (in the south of Italy) runs through the Municipality of 
Forlì. 

Source: Google mapsSource: Google maps Historic centre map. Source:: www.turismoforlivese.it • 
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Some of the main manufacturing enterprises that have 
factories in Forlì, are Electrolux (cooktops), Cantiere del Pardo 
(racing boats) Ferretti Group (luxury motor-yachts), Querzoli 
(precast concrete), Bonfiglioli Group (gear motors), Marcegaglia 
(stainless steel tubes).  Forlì hosts a specialised district 
of manufacturers of upholstered furniture and furnishing 
accessories.

The city of Forlì is characterized by a predominantly old 
housing stock. Therefore, for Forlì it is very important to recover 
and redevelop existing buildings in a sustainable way.  Equally 
it is important to take action on urban spaces to make them 
more accessible and useful to all citizens.

Selection of focus areas

The city has selected two focus areas for the R4E project:

• Smart buildings

• Smart urban spaces

Saffi Square (Main Square)

Saffi Square (Main Square)

Romanesque Church of San Mercuriale in the main square
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Sforza Fortress (XV century)
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Demographical aspects

Resident population by age groups. Source: http://www.
comune.forli.fc.it/

Ageing index (number of old people every 100 young people): 
Source: http://www.comune.forli.fc.it

Level of education of citizens: within Emilia-Romagna Region, 
the rate of university enrolment  in 2004 was 37.46 % (number 
of enrolled young people, aged 19-25, every 100 ), increased 
compared to the previous years (Source: http://sitis.istat.it/sitis

Number of residents within the historical city centre. Source: 
http://www.comune.forli.fc.it

Social aspects

Connectivity level: Data from the Report issued by the Region 
Emilia Romagna (benchmarking of information society  in the 
Region, 2015) indicate that in the Province for Forlì-Cesena, 
which includes the municipalities of Forlì, Cesena and a 
number of small municipalities:

• 92.5%of the population has broadband access on fixed lines 
with a speed higher than 2Mb/sec;

• 70.1% of the population has access to ADSL cable line with 
speed higher than 7Mb/sec;

• In Forlì the 66.9% of the population has access to broadband 
up to 30Mb/sec. 

Unemployment rate: the unemployement rate in Forlì in 2009 
was 5.89 % while the national rate is 7,8% (Source: http://sitis.

istat.it/sitis/html/)

Share of population with energy poverty: it has been estimated 
that about 2.100 people, in 2014, in Forlì have requested public 
subsidy to pay energy and fuel bills. The funds  are granted 
basing on an income index (ISEE) lower than 7500 Euros.  
(source:www.comune.forli.fc.it)

Inclusive accessibility policies / indicators (e.g. related to access 
to public transport): number of passengers per year  in 2014 
was of 6.863.255 (year 2014, source FMI).
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Economical aspects

Income per head in comparison to the national average 
income: 15.456 euro within Emilia Romagna region in 
comparison with 15.000 euro as the national average (year 
2005).           (source: http://www.istat.it/it/archivio/159634 )

The strongest sectors in the city and its relevancy in the local 
economy: the city has 10.872 businesses (31.12.2014) of which: 
13,04% agriculture, 14,95% Construction and Housing, 11,77% 
Manufacture, 23,62% Commerce, 36,62% Services.

The number of existing buildings is 38.400 and 370 new 
buildings have been constructed in the last 5 years. 

Mobility modal share: % use of different modes of 
transportation (bicycle, car, taxi, bus, train, trolley, …) in Forlì in 
2014 (source FMI): 

• car  67.2%

• motorbikes 6.7%

• public transport  9.1%

• bicycles  13.1%

• on foot  3.9 %

Level of infrastructure maintenance: the maintenance contracts 
are regularly monitored by the Municipality :

The overall maintenance costs of the green areas are about 
1.450.000 euros (VAT excluded)/year.  

The cost of road maintenance has been of  9.284.256,53 + VAT 
between 2007 and 2010 and for the years from 2010 to 2015 it 
is estimated to be of 15.354.006,00 + VAT. 

Green areas and open urban spaces in the centre of Forlì 
(Source: SITL Commune di Forlì)

Environmental aspects

Use of public space:

- PARCO URBANO: the most important open public space 
of the city of Forlì is the “Parco Urbano” (Urban Park), with 
its 20ha surface, it’s the biggest park of the city. It is situated 
near the historical city center and it is skirted by one of the 
most important rivers of the area, Montone River. The park is 
a recreational site, characterized by lush nature and a varied 
fauna.

- PIAZZA SAFFI: the most important square of Forlì is “Piazza 
Saffi” (Saffi Square), situated in the very  middle of the 
historical city center. It is where the head office of many public 
functions (such as the municipality of Forlì) are based and 
where the majority of local events take place.

The cycling lanes present in Forlì are of four types (Year 2014, 
source FMI): 

• Cycling lanes separated from roads for a total of 32952km

• On reserved lanes for a total of 4494km

• On pavements for a total of 4764km

• On pavements with dual use (pedestrian and bicycles) for a 
total of 40640km. 

Climate conditions : in 2013  the average temperature was 
14.4°C, the precipitation 762 mm/y, the average speed of 
the wind is 2 m/s (source: http://www.arpa.emr.it/cms3/
documenti/_cerca_doc/aria/fc/annuali/relazione_rrqa_2013.
pdf)

Impact of climate change & measures taken to handle climate 
change: the Municipality of Forlì has not evaluated the impact 
of climate change and no plan had been made regarding this. 
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Energy consumption per head (residential) & total in city: in 
2013 the energy consumptions per head has been of 4,58 
MWh for the residential sector  and 17,78 MWh for the whole 
municipality (total energy excluding industry consumption) 
(source: Nomisma Energia, SEAP monitoring)

Total CO2 emission per head has been 4,57 tons of CO2/
head in 2013 (source: Nomisma Energia, SEAP monitoring), 
accounting for a reduction of 9% compared to CO2 in 2000 
that was of 4.97tonCO2/head (SEAP Forlì, 2011). Total energy 
consumption in the local industry: 287.129 MWh in 2010 
(Source: Regione Emilia Romagna).

Public transport km/vehicles 2.595.669 for the Urban Area Forlì 
uses a total of 61 vehicles, of which 12 fuelled by methane and 
5 electric/hybrid. (Year 2014, source FMI)

The data consumption from offices and other municipal 
buildings are not yet organized in one single database, 
although the municipality is working toward such system.  
Details are available in one single system for schools and that 
allows the following estimates:  the average thermal energy 
consumption in 2013 is 155 KWht/m2 while the electric energy 
consumption is 15,7 KWh/ m2    

Renewable energy production in the city, divided by source: 
the main renewable energy source within the Municipality of 
Forlì is photovoltaic.   To date the national agency managing 
renewable energy incentives (GSE) reports a total of 1.608 
installations in Forlì with a total capacity of 48.027 kW. 

Public Buildings: 23 public buildings owned by the municipality 
host photovoltaic plants with a total production of 430.303 
kWh produced in 2014.  These buildings are mainly schools and 
the electric energy produced is used for internal consumption. 
Excess electricity production is exchanged with the national 
grid (“scambio sul posto”). Solar installations for the production 
of thermal energy are also present in 13 structures, mainly sport 
centres, for a total surface of 613m2.  Energy production in the 
form of hot water for hygienic uses (showers and toilets) is not 
being monitored for these installations. 

Data source: Photovoltaic in Forlì,  Atlasole, GSE, 2015

Photovoltaic installation on the roof of Palmezzano school

Solar thermal plant
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 Air quality & noise 

During 2012 and 2013 the air quality has been classified by 
ARPA, the regional environment agency,  as “Acceptable” for 
224 and 234 days per year and as “Good” for 43 and 76 days 
per year.  The main pollutants are PM10 during the winter 
period and Ozone during the summer period. Concerning 
the PM10, a concentration exceeding the European daily 
average concentration limit was reported for a number of 
days over the legal limit of 35 days. The number of days in 
2013 was 45 with a  decrease of numbers compared to 2012. 
(source:Report provincial 2013 arpa FC) . During the 2014 
winter, measurements have confirmed the trend of the previous 
two years, with 44 recorded days over the legal limits.

The percentage of not-recycled waste in the period 2008-2014 
has been 38%.

The collection of waste is a road collection with bins for 
undifferentiated, plastic and cans, organic and glass fractions.  
In many parts of the city a door to door collection is active.  
Recycling rate in 2014 was of 56%. 

The Municipality of Forlì has signed the Covenant of Mayors 
and committed to reduce CO2 production by - 25% in 2020 
compared to 2000 level.  Monitoring of CO2 emissions 
and energy use within its territory are regularly undertaken 
according to the time-scale set by the Covenant of Mayors.

 

Separate waste collection at home

Historical & cultural aspects 

The historical centre covers 1.642.934 m2, the number of 
historical buildings is 2762. 435 of them belong to the 
monumental preservation area.

Foreign people living in the city (last 5 years):

Source: http://www.comune.forli.fc.it/upload/forli/
gestionedocumentale/stranieri%20%20per%20
cittadinanza14_784_15997.pdf

In Forlì there are more than 2 cars per inhabitant, one of the 
highest in Italy (Source: www.aci.it)
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Involvement of stakeholders

In 2014 a new Regulation for the engagement neighbourhoods 
of  has been approved and presented in December of 2014. The 
regulation has been the result of work with the coordinators of 
neighbourhoods and discussion with stakeholders at dedicated 
meetings.  In particular, the definition of neighbourhoods 
and their organization was discussed openly.   The format 
of the meeting was designed to engage a large number of 
direct stakeholders: about 100 stakeholders, mainly citizens, 
participated. 

Participation of citizens

A recent example of participatory process has been deployed 
for the project “ a community welfare”. The project had the 
objective of building innovative thinking on community, 
facilitating the spread of computing practices of social policies,  
promoting the transformation of the services by placing it 
in a district territory and closer to citizens.  It included a high 
number of meeting carried out at different locations and the 
employment of a professional facilitator. 

Contracting schemes for energy related activities

Different types of contracting are being used for energy related 
activities according to opportunities and legal obligations.  

The Italian municipalities have the obligation of making use 
of contracts made  available by the Regional Purchasing 
Agency (Intercent) or the Central Purchasing Agency (CONSIP) 
for Public Administrations. These agencies define contractual 
items, undertake tendering procedure and make contracts 
available with third parties to all Public Administrations on 
the provision of specific goods and services. The Municipality 
is allowed to stipulate different contracts for the purchase of 
such goods and services only if applying contractual conditions 
that are economically more advantageous than regional and 
national contracts made available by Intercent or CONSIP. 

Organisation

The internal organization has been recently revised in order 
to align services to the new strategic objectives of the Mayor’s 
mandate and to initiate the transfer of functions to the Union 
of Municipalities of Romagna Forlivese.

The reorganization process, that started in January and ended 
in July, was aimed to improve efficiency and to rationalize 
the different structures in line with the containment of public 
spending. In particular, the new structure is characterized by:

• Extension of the powers assigned to top management, the 
Director General and the Secretary-General 

• Maintenance of the three main functional areas and 
reduction in the number of services from 17 to 15 services.

The decision-making process is based on the separation 
of political bodies, which are responsible for defining the 
strategies and operating control over the achievement of 
results and the technical structures, responsible for organizing 
activities and managing resources.

Decision making process:

• The Mayor is responsible for the administration and chairs 
the Municipal Board that is the body responsible for 
proactive activities towards the City Council, which exercises 
functions of administrative and political control; 

• Each main organizational department within the 
Organizational Area has one Director, that is responsible 
for organizing work,  contracting with external companies, 
managing human and financial resources and adopting 
orders and sanctions; 

• The General Director ensures that the organizational 
structure is functional to objectives and supervises the 
effectiveness of actions. 

• All external contracts longer than 20 years are signed by the 
Director, further to political  approval  by the City Council; 

• All contracts with external companies are previously 
approved by the Municipal Council and signed by the 
Directors which ensure correct administrative process and 
lawful procedures; 

• All directors take responsibility in relation to the objectives 
assigned annually, the good management of human and 
financial resources, the correctness of administrative acts 
and proceedings of the service.

Process of decision making regarding energy and sustainability

On Energy and Sustainability, directives are given by the City 
Council. The Municipal Council ensures their implementation 
by the relevant unit.  Being a  cross-sectoral area, many 
departments are involved including the Environment Unit 
(e.g. waste collection), Public Building Service (e.g. energy 
consumption of buildings), Planning Department (e.g. planning 
regulations).  For specific cross-sectoral targets, internal 
working groups encompassing more services are created. 
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Electric Energy and Heat (including associated services) are 
included within the goods and services made available by 
Intercent and CONSIP contracts.  The Municipality of Forlì 
purchases electric energy for its public buildings though an 
Intercent contract, while heating and maintenance of heating 
systems is contracted to a private company. 

Renovation of schools for energy efficient reasons is mainly 
contracted to the in-house company Forlì Città Solare through 
energy performance contracts (EPC).

Public Lighting (energy purchase, maintenance and 
management of lights) is contracted to a private company, 
outside regional and national agencies’ contracts.

Financing

Energy efficiency renovation are financed mainly through 
EPC contracts.  Renovation involving structural works such as 
seismic strengthening of buildings is financed mainly through 
municipal revenues (taxes). Large scale renovation projects 
have been undertaken with  public-private-partnerships; 

National financing schemes are available for local 
administration for energy efficient investments; the main 
tool being the “conto termico” that refunds up to 40% of 
costs incurred.  Another scheme called TEE (energy efficiency 
certificates) pays back an amount corresponding to obtained 
energy savings. 

Regulations

Local taxes are established according to national directives, the 
main local taxes being on building ownership and municipal 
services.  The current taxation schemes are designed to cover 
the costs that the municipality affords for services. 

Recent projects

• Signatory of the Covenant of Mayors; Sustainable Energy 
Action Plan approved in 2011;

• Supporting a network of 14 small neighbouring municipalities 
(Unione dei Comuni della Romagna Forlivese) for the 
Covenant of Mayors initiative.

• Solar thermal plant for local energy district of Villa Selva. 
The Solar Field is an energy platform that produces thermal 
energy from solar radiation. It uses parabolic mirrors rotating 
on one North-South axis (solar tracking) and focusing 
sunlight on a receiver fluid (thermal oil) that accumulates 
heat. This solar heat is then transferred to the local users 
through a district network heating. It uses the very simple 
principle of heat exchange. 

• Energy efficient renovation of the Aquilone and Rodari 
schools undertaken in 2013-2014 

Relevant EU projects 

• SMARTSET (Sustainable Market Driven Terminal Solutions 
for Efficient Freight Transport) co-funded by the Intelligent 
Energy Europe Programme 2012 and coordinated by 
Gothenburg Traffic and Public Transport Authority. The 
project is aimed at identifying environmentally and 
financially sustainable solutions for the last-mile distribution 
of freight and goods. The SMARTSET project is an important 
opportunity to focus on freight distribution activities within 
the city and, in particular, within the city centre.  

• FIESTA (Family Intelligence Energy Saving Targeted Action) 
co-funded by the Intelligent Energy Europe Programme 
2013 and coordinated by AREA Science Park. The project 
targets families with children focusing on how to improve 
their energy efficiency through a number of engagement, 
information and auditing measures. 

• Renewal – best practices exchange among twinned cities 
financed by Europe for Citizens funded by Europe for 
Citizens.

The renewable energy platform
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Today’s reality: Smart buildings

Forlì is aiming to increase the energy efficiency and the use of 
renewable energy in public buildings through a programme 
of renovation and investments. The use of smart technologies 
could help to achieve these objectives by optimising the use 
of resources and reducing the need for energy. However the 
concept of ‘smartness’ for building also refers to the uses and 
opportunities. For example the renovation and/or change 
of use of historic buildings, taking into consideration their 
historical background and today’s needs and users, can offer 
good examples for a modern and liveable city.   

In recent years a number of renovation projects have been 
concluded in Forlì. These include historical buildings of cultural 
and historical value such as San Domenico and Campostrino, 
which have been renovated and made newly available for 
exhibitions and cultural events. The San Domenico complex 
is now the most important museum in Forlì, hosting national 
and international art exhibitions, thereby improving access to 
culture in Forlì for its citizens and visitors.  San Domenico Museum

Hebe by Antonio Canova 

(San Domenico Museum)
Palazzo Romagnoli - Permanent exhibition “Il Novecento” (XXth 
Century)

Renovation project of “Campostrino” (first school gym in Forlì)

Energy efficiency work in Dante Alighieri School

The Campostrino complex, which originally was the first school 
gym in Forlì will soon be opened to the public as a communal 
space for cultural events. The Campostrino complex has been 
renovated though a joint process which draws the attention of 
citizens and associations who together decided on the best use 
of the building. SMART BUILDINGS
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The new University Campus  Trigeneration plant (combined heat, power and cooling – CHPC) under construction.

An important example of urban regeneration is also the new University Campus. It is located within the city centre and it saw the replacement 
and renovation of buildings that were part of the former city hospital.  
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Today’s reality: Smart urban spaces

Smart Urban Spaces are key elements of a thriving city. 
Forlì is committed to improving the quality of urban spaces 
and ensuring their sustainable use in relation to the needs 
of citizens. The pedestrian areas and recreational areas are 
two main focus areas in developing smart urban spaces. Key 
examples of smart urban spaces included places like Parco 
Urbano (Urban Park), Parco Repubblica (Republic Park) and 
Piazza Saffi (Saffi Square) with the availability of bicycle paths 
and public transport connections, bike sharing stations and 
wifi. 

Urban space use is closely linked to urban mobility and cycling 
paths are of key importance. In Forlì there are 0.87 million users 
of cycling lanes with a total length of 82.850km. 

Guido da Montefeltro Square in front of San Domenico Museum - Project to create a green area with pedestrian and bicycle 
paths

Smart urban spaces
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LED lamps in a new urbanisation and in the historic centre

Bike Sharing Stations, Smart Card for Bike Sharing, the MI MUOVO (I move) integrated regional transport system and the Bike Sharing station next to the San Domenico Museum.
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Results ambition workshop policy

2015 2050High Lights

The top three aspects in the city the municipality is most proud of:

• Location of Forlì: near a national park, near the seaside, near green.

• Social structure of Forlì.

• Prestigious building projects, both new buildings like the university campus, as well as 
renovation projects like the old church and museum.

General Ambitions for the City

Priority in Policy

The topics with the highest priority in the current policy:

• Compact city: making the city more dense and in this way attracting residents back into the 
city centre.  Densify the city, not extend it, then we can concentrate our services to a smaller 
area. Not use too much soil. This is a longer term process: it took years for people to go out of 
the city, it will take also 10 years to finalize the inward flux.

• Renovation of school buildings on energy efficiency, also including safety measures for 
earthquake-proof school buildings. The focus on schools will also have to set an example 
for other buildings and private owners of buildings. Priority is public buildings with special 
focus on schools (energy and seismic). School to become the example for other buildings, 
also privately owned. Use the schools as a demonstrator. Start from what we can personally 
act from, but at the same time talk to private people that want to change or renovate their 
properties and help, support them (e.g. regulations). Program for renovating 70 school 
buildings, adopting safety measures, prioritizing them in order.

• Reuse of spaces and buildings. Some prestigious renovation projects have been done, still 
quite a few historical buildings remain. They will be given a new use. At the same time urban 
space will be redesigned for new use (like the new library), to make them more attractive to 
people (such as the museum parking space).

Sustainable economic growth is the key of the new politics. Realising economic and social 
wealth, including environmental awareness.. The key is to reuse, recycle and save.
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In 2050 the city of Forlì is a compact city where spaces are 
ultimately re-used and fruitful connection is established 
between private and public property. This is enabled by 
facilitation, regulation and incentives for people to join 
actively in the transition of the town. 

In 2050 the (historical) buildings are energy efficient and 
resilient to nature and climate circumstances. Safety 
measures for renovation are developed and adopted. Schools 
have been the demonstrator to apply this integration of 
efficiency and safety in a right way.

In 2050 the historic city centre looks the same as in 2015, but 
is at the same time completely different. With respect for the 
historical and cultural values the town has become resilient to 
the climate change and courageous decisions were made to 
change the functional use of spaces and buildings, resulting 
in a lively city centre where people meet, join and participate.

In 2050 Forlì is the example where people, spaces and new 
technologies are well connected Technology is organised in a 
simple, yet effective way.

In 2050 the people of Forlì are aware and take 
responsibility for their city. They are educated to be digital-, 
environmental-, and social natives, that appreciate 
sustainability and behave accordingly.

In 2050 the municipality of Forlì operates in a well-
connected, cooperative region, where all stakeholders - public 
and private - join to connect infrastructure and green spaces. 
Cooperation is established to optimise energy, water and 
waste management, thus a green circular economy.

1

11

2

22

3

33

Aspirations

• The key value of Forlì is the cultural and historical heritage
• Create an identity: people that are happy to belong to the city
• And respect the changing circumstances for safety
• Not only focus on public buildings, also squares and the historic centre
• Focus on existing buildings and spaces first, not only the creation of new 

ones
• Find the connection of public spaces and private spaces
• In 2050 Forlì is the same city, but completely different
• In 2050 Forlì is a dense city that attracts residents to the city centre

Aspirations

• Improve regulations for restoration
• In 2050 better energy efficient, but also reduce the use of new space
• In 2050 existing buildings and spaces are renovated with renewed energy 

efficient buildings that are also safer in terms of environmental hazards and 
working conditions

• High energy performances and safer buildings
• Safer school (earth quake proof)
• In 2050 beautiful private and public buildings respecting the environment
• In 2050 Forlì is as it is now, but surviving the climate change and floods
• In 2050 all buildings are energy efficient and all activities are efficient using 

resources: simple organisation, simple as possible mobility (few cars), no 
waste and zero-emission.

Aspirations

• Recover, renovate, not only for energy efficiency, but also re-use of spaces
• A greener city with more green spaces 
• Long term planning for green spaces, e.g. number of trees and number of 

green spaces for people
• No more cars, pedestrian and cycle lanes
• Districts according to functionality (recreation, shopping, etc.)
• Recognize and respect the history of Forlì, and questioning what has 

happened so far, e.g. square in town, difficult to get lively
• In 2050 the city centre to be lively, not dead
• Have the courage to change and create spaces for people to meet and 

enjoy and participate in
• In 2017 the fortress (now a prison) back to its original aim
• Dealing with new buildings, e.g. university campus / kindergarten / new 

concept library
• Focus on historical city centre from public furniture to buildings, and all.

Aspirations

• Focus on new technology and good implementations
• Hanging needs in a growing city; make better benefit from the changes
• A city that enhances technology to enable people to have a better life
• Introduction of new concepts and ideas, such as hanging gardens
• Encouraging innovative ideas and in 2050 harvest from this
• Develop real longer term plans and benefit from that
• Connecting technologies with people
• Connecting innovative technology, people ad green areas, that is the key
• Address sensitivity of people and their emotions
• Implementing technology and the accessibility to technology to help people 

in good ad healthy living

Aspirations

• Key are the people and interpersonal relationships. Smart citizens start at 
school at a young age.

• Raise awareness of people on sustainability and what the municipality can 
do

• People taking responsibility for the environment
• Closer social relationships
• To make this come true: changing behaviour
• School for digital natives & social natives
• Being able to interact in new system of social intervention
• Become environmental natives
• School project: capacity to interact with all these things simple, like how 

much water do you use brushing your teeth?
• Start now with working on this awareness and education

Aspirations

• The aggregation of 15 municipalities in the surrounding cannot form 
national policies, but can take the challenge to try and to lobby

• The challenge is to bring people closer together
• Find new business models to finance renovations
• Take into account the interest of private owners
• Work together with private parties to jointly find (EU) financing
• A smart interaction between: environment – region – city
• Realising a network in the city
• Connect stakeholders, concerning the use of resources (water, energy, waste, 

infrastructure)
• The Italian way is individually, but that is a waste of money. Ideal is more 

(regional) cooperation
• Common sense of being part of an identity

Specific ambitions for smart buildings

Specific ambitions for smart urban spaces
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In 2050 all new buildings in Forlì are 100% energy efficient 
and self-supportive as a result of targets. For existing 
buildings with less restrictions, the maximum improvement is 
reached. For historical buildings, new technologies are applied 
respecting the architecture and historical values.

1

Aspirations

Energy efficiency and self-sufficiency:

• Buildings not depending on fossil fuels
• Use renewable energy sources
• Enhance energy efficiency
• Enhancing energy performances thanks to new materials that are 

more technological advanced
• Higher (+ less soil consumption) and more self-sufficient buildings 

with more green area at least outside the town centre
• Buildings based on ‘energy conservation technology (orientation, 

schemature, cool roofs, etc.)
• Wide broad band shared for smart services
• Setting new rules for bio-construction to comply with new buildings 

so that by 2050 30% of buildings will be self-sufficient

Results ambition workshop strategy

2015
High Lights

The aspects in the city the strategy department, integral 
project managers and departmental managers are most proud 
of:

• Different interventions have been made, both to old 
buildings and new buildings.

• New buildings: the university campus and the aeronautic 
building.

• Historical buildings that are renovated supported by the local 
administration, e.g. the museum: example of a historical 
renovation with smart technology.

• The participatory process in the renovation projects.

• The solar field for business and industry to produce heating. 
An eco-friendly production area.

• 1500 m2 from offices to museum using easy technology 
(lighting)

• San Domenico museum: giving it back to the city, 
creating new use for people, increase prestige of the city, 
multifunctional use and open space.

• Hybrid building for the research centre of the university, 
opening up research for private people; a cheap and 
extremely flexible building with particular architectural 
features.

• Kindergarten with bio-construction.

Strategic ambitions for smart buildingsSMART BUILDINGS
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2050
In 2050 the buildings in Forlì are more efficient in a respectful 
way. In top quality modern energy efficient buildings Forlì 
shows its courage to implement modern technologies. 
Respect is given for what is historical and precious, using new 
opportunities for elements that are less precious.

In 2050 the population in the city has reached a level where 
people easily use technology (such as smart phones) that 
interact with urban space, so they are real time informed and 
invited to engage in social activities. The quality of the urban 
space increases the value of the buildings and the community 
of Forlì is involved in improving the value of the city.

2 3

Aspirations

Respecting the buildings while making courageous improvements:

• Preservation in combination with renovation
• Ensure that history is not compromised with new solutions
• Rules to realise and share it
• Renovation and re-purposing former Eridania plant: music, 

conference room, concert hall, school
• Having the guts to heavily/radically change buildings built in the 

90s and at the beginning of this century
• Ability to change historic buildings for fair and respectful re-

purposing
• Greater possibility of working on ‘bound’ buildings and the chance 

to rebuild other, not particularly prestigious buildings in the town 
centre

Qualified and modern (schools & ) buildings:

• Functional, friendly, welcoming public buildings that are an 
example for the rest of the city to follow

• Refurbishment and upgrading of schools to meet the technological 
requirements of the youth

• Completely renovated schools, suitable to the needs of the 
students: energy savings and acoustic measures (no noise)

• Built on good examples for new areas
• Open public buildings, accessible for people and connecting 

equipped urban spaces

Aspirations

Disseminate awareness of citizens and administration

• Disseminate the idea of ‘smart’ architecture
• Raise awareness of citizens and increase participation
• Implementing GBC protocol of historic buildings in public buildings 

(- 30%)
• Developing neighbourhoods that encourage social activities and 

social cohesion and sustainability

Quality of life and quality of technologies

• Advanced buildings in terms of life quality and environmental 
protection

Other aspirations

Impact on historical buildings

• Costs for renovation of historical buildings
• Integrated and sustainable technologies to effectively reduce 

energy costs
• Harmonise the impact of (smart) technology to historical buildings 

(e.g. solar panels)
• Historical buildings, older than 70 years, with architectural 

standards requirements
• Reuse and restore historical buildings
• Technologies and smart buildings that won’t compromise the 

historical city fabric
• Cutting on historical building protection requires to have a clear and 

simple framework for those working in this sector.

Economic aspects of implementation of technologies

• Industrial buildings based on ‘pollution prevention’ and ‘cleaner 
production’; an industrial ecology

• Planned conservation as normal praxis supported by suitable 
resources

• More flexibility in interventions, making them more cost effective
• Economic aspects when renovation of industrial and commercial 

properties

Managing an integral planning

• Technological development in lighting, the use of colours and lights 
n the city

• Sustainable light and energy
• Include management-related aspects in projects since the very 

beginning
• TLC infrastructure for the whole town
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2015
High Lights

The aspects in the city the strategy department, integral 
project managers and departmental managers are most proud 
of:

• Parco Urbano - the Hyde Park of Forlì

• The cycling lane from Forlì to the castle

• The historical city centre

• The bike sharing service that is used more and more by 
citizens

• The availability of wifi in public spaces

• Controlled car access to the city centre & traffic control 
(enabled by wifi)

• New technologies (e.g. optical fibre) implemented in the 
public infrastructure

• Involvement of citizens in projects

Results ambition workshop strategy

In 2050 the urban space of Forlì is recovered and the 
qualitative value of the existing spaces is increased. The 
community benefits and respects the space by making 
better use of it. People gather for social meetings in the urban 
space. 

1

Aspirations

• Spaces that enable people to interact and discuss - not only 
technologically but also freely

• Spaces that, technologically, can enhance interaction in the 
community

• Urban spaces that are interconnected and meet different 
needs - improving socialisation

• No physical and cultural barriers, to enhance dialogue

• No more barriers in public and private spaces

• Safe spaces where people often go and attend

• Community spaces, that are functional, suitable

• Improve quality of green public areas through agreements 
for managing them together with private stakeholders

• Open spaces for teaching, ‘old’ occupation land-crafts

• Public spaces used by people 24/7

• Disabled people friendly access - easy access from all city 
zones

• Spaces for projects focussing on the individual

• Interacting with nature in a more free way - focussing on 
‘spaces’ vocations

• Smart services (public lighting, bike lanes) suitable to 
people’s needs

Strategic ambitions for smart urban spaces

SMART URBAN SPACES
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2050
In 2050 the citizens of Forlì enjoy better and more accessible 
urban spaces. New ways of sustainable and improved quality 
transportation are used (e.g. bikes, public transport). The 
citizens are aware of the impact on their health.

In 2050 the city of Forlì is more compact. The city is densified, 
to avoid excessive growth outside the current boundaries. 
The periphery of the city is preserved for agricultural use. A 
compact city adds to sustainable use of resources and soil.

2 3

Aspirations

• Educate citizens to use spaces while respecting them as well 
as other people

• Bigger car-free areas with alternative transport means

• No cars in wide urban areas

• Reduce traffic in the city & improve slow mobility

• Free parking lots for people residing in the city centre

• Recover spaces that were heavily and inconsistently changed 
in the past

• Re-think urban mobility

• Bicycle tracks

• 2050: guided transport means authorised parking lots

• Proximity services

• Providing urban spaces with the right tools & services for a 
‘beautiful’ & efficient mobility

• Limited car access in wide areas and cycling lanes that 
connect those areas

• Urban spaces suitable for pedestrians and cyclists

Aspirations

• Increase density instead of empty spaces, live in existing 
spaces instead of building new ones

• Compact city with high environmental quality with a wide 
sustainable mobility network

• Urban spaces = connect areas that are more relevant in 
cultural terms & for monuments

• More value to urban areas with more functions to mobility

• More accessible, comfortable, interactive and safer urban 
spaces

• Green areas in the local environmental context

• Car-free area in the whole city centre (within the ring road)

• Historical and suburban areas that can be more inviting & 
welcoming top quality low sound pollution

• Urban spaces with no traffic (polluting) with modern systems 
(connection lighting)

• Maintaining local identities and specific features without 
nationalism - wide areas for homogeneous areas with 
no political barriers. Local interest and quick, sustainable 
connections between different areas

Other aspirations

• Involving citizens in the maintenance of urban & green 
spaces

• Maximise and optimise green areas: take care of them

• Caring for the aesthetic side and maintenance of urban 
spaces

• Having spaces for cultural events and open air meeting 
points

• Given public spaces to private owners (especially small green 
spaces) so that they carry out maintenance - not possible to 
build in those areas
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Results ambition workshop stakeholders - morning session

High Lights

The top three aspects in the city the external stakeholders and 
strategic partners are most proud of:

• Renovation of San Domenico (the museum and church) and 
its surroundings for cultural events.

• Other palaces in the historical centre that become containers 
for commercial spaces that belong to the community.

• University as a culture container, which is also very energy 
efficient.

Today’s challenges

• Nowadays buildings are empty and the city centre is not lively
• Nowadays there are high costs for rental in the city centre
• Nowadays regulation is needed, for instance make ground floors 

available for commercial activities
• Nowadays strategic policies have to be made to create more shops
• Nowadays smaller areas need to be improved, and then extend 

from there

In 2050 he historical buildings are given a new life and new 
purpose by using them for cultural events or other means of 
leisure and social activities. Different approaches are used 
for public, private and mixed buildings to ensure ‘best’ use. 
Conditions for high quality living are met so people have 
moved back to the city centre. Policies enable differences in 
the areas of the city to meet the different groups of people 
(citizens, shops, banks, etc.).

1

Aspirations

Renovate (historical) buildings for new use to make them attractive 
for citizens

• Historical buildings to host new activities, e.g. hotel
• Renovate historical buildings to keep in good condition and involve 

people to make them aware of the beauty
• Attractive to citizens; attract people again to the historical centre
• The centre to be experienced again, not only a ‘museum’ ability set 

up but also residential in the centre

2015

SMART BUILDINGS
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Today’s challenges

• Nowadays Forlì lacks vital infrastructures, such as internet

Today’s challenges

• Nowadays incentives, policies and regulations are needed for 
stimulation

• Nowadays we have to face the economic challenge
• Nowadays we need to increase awareness; citizens need a mind 

shift to their way of living and working

2050
In 2050 Forlì has high quality commercial routes, attracting 
companies to open new businesses. A more diverse set 
of activities and services (handicrafts, shops, banks, 
or headquarters) is present in the city. Young start-up  
companies use the suitable, smaller buildings all over town. 
Infrastructures (e.g. broadband connections) and set-up 
services for companies are at top level.

In 2050 50% of the buildings in Forlì will be energy efficient, 
zero-emission and self-sufficient, using the newest 
technologies. Policies support this. Citizens are aware of the 
basic principles of sustainable living, already from a young 
age.

2 3

Aspirations

Facilitate the start-up of business and commercial activities to 
increase liveliness in the city centre

• SME’s to benefit from location
• Facilitate new start ups
• Foster liveliness of the centre
• Local crafts
• The importance of trading and commercial activities

Aspirations

Zero-emission, energy efficient and self-efficient buildings

• 50% buildings with 0-emission in 2050
• Energy efficient smart buildings
• Make it possible for owners of historical buildings to invest in energy 

efficiency

Other aspirations

• Involvement of citizens, students and entrepreneurs for sustainable 
development

• Involve university in getting new ideas
• Inviting for enterprises and new use
• Attractive for companies that are innovative and sustainable
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Results ambition workshop stakeholders - morning session

High Lights

The aspects in the city the external stakeholders and strategic 
partners are most proud of:

• The ring-road around Forlì

• More rational travel and short trips = cars spend less time on 
roads

• The lighting system of Piazza Saffi

• Parco Urbano

2015
In 2050 the city centre of Forlì is lively and attracts young 
and old people through services and events. The centre is a 
place to meet between generations.

1

Aspirations

Lively city centre that is attractive for people:

• More lively historical centre - easy to access and pleasurable
• Revitalise the centre with companies and enterprises
• The area around Forlì (including the centre) is balanced with services 

close to the population
• A small town - not too big scale to enable to meet the needs of 

people
• City that attracts people (already before 2050) for working
• Attractive for tourists, visitors and investors
• Public parks to be organised in a rational way and host events 

using technology.

Attractive centre and events for all people (young and elderly)

• Management and communication of all events in the city so 
everybody is reached

• Attractive for young people (brain & intelligence) that bring new 
skills

• Inviting for young people - meet & share ideas

Excellent services in the city centre:

• Excellent services in the city centre
• Parking lots (free) - improve payment system and smart use and 

management of parking

SMART URBAN SPACES
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Today’s challenges

• Use the example of Parco Urbano to spread to other areas of the 
city

Today’s challenges

• Attractiveness for companies
• Low industrial level
• Opportunity for growing business and technology sector
• Use the example of the company that founds organic replacement 

for pesticides using insects and how has a global business
• The way the democratic system works today (top-down)

2050
In 2050 the city of Forlì will have lots of small green spaces & 
squares that are well-equipped to enhance several types of 
social activities. New smart technologies are used to enhance 
this. Green spaces in private buildings (balconies, court yards, 
etc.) are also well-kept and contribute to the value of green 
spaces.

In 2050 Forlì is world-famous for technologies that were 
‘born’ here in local enterprises. Innovative ways of working 
(e.g. marketing) are applied and contribute to the city as a 
whole. Young people turn their ideas into business. The city 
builds on its smart citizens. Good integration of citizens with 
people from the university and research centre. Forlì is open 
and connected. Collaboration between public and private 
sector is enhanced by aligning time-lines and through 
coordination. 

2 3

Aspirations

More and better green areas integrated in city (not separate):

• More green areas and more trees to provide a better environment 
for daily life

• Integrated green areas in the city - green ‘furniture’
• Park Ronco: making the lake accessible (now an abandoned area)

Aspirations

Forlì as a show case for technological developments and 
collaboration:

• Smart things should facilitate our lives and systems
• Forlì to become an example for public-private collaboration

Other aspirations

Accessibility of the city with green mobility:

• Public transport means
• Better accessible with public transport - eliminate pollution up front 

by technologies
• 50% of people using alternative mobility = public transport (now it’s 

less than 10%)
• Cycle lanes

Human scale urban spaces that invite to spend time together:

• Parks and green areas
• Public spaces (new and old) to have human size - not too big (huge 

spaces remain empty) and to be meeting points with furniture
• Smaller environments that are enjoyable to stay - with benches 

and playing grounds

Re-use of spaces for other purposes:

• Make spaces available and accessible for other purposes
• Renovate the airport
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Results ambition workshop stakeholders - afternoon session

High Lights

The top three aspects in the city the external stakeholders and 
strategic partners are most proud of:

• The university campus

• Eataly, given prestige to the city and at tracing people to the 
centre

• San Domenico; a revitalised space for tourism, leisure, culture

• Opportunity for many more buildings with re-use purposes

• Forlì is a good-sizes city

• The university campus and museum as demonstrators for 
what the city might be

Today’s challenges

• Lack of a strategic vision, imagination and the will to share ideas
• Find the right decision process
• Financial problems
• Identify functions and sustainability of interventions
• Red tape and casus to complexity

In 2050 all buildings of historical value of Forlì are renovated 
and new use is created for them as a service for the 
community.

1

Aspirations

Renovation and reuse of all buildings of historical value

• A complete renovation of historical valuable buildings in Forlì
• 2 buildings in the north off Forlì: the former sugar factory and the 

animal market, in an area suffering: can be reused in new ways
• The main post office in the town square: convert and re-purpose

2015

SMART BUILDINGS
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Today’s challenges

• Find financial resources
• Lack of a strategic vision, imagination and the will to share ideas

Today’s challenges

• Find financial resources
• Lack of a strategic vision, imagination and the will to share ideas

2050
In 2050 Forlì is a zero-risk city, concerning earthquakes and 
other nature disasters for all buildings.

In 2050 buildings of Forlì are smart in terms of technology as 
well as ‘people smart’ in enabling the service of the building 
(for instance improve healing in hospitals or learning in 
schools). The knowledge gained from redesigning hospitals 
and schools in this way is an example now for other buildings.

2 3

Aspirations

Safe and earthquake proof

• 100% safe buildings
• Earthquake proof schools
• Safety measures

Aspirations

Schools and hospitals as leading examples

• Schools and hospitals are the primary means
• Schools and hospitals should be the first to be energy efficient

Other aspirations

Zero-energy consumption buildings

• 100% zero energy use

Involvement of owners

• Stimulate private owners to rethink use and 
• Improve the energy efficiency of buildings
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Results ambition workshop stakeholders - afternoon session

High Lights

The aspects in the city the external stakeholders and strategic 
partners are most proud of:

• Associations in the city that give spaces to citizens for 
temporary use

• Green spaces and good green lanes - e.g. Parco Urbano

• Smaller parks in the districts used by younger people

• Cycle lanes & public transport - more viable transport

• A quiet and safe city with social cohesion

• Good functions and urban planning

• New ring-roads & bypasses - guide cars outside the city

• Impact on the area around San Domenica

• Aeronautics institute

2015

Today’s challenges

• Lack of cultural vision
• Lack of networking collaboration
• Finding public/private cooperation tools
• Lack of cooperation between the partners / stakeholders
• Time
• Implementation costs and necessary investments
• Individualistic approach (selfishness)
• Technological boundaries / constraints

In 2050 technological development & IT integration is 
developed to promote social cohesion & regional cooperation. 
In a living lab an integrated system for strategic thinking and 
cooperation is exploited.

1

Aspirations

Living lab & regional cooperation:

• Create an area for innovation (living labs) where cooperation 
between companies, university and municipality is realised and 
demonstrated

• Campus available to all city & citizens
• Investment in university campus is stimulating multidisciplinary 

enhances
• In 2050 Forlì is part of a larger network involving other 

municipalities in effective cooperation for a strategic region

Redesign of ‘old’ systems and infrastructure:

• Reduction of ‘old’ systems for waste management, energy use etc.
• Create connection (wifi / broadband) in the city

SMART URBAN SPACES
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Today’s challenges

• Strategic vision
• Time
• Implementation costs and necessary investments
• Individualistic approach (selfishness)
• Technological boundaries / constraints

Today’s challenges

• Overcoming barriers (represented by cultural ideas)
• Time and resources
• Geographical constraints
• Time
• Implementation costs and necessary investments
• Individualistic approach (selfishness)
• Technological boundaries / constraints

2050
In 2050 Forlì has an extremely lively centre, that enables 
participation and social cohesion initiated by citizens 
themselves, or facilitated by event organisers. People from 
the coast come to visit the events in Forlì - enabled by a good 
mobility infrastructure.

In 2050 Forlì will have the best air quality of Italy and 
therefore citizens suffer less from climate change. A micro-
climate is developed that is ideal, because it makes use of 
waste/water/energy (re)generation and only exploits green-
energy consuming mobility and systems.

2 3

Aspirations

Lively city centre with mixed activities and services all year round:

• The Wednesday event is very successful - more events during whole 
year

• Historical city centre to become more lively with mixed activities 
and services in the city centre

Aspirations

Self sufficient intelligent green spaces:

• Public urban furniture to be smart and connected
• Green areas should be energy self-sufficient. Use of wind, sun and 

water for energy of life and light
• Smart public lighting and renewable energy sources
• Citizens in Forlì will only need to work 40% of their time
• IT-connected trees indicate when they need water

Other aspirations

Reduce use and ownership of private cars through efficient 
connections:

• Avoid the use of private cars
• Increase services for mobility
• In 2050 public transport replaces 70-80% of car possession
• In 2050 private cars use 100% renewable energy
• Public transport connects the outskirts of the city

Nature and environment as driver for tourism and economic 
development:

• Nature as economic drivers and vice versa
• Develop the potential for tourism on the hills around the city
• Connect tourism and environmental protection

Learn from nature:

• Back to nature - learn from how Aboriginals live
• Communication with feelings without technological means
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This appendix is part of the D1.1 Report - Specific ambitions of the R4E partner cities and contains all results of the ambition setting activities held in the city of Istanbul.

The R4E project received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation programme under Grant Agreement No 649397.

Disclaimer: This report presents the views of the authors, and does not necessarily reflect the official European Commission’s view on the subject.
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Introduction to Istanbul

Istanbul is like a state on its own. With a population of 
almost 14 million, it is larger than 23 European countries. 
The metropolitan area falling under the responsibility of the 
Metropolitan Municipality is 5,389 km2, extending for 165 km 
from east to west, with a north-to-south distance of 45 km.

For centuries, Istanbul has always had a very strategic position 
along the historical Silk Road and naval routes between the 
Mediterranean and the Black Sea. This strategic location has 
helped the city to develop a cosmopolitan population.

Istanbul is the largest city in Turkey. The officially registered 
population is 13.8 million as of 2014, which is about 18% of 
Turkey’s population. This means one in five Turkish citizens live 
in Istanbul. Istanbul is also the third-largest metropolitan area 
in Europe, after London and Moscow. 

Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality has a massive budget, 
which is larger than those of 18 of the 29 Turkish ministries. The 
consolidated budget generally increases by 7.7% each year, 
and for 2013 it was around USD 12 billion. Of this figure, USD 8 
billion is the investment budget, and around half of this budget 
is dedicated to transport.

So far, the municipality has succeeded in solving all its 
problems for the foreseeable future (i.e. water supply, pollution, 
housing etc.), except for transport: traffic congestion within 
the city is a growing problem, which is why the Metropolitan 
Municipality has dedicated almost half of its resources and 
energy to solve the transport problem.

Thanks to the recent excavations in Marmaray which had 
repercussions in many circles, we now know that the city’s 
history goes back to the Neolithic Age. It has a history of eight 
thousand five hundred years. 

There are 2.5 million vehicles throughout the metropolitan area 
and 1.8 million of these vehicles circulate on the roads every 
day. 

The transportation network length has witnessed a sharp 
increase since 2004, and currently amounts to 25.000 km.

Average travel time in vehicles is now 45 minutes, while it 
was 53 minutes in 2004. This decrease basically owes to 
transport investments of the Metropolitan Municipality, and the 
Municipality aims to reduce this figure down to more tolerable 
levels.

Car ownership per 1.000 residents is 133 automobiles, which is 
growing as more and more people are better off in Turkey. This 
figure is a bit higher than Turkey’s average (which is 96/1.000) 
but still quite low when compared to other OECD countries 
such as USA (812/1.000), Italy (656/1.000), Japan (599/1.000) 
France (576/1.000), Spain (564/1.000) Germany (586/1.000), 
UK (515/1.000) (figures for the year 2002). But here we should 
note that the figure was only 67 in the year 2000, so it is 
almost doubled in every decade.

So, this is the time to solve this traffic problem, and past 
experience as well as the case of huge metropolises show that, 
no matter how large and long are the roads you build, you’ll 
not be able to solve the traffic congestion problem, unless 
you create a backbone transport network which is based on 

railways. That’s why the Municipality’s strategy is to build 
high-capacity lines throughout the city and promise people 
guaranteed trip durations from one location to another.

Istanbul is the city of massive projects: The most famous one is 
probably Marmaray, known as the «project of the century».

This high-capacity rail transport project consists of the 
construction of an undersea rail tunnel under the Bosphorus 
strait as well as the modernization of suburban rail lines 
along the Sea of Marmara from Halkalı on the European side 
to Gebze on the Asian side. The procurement of new rolling 
stock for suburban passenger traffic is also part of the project.  
Construction started in 2004, with an initial target opening 
date of April 2009. After multiple delays, the projected started 
revenue services in October 2013, and so far it’s doing quite 
well, carrying about 130 thousand riders per day. However, 
Marmaray will have its real meaning when its overground 
section is opened in late 2015.

The Eurasia Tunnel Project, The Istanbul Strait Road Crossing 
Project will be constructed between Kazlicesme and Goztepe 
districts along a 14.6-km route including a 5.4-km twin-deck 
tunnel that will cross the Bosphorus beneath the seabed, with 
the aim to ease the city’s traffic pressure.
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The Third Bosphorus Bridge is a planned suspension bridge 
located at the northern end of the Bosphorus, north of the 
other two bridges, in Istanbul. The tender was held in May 2013, 
and the bridge will be completed by the summer of 2015. It will 
have a total of 8 motor lanes, plus 2 tracks for high speed rail.

The 3rd Airport: The new airport will be built in a build-operate-
transfer model and the winning bidder would have operating 
rights of the airport for 25 years. The new airport would have 
a total passenger capacity of 150 million per year. Once 
completed in 2017, it’s going to be the biggest on earth with 6 
runways.

Istanbul Canal is the name of the artificial sea-level waterway, 
which is proposed to be built by the government on the 
European side of the city. The new waterway would bypass 
the current Bosphorus. Istanbul Canal aims to minimise vessel 
traffic in the Istanbul Strait.

Statistical figures about transportation in Istanbul in general 
are as follows: The road system currently accounts for about 
84 percent of overall transport in Istanbul. 

This includes the elements of private cars, IETT public buses, 
privately-owned public buses, the BRT system, minibuses, 
taxis and company buses.

The share of rail-based transportation is about 13 percent, 
which was only 8 percent just a few years ago. All urban rail 
operators in Istanbul are public, and are performed by TCDD 
(i.e. the state railways) as the suburban commuter line, IETT 
(predominantly the bus operator but also provides railway 
transport in two historical, short-distance lines) and Istanbul 
Ulasım, which is affiliate company of Istanbul Metropolitan 
Municipality. Last but not least, Istanbul has also waterborne 
transport mode by almost 3.3 percent, which comprises 
the private operators IDO and private boats, and the public 
operator Sehir Hatları (i.e. City Lines).

In line with Istanbul’s Transport Master Plan designed in 2007, 
the future vision of the Municipality consists in changing the 
balance in favor of the second one—increasing the share of 

rail-based modes up to more than 50 percent, in order to have 
a sustainable, liveable city.

Under normal circumstances, we have a 10 percent increase in 
the ridership every year. However, in extraordinary years when 
we open a new line, this figure could be higher, which was the 
case in 2013 with the opening of M3 and M4 lines.

Throughout the year 2013, we carried a total of more than 402 
million passengers.

For the entire transport system of Istanbul, we have an 
integrated smart ticket called IstanbulCard. The card was 
developed and put into practice by Belbim which is the 
information technology company of the Istanbul Metropolitan 
Municipality. This is the last-generation ticketing system based 
on RFID technology. It’s valid for all transport modes within 
the city and allows you transfer opportunity of five consecutive 
times within two hours. Plus, for the second, third, fourth and 
fifth validations you have discount, i.e. pay more or less half of 
the original price. 

IstanbulCard was introduced on March 2009 and since then it 
has been doing quite well, even winning the most prestigious 
European award in the field.
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Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality (IMM)

Istanbul is one of the world’s fastest-growing megacities, both 
with 14 million population and its strategic location. 27% of 
national GDP, 60% of Turkish trade and 40% of national tax 
revenues come from Istanbul. Besides being at the heart of 
the Turkish economy, Istanbul has many universities which 
make the city attractive for thousands of students from all 
over Turkey. Istanbul is located at the intersection of Asia, 
Europe and Africa, which makes it an international trade hub. 
In addition, thanks to its good accessibility from countries all 
over the world countries, many international organizations 
and exhibitions take place each year in Istanbul. As a result, 
there is a growing demand for all types of facilities in Istanbul 
especially for transportation.

Currently, our IstanbulCard usage ratio is about 92 percent, 
while the remaining 8 percent represents the token usage—for 
single journeys within our network we use plastic RFID tokens.
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The Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality:

• Serves as the municipal government centre for  of Turkey’s 
thriving transcontinental hub

• Carries out local administrative tasks in Istanbul 

• Provides public services for a population of around 14 million

Has 25 municipal enterprises, 2 subsidiary public utility 
corporations and a total of 43,500 employees.

Mobility and Transportation

Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality (IMM) allocates considerable 
amount of budget for transportation and effective traffic 
management projects every year. Even if new transportation 
facilities and projects are introduced, it doesn’t satisfy the 
mobility needs of inhabitants. For this reason, IMM supports 
the projects which will help manage traffic effectively and 
optimize the use of transport network and deliver a sustainable 
environment for next generations. Within the scope of IMM’s 
strategic plans, IMM gives importance to smart management 
and energy efficiency topics for its new projects and 
deployments in Istanbul. 

Goals by near future

Istanbul has defined a number of goals, as shown in the 
following images.
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Selection of focus areas

Istanbul has selected two focus areas for the R4E project:

• Smart mobility: smart public transport

• Smart mobility: smart traffic management
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Demographical aspects 

Number of inhabitants   
Total:     14.377.018 
Men:         7.221.158 
Women:  7.155.860

Graph: Age structure of the population

Source: Turkish Statistical Institute

Graph: Population trends

Source: Turkish Statistical Institute

Social aspects

Table: Level of education of citizens

Table: Connectivity level: penetration grade of smart phones, 
percentage of houses with broadband 1

Source: Turkish Statistical Institute

Smart Phone Usage in Turkey: 19% 

Source: Turkish Statistical Institute
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Table: Unemployment rate

There are 670.756 disabled people in Istanbul which means 
around 3% of population.

Table: Percentage of people that require special care/needs

 
Source:  Istanbul Family and Social Policies Provincial Directorate

Economical aspects

Income per head in comparison to the national average 
income : Average yearly income per family in Turkey in 2013: 
29.479 TL

Source: Turkish Statistical Institute

The most strong industry, business, transportation, 
advertisement and financial entities are located in Istanbul. 
40% of national income is obtained from industry, 30% of 
it is obtained from business and the rest of it is available 
from other sectors. The part of agriculture is only %1. Istanbul 
composes the main source of Turkish budget Approximately 
37% of total taxes are collected from Istanbul. Other sectors 
are agriculture and stockbreeding, fishery industry, forestry, 
mining, transportation, highway, railway, seaway, airline and 
Bosporus.

Source:  IMM

Business sector has 27% share, transport and communication 
sector has 15% share and industry employment has 20% share 
in local economy.

Maintenance costs

Historical/Cultural aspects

Istanbul has several associations.

Source:  http://www.dernekler.gov.tr/

• Particular cultural matters for adoption of innovative solutions
• “Seker Otobüs” Children Events
• Summer Cinema
• Documentaries
• Documentary of Haliç 
• Documentary of Companions of Prophet Muhammad 
• Women of East/Istars at the Door Festival 
• Woman and  Sufism
• Meeting with Mevlana
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• 4. Istanbul Meeting for freedom of thought
• Islamic Countries Culture Week 
• Advertising Activities
• Book Fair
• Memorial Meetings
• Symposiums 
• Feshane Activities
• Children’s Film Days
• Oversea Istanbul Culture Days 
• Istanbul Culture Days in Damascus

• Oversea Tourism Advertising Fairs
Source:  www.ibb.gov.tr

Environmental aspects

Green areas

	  
 

Source: IMM

Factors Affecting Climate

• Mathematical position

• Geographical Formations (Level, direction of mountains, 
aspects)

• Position according to sea

• Direction of wind

• Centre pressure

Source : IMM Disaster Coordination Center

Climate conditions

Projects implemented by the Istanbul Metropolitan 
Municipality (IMM) to improve air quality and to reduce GHG 

	  

	  
emissions : 
1) To minimize the rate of solid waste going to landfill providing 
maximum material recovery by mechanical and biological 
treatment of municipal solid waste with high organic content 
and to reduce 171,000 tons of CO2-e/year GHG emissions 
generating alternative fuel (solid recovered fuel- SRF).

2) To reduce GHG emissions through waste transfer stations 
used for transfer of waste from garbage trucks into silos and 
semi-trailers of bigger volume for onward transportation to 
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landfill. Usage of transfer stations lowers amount of GHG 
emissions by reducing traffic towards landfill.

3) CO2 reduction from heat and power (CHP) generation in 
wastewater treatment and sludge dewatering units of Istanbul 
Water and Sewage Administration (ISKI).

4) The efforts on increasing green areas and reforestation. 

5) The use of energy efficient equipments (thermostatic valve, 
solar collectors, lighting sensor etc.) in the houses produced by 
KIPTAS municipal company of IMM. 

6) The estabilishment of 274 solar collectors in the facilities of 
IMM.

7) The estabilishment of healthy charging infrastructure for 
electric vehicles,

8) The efforts of IMM Art and Vocational Training Courses 
(ISMEK) to raise awareness of housewives about efficient 
consumption of energy in daily life,

9) The project of ISKI on the effects of climate change on some 
important water resources in Turkey including Istanbul as a 
pilot region,

10) The efforts on increaing the rail system,

11) The use of LED and solar energy for traffic signalization,

12) The use of online crossroad system in traffic signalization,

13) The efforts on intelligent transportation systems (ITS), 

14) The efforts on promoting public transport,

15) Renewal of the bus fleet of IMM (buses working with 
compressed natural gas (CNG), buses with Euro 5 standards),

16) The efforts on changing transportation modes (increasing 
marine transportation, extending bike lanes).

17) The project “Development of a GIS Based Decision 
Support System for Urban Air Quality Management in the 
City of Istanbul” was performed within the frame of the LIFE 
Third Countries Programme for the term February 1, 2007- 

January 31, 2009. A decision support system for urban air 
quality management was developed for the first time for a 
metropolitan city in Turkey within  the scope of this study. 
According to the results of the study,  Istanbul Metropolitan 
Municipality has prepared an action plan titled “Istanbul Air 
Quality Strategy”.

18) In an effort to identify the largest sources of GHGs in 
Istanbul and to determine targeted initiatives that will achieve 
the greatest economic and carbon savings, the GHG inventory 
report, the first publicly available report for Istanbul, was 
prepared. 

The reporting year selected for the inventory is 2010 as the 
data for this year the most complete at the time of developing 
the inventory. The inventory includes emissions from carbon 
dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O). 

Bicycle roads and pedestrian areas

According to Istanbul Transportation Master Plan Households 
Research Report, 50.72% of travels are performed with motor 
vehicles and 49.28% are performed on foot. It is necessary 
not to rule out pedestrian travels due to it has a huge ratio as 

49.28%. The main sources of environmental and transportation 
problems are motor vehicles. Traffic problems can be solved 
if bicycle and pedestrian transport are supported in short 
distance travel. By this way, traffic congestion will decrease 
and at the same time people will have a chance to do sport. To 
extend and make it attractive this environment friendly system, 
IMM Transportation Planning Directorate has carried out a 
planning and designing project for bicycle and pedestrian 
roads in Istanbul.  

“Rider and Pedestrian Transportation System” has created in 
Istanbul for 630 km long road. To provide route continuance, 
approach roads are added to 630 km and total road network 
will extend to 1004km. Within the scope of “Rider and 
Pedestrian Transportation System” routes are divided into 4 
group as first, second, third and fourth priority bicycle roads 
as 2023 objectives. The concept projects of first and second 
priority roads are ready for implementation.

Rider and Pedestrian Transportation System Priority Table

24 km long road From Bakırköy IDO to Alibeyköy, 4.5km long 
road from Eminönü to Besiktas Square and 32.5km long road 
from Üsküdar to Kartal are decided to construct as first priority. 
UTK2008/24-23 (UTK: Transportation and Traffic Circulation 
Committee) numbered decision for aforementioned routes 
has been taken and transferred to put into practise to General 
Directorate of Public Works and Engineering.

Source:  www.ibb.gov.tr

CO2 emission per capita in 2010 has been estimated as 3.31 
tCO2e.
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Air quality data
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Noise data

IMM Directorate of Environmental Protection has prepared 
road-related draft noise maps along routes used by more than 
6 million vehicles per year in Istanbul since 2010. Road-related 
draft noise maps of Bayrampasa, Esenler, Gaziosmanpasa, 
Sultangazi, Eyüp, Kasıthane,sisli, Beyoslu, Besiktas Sarıyer, 
Fatih, Zeytinburnu, Bakırköy, Üsküdar, Atasehir were 
completed. The noise maps for the remaining districts are 
being prepared. According to the data of prepared maps:

378.800 of 5.224.554 people are exposed to total noise values 
of above 55 and 90.400 people are exposed to total noise 
values of above 65 dBA*.

246.600 of 5.224.554 people are exposed to total noise values 
of above 50 dBA and 119.400 people are exposed to total noise 
values of above 55 dBA*.

Particular cultural matters for adoption of innovative solutions

• “Seker Otobüs” Children Events

• Summer Cinema

• Documentaries

• Documentary of Haliç 

• Documentary of Companions of Prophet Muhammad 

• Women of East/Istars at the Door Festival 

• Woman and  Sufism

• Meeting with Mevlana

• 4. Istanbul Meeting for freedom of thought

• Islamic Countries Culture Week 

• Advertising Activities

• Book Fair

• Memorial Meetings

• Symposiums 

• Feshane Activities

• Children’s Film Days

• Oversea Istanbul Culture Days 

• Istanbul Culture Days in Damascus

• Oversea Tourism Advertising Fairs

Source:  www.ibb.gov.tr
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Way of working

Departments in the municipality:

Recent projects 

1. Pedestrian roads 

(To extend Carbon free zone ) Pedestrianization projects 
are increased. Bicycle paths has been planned and put into 
practice.

• Total Current Bicycle Roads in Istanbul :    88,3 km

• Completed Construction Project  / Planned to Construct  :   
106,1 km

• Ongoing Construction Project  :    67,7 km 

• Target Bicycle Road of Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality  : 
1.050 km

2. SARIYER HACIOSMAN – BELGRAD FOREST BICYCLE ROAD

This road has been planned to construct in 2015 and is 6,5 
km long. It reaches out from Sarıyer Hacıosman Metro Station 
and  follows  Büyükdere Bahçeköy - Maresal Fevzi Çakmak 
Street-Valide Sultan Street-Bahçeköy Forest Faculty route 
to Belgrad Forest entrance. It is planned to connect this new 
road to current bicycle path which is located in the forest. 

This integrated project is important for sustainable and 
uninterrupted transportation. By this way, comfortable travel 
for riders is aimed. They may use their own bicycles or may 
rent from ISPARK- Bicycle Rent System.

• Increasing low commissioned public transport vehicles 

• Extending rail system network 

• Decreasing private cars by supporting public transportation 

• Supporting the use of electric vehicles 
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Today’s reality: smart public transport

IETT, a general directorate of IMM, is in charge of delivering 
public transport services in Istanbul. IETT provides only public 
transportation by bus, Bus Rapid Transit (Metrobus) and Tunnel 
Operations and is also responsible for management and 
inspection of Private Bus Transit Services. 

IETT equipped all its buses and Metrobuses with a smart 
payment system, which is the quickest and most preferred 
way of payment system for all public transport modes in 
Istanbul. IETT’s buses and Metrobuses are equipped with smart 
monitoring and surveillance systems, which gives confidence 
to the public in terms of security. IETT buses continuously 
transfer their GPS coordinates to IETT’s data centre which helps 
to monitor the buses and provides estimated arrival times 
to passengers at bus stops to avoid long waiting times. To 
provide the best-quality, high-tech solutions to its passengers, 
IETT has changed and renewed its bus fleet, which is now 
environment-friendly with lower gas emissions. IETT also takes 
advantage of hybrid systems in its buses, which use both oil 
and electrical energy.

Table: Mobility modal share: % use of different modes of 
transportation (bicycle, car, taxi, bus, train, trolley, …) 
Source: IETT Smart Bus Stop

Fair collection system System

	  

	  

SMART MOBILITY
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Estimated Travel Times at the Bus Stop

	  

Bus Rapid Transit

	  Level of infrastructure maintenance

Source: IMM

Sources of income for investments in transport 

GENERAL BUDGET TAX REVENUES  
1-Finance share 
2-Provincial bank share

MUNICIPAL TAX, FEE and SHARE  
1- Announcement and Advertisement Tax 
2- Entertainment Tax 
3- Electricity Gas Consumption Tax 
4- Fire Insurance Tax 
5- Fees 
6- Estate Tax Share 
7- Sanitation Tax 
8- Museum Income Share 
9- Bosporus Share

MUNICIPAL GOODS and ATTEMPTS INCOME  
1- Rent- Adequate Pay 
2-Marketplace 
3-Cemeteries

OTHER INCOMES 
1-Penalty Income 
2-Subsidies

Source: IMM
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Today’s reality: smart traffic management

	  

	  

IMM has a Traffic Control Centre (TCC) operating since 2003 
to provide 24/7 online traffic information to the public. TCC 
Call Centre staff directs drivers to less crowded routes so they 
do not get stuck in traffic jam and waste time and energy 
while releasing harmful gases. By deploying Variable Message 
Signs that provide both congestion status and estimated 
travel times, IMM aims to optimise the use of its road network 
and direct drivers to alternative routes. Moreover, IMM has 
both web and mobile traffic applications that provide online 
traffic camera streams, estimated travel times, online parking 
information, weather information, road works announcements 
etc. which affect traffic in Istanbul.

Traffic Control Centre

	  

 

Tunnel Control Centre

	  

SMART MOBILITY
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Variable Message Signs IMM Traffic Density Map

“IBB CepTrafik” Mobile Traffic App

Traffic Sensor Powered by Solar Energy
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Results ambition workshop policy

2015 2050
High Lights

The aspects in the city the municipality is most proud of:

• Developing a new para-transit system without driver

General Ambitions for the City

Priority in Policy

Which topics have the highest priority in the current policy:

• All the rail systems must be integrated to provide uninterrupted trips

• There should be a local central management

• To create demand for all the things we provide

In 2050:we have an accessible system which considers the cultural heritage and makes it 
visible with respect for the environment

Other aspirations

• Develop another public transport system - other than railway

General aspirations

• HavaRay
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In 2050 traffic congestions is not among the primary 10 
problems in Istanbul

In 2050 ...In 2050 we have increased the share of rail systems to 
beyond 50%

In 2050 we have individual signalisation so that 
communication with vehicles and drivers is possible

In 2050 ...In 2050 we use renewable sources for energy in public 
transport

In 2050 Istanbul will be in the world’s top 5 regarding traffic 
safety statistics.

In 2050 ...In 2050 we use less cars and more public transport and bikes

1

11

2

22

3

33

Aspirations

• Improve connectivity of east and west from 2015 with the bridge 
and the North Marmara car route project to 2050 with flying 
vehicles that have come into our lives

Aspirations

• Raise the rail system to more than 50%
• The municipality really owns the targeted rail system network
• The target of 750km rail system is actually achieved
• Public transport system with tube system

Aspirations

• Individual signalisation so that communication with vehicles and 
drivers is possible

Aspirations

• To maximise the use of renewable energy sources (e-vision 2050)
• Primarily use of solar energy for public transport to ensure clean air
• Green buses with green roof

Aspirations

• To be in the top 5 in the world regarding traffic safety statistics

Aspirations

• Smart districts in the city without automobiles but with bikes

Specific ambitions for smart public transport

Specific ambitions for smart traffic management
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Results ambition workshop strategy

2015
2050

High Lights

The aspects in the city the strategy 
department, integral project managers and 
departmental managers are most proud of:

• Using newest technologies on railway systems
• EFQM excellence model
• All buses accessible for disabled people
• Smart bus stops
• Simulation centre with simulated bus and 

metrobus vehicles used for driver training
• 13 quality certificates for service improvement 

(ISO, Ottsas, EN - standards)
• International know-how sharing: we are member 

of many international platforms: IBBG, UITP, 
APTA

• Intelligent transport system devices: WiFi, USB 
charging units, passenger counting system

• Marmaray
• Mobile application for mobility and journey 

planning
• Using clean energy on railway systems
• Europe largest bus fleet with 4,2 average fleet 

age. 
• We have photovoltaic roofs for garages
• 360 CNG buses: 240 new purchased and 120 

converted from diesel
• We have a clear vision for % of fleet for alternative 

energy: 20% in 2020
• Europe second largest CNG fuelling station
• We have a clear strategy for 2019 - 2023.

In 2050 we have a fully integrated, 
accessible and sustainable mobility system.

In 2050 all mobility elements will be smart, 
using all effective Intelligent Transportation 
Systems (ITS)- solutions.

In 2050 we achieved a 100% social inclusion in 
terms of mobility.

Aspirations

• 100% natural based energy used in railway 
systems

• Zero emission fleet
• Congestion charging schemes and emission free 

zones
• Fully integrated mobility system
• No need for shuttles, minibuses or taxi’s
• All central places connected via rail modes
• One public authority for all Istanbul’s mobility 

management
• No private car in historical peninsula and no CO2 

emission

Aspirations

• Ride sharing and car sharing above 25% of 
modal shift

• Increase of 10% sea transport; all coastlines 
connected via sea modes through frequent 
schedules

• Integration of time tables of public transportation
• all payment in public transport done by online 

means
• (Electric) bike sharing facilities everywhere
• Heli-taxi and Heli-bus for air transport
• Mobility coaching via mobile applications
• Demand based dynamic mobility routes via 

online booking
• Usage percentage of railway systems more than 

cars and buses
• No parking lot problem
• Bike usage in commuting more than 25% of 

modal share

Aspirations

• Accessible transportation system; more 
connected

• Car-bus project: “10 cars together” in the bus
• Accessibility in all terms but especially in 

transport
• Every point in Istanbul accessible by railways
• 100% inclusion achieved in mobility
• Female drivers for public transport

1 2 3
Strategic ambitions for smart public transport

SMART MOBILITY

Public transport
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2050
2015
High Lights

The aspects in the city the strategy 
department, integral project managers and 
departmental managers are most proud of:

• Data gathering methods, installed systems and 
hardware

• Adaptive traffic signal control
• Providing real life traffic info via mobile apps
• More reliable travel time even with traffic 

congestion
• Integrated transportation systems
• Smart card
• We are able to manage our 2000 traffic lights/

signals
• Smart traffic management using mobility 

applications
• Smart parking system
• Online travel time info
• Monitor real time traffic status
• Guide drivers, passengers via different channels 

such as web, mobile, smart TVs, etc.
• 4444154 call centre
• Shortest route directing in TKM (traffic control 

centre) website

In 2050 everyone has it’s own route planner 
using smart apps and technologies provided. 
Thee is no need to ask anyone else, for your 
own discretion.

In 2050 people move faster and fluently 
through the city, experiencing no congestion 
and using new transport modes (pedestrians, 
cyclists, etc.). There is better air quality to 
stimulate healthier living and more walking 
and cycling.

In 2050 we have safe traffic management 
by communication between vehicles and 
infrastructure. Vehicles are equipped with 
smart safety measures to avoid accidents.

1 2 3

Aspirations

• C2C technology for more effective, real time 
traffic management

• Congestion free roads
• More roads instead of more buildings
• Connected and integrated transportation 

systems
• Cars and vehicles with clean energy
• There is no air pollution or children with asthma
• All vehicles are powered by electricity and with 

high efficiency power decks

Aspirations

• Having advanced and rapid public transport 
infrastructure to reach sustainable transport

• Less signalised intersections to avoid stop-and-
go vehicle movement

• We hope we have a better traffic management 
with less stop and go, less pollution.

Aspirations

• Zero traffic violation of rules

Strategic ambitions for smart traffic management

SMART MOBILITY

Traffic management
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Results ambition workshop stakeholders

2015

Today’s challenges

• Financial support mechanisms

Today’s challenges

• Political resistance
• Regulations related problems
• Policy adaptation
• Public lack of participation

In 2050 we have energy-efficient, sustainable and green 
transportation

In 2050 we have attractive bicycle and pedestrian areas

1a 1b

Aspirations

• Hybrid vehicles promoted
• Historical peninsula carbon free zone - zero emission
• Zero emission fleet
• Pedestrian friendly accessories and green zones
• Renewable energy efficient public transport vehicles
• Modernisation of vehicles: taxi, minibus etc.
• Green stations and depots for railways
• Developing codes and standards for environment effects
• Environmental friendly technology used in public transportation

Aspirations

• Forming a walk-able, pedestrian city
• Going to school or work by foot or bike
• Increasing pedestrian areas
• At least 1 bike per household
• Increasing cycling lanes

High Lights

The aspects in the city the external stakeholders and strategic 
partners are most proud of:

• Smart stations ≈ 1000 items

• The youngest vehicle fleet in Europe

• IMM transportation master plan

• Subway Levent - R Hisarvistü & subway Kodiköy - Kartal

• Fair integration among transport modes (Istanbul Card)

• 53% of investment budget of IMM is for rail systems

• Bosporus pass by maritime is pleasant, fast and comfortable

• Application of different transport systems

• Route planning

• Park & Go

• Marmaray project

• R&D projects about energy transportation developed by us

• Development of nationalised tram and mass production

• Increased importance for railway transportation

SMART MOBILITY

Public transport
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2050

Today’s challenges

• Widespread sprawl of urbanisation
• Long-term planning perspective
• Spatial planning (current)
• Coordination of all relevant stakeholders

Today’s challenges

• Unplanned urbanisation, population, unawareness
• Coordination problems between different institutions
• Adoption with different / new strategies

In 2050 we have accessibility of all modes of transportation 
through integration

In 2050 we have better information in information systems

2 4

Aspirations

• Shortening time between connections of different transportation 
modes

• Shortening distances between connection stations
• Make easier for people with disabilities
• Increase cycling & pedestrian areas
• Full integration between transport modes
• Only one control centre for public transport
• Achievable public transport within 300m, cheap and fast

Aspirations

• Easy charging for public transport fare cards
• Free wifi and charging instruments in transport vehicles
• Dynamic request management on public transport systems
• Tele-porting system for business in 2050
• Car park information system
• New project developing for new public transport systems
• Integrated systems between transport modes
• Determining feasible route by online system

Other aspirations

City planning: land-use and transport planning integration

• Logging for all employees: cheap houses, cheap transport, cheap 
life

• Removal of dorm-like cities: liveable cities
• Home office
• Reduce work-home-school distance to 30 min travel
• Personalised maps for people for routes to work
• Aligning work times & jobs

More and better parking

• Building multi-storey parking lots in neighbourhood to prevent 
parking in the street

Affordable / free public transport

• Free of charge transportation
• Free of charge public transport and cheaper price of private cars

Security for school children

• Pre-school and primary school students can make journey alone in 
the city

Public transport marketing & promotion

• Preparing informative transport advertorials
• Conduct campaigns to develop ideas for projects and award ideas
• Conduct surveys to learn about expectations and readjust project

New transportation modes

• Urban air transportation
• Skyline (mono-rail) realisation
• Heli-bus & Arag-bus vehicle
• Maritime transportation realisation & integration
• Cable-car everywhere
• Using sea transport more in public transport
• Finishing the railway projects
• Increasing network of railway systems
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Results ambition workshop stakeholders

2015

Today’s challenges

• Excessive & increasing population
• Insufficient budget to carry out aspirations
• Lack of enough energy resources
• Istanbul still being an attractive centre for immigration

In 2050 we have low emissions and a healthy environments

1

Aspirations

• Changeable ‘low emission zone’ according to air pollution levels
• Route planning based on emission levels
• Congestion charge applications
• Effective use of congestion charging in the most congested areas
• Zero traffic
• Roads move instead of vehicles to save fuel and less gas emissions

High Lights

The aspects in the city the external stakeholders and strategic 
partners are most proud of:

• The IMM traffic control centre applications, mobile traffic 
apps and route planning apps

• Saving of energy and reduction of queue lengths by different 
traffic signalisation plans (adaptive signalised intersections, 
green light applications and signalisation systems)

• Use of renewable resources (e.g. on intersection management 
through LED signals)

• Intelligent transport systems: traffic monitoring, re-routing 
facilities, adaptive junction system and variable message 
signs

SMART MOBILITY

Traffic management
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2050

Today’s challenges

• Lack of local management & financial support

In 2050 green behaviour is stimulated In 2050 there is no congestion due to the use of automation 
and automated solutions

2 3

Other aspirations

Security & crash management

• Warning of drivers by smart cars about traffic violations, mistakes 
made in traffic

• Creation of road safety management capacity
• Efficient handling of emergency cases

More biking 

More bike paths created so that everyone may have a healthy life

• Being able to easily use bikes

Dense public transport system

• Train system which will take off and take in passengers without any 
duration

Aspirations

• Policies to encourage people to live closer to their work
• Widely use of car sharing systems in the city road network
• Flexible working hours for people, public services
• High occupancy of vehicles: encouraging people to use car sharing

Aspirations

• Having adaptive traffic lanes based on traffic congestions
• Fully automated highway transportation - without any driver
• Instead of traffic signals drivers yield to themselves to proceed in 

traffic
• Vehicle-2-vehicle and vehicle-2-infrastructure communication
• Use of integrated and integral sensors
• Coverage of traffic data exists in all main and secondary roads with 

high accuracy
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Versions of this report:

2 October 2015  Draft for internal check in the city (limited distribution)

14 October 2015  Concept for sharing with R4E partners (limited distribution)

6 November 2015  Version for final check

15 December 2015  Final version for public distribution

This appendix is part of the D1.1 Report - Specific ambitions of the R4E partner cities and contains all results of the ambition setting activities held in the city of Murcia.

The R4E project received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation programme under Grant Agreement No 649397.

Disclaimer: This report presents the views of the authors, and does not necessarily reflect the official European Commission’s view on the subject.
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Introduction to Murcia

Introduction to the city

Murcia is the major city in south-eastern Spain, and the capital 
and most populous city of the autonomous community of 
the region (with the same name, Murcia). It is Spain’s seventh-
largest city, with a population of 439,712 inhabitants (about 
one-third of the total population of the region). Murcia has a 
mild climate with hot summers, mild winters and relatively low 
rainfall. In global terms, the region’s climate can be described 
as ‘an eternal spring’.

Murcia is a municipality of 890 km2, at 43 metres above sea 
level, covering the city and 52 parishes in the surrounding 40 
km. The region has 2,800 hours of sunshine each year, and 
the average rainfall in the Segura basin is one of the lowest in 
Spain (only 301 l/m2).

The average temperature is 17.8 ºC. Yearly average relative 
humidity is 59% Irrigation uses the 85% of the 240 Hm3 
consumed in the basin, whilst domestic, industrial and other 
uses represent only the 15% of the water consumption, 50% of it 
will soon be supplied with desalinated water.
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Due to its location, Murcia has high levels of solar radiation 
during the whole year. Specifically, it has a yearly average of 
5 kWh/m2/day, one of the highest in Spain. The Municipality 
of Murcia owns 27 roof-mounted PV installations on a number 
of buildings to generate electricity, producing 362 KWp. The 
income from the sale of this energy is used to improve the 
energy efficiency of the installations in these buildings.

On the other hand there is little rain, which is why Murcia has 
developed very advanced irrigation system to make efficient 
use of the available water. Traditionally Murcia has been 
known for its agriculture, and at present it exports fruits and 
vegetables to the whole of Europe. The shortage of water and 
its importance for crops has forced farmers to invest in high-
tech systems to get the most out of the available water.

The Municipality of Murcia has a complex land planning 
system. 83% of the population live within a 5 km radius, 
and within a radius of 7 km the figure is 89%. The city centre 
attracts most commuters each day, and this is also the area 
with the most severe congestion problems.

Selection of focus areas 

The city has selected two focus areas for the R4E project: 

• Smart buildings 

• Smart mobility
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Mobility and transport 

To make a good diagnosis of Urban Mobility in Murcia, it is 
necessary to analyse the social and demographic situation in 
detail. Regarding mobility, the chart of “MOBILITY KEY DATA 
OF MURCIA” shows the essential mobility data of Murcia 
Municipality, based on ourSUMP (Sept. 2009). This shows that 
the use of public transport remains relatively low compared to 
other large cities (10.33%). 

Walking

The City of Murcia has over 252.000m2 of pedestrian zones 
- just in the city center- and 100.000m2 in the surroundings 
districts. Murcia City Council has built and marked an urban 
route, so-called “Walk 10.000steps”, which covers a distance of 
10.000 steps and connects 8 urbandistricts within the center of 
Murcia.(see pedestrian areas in orange color).

Our Council continues to highlightstreets and pathways to 
further expand the pedestrian zones and enlarge the traffic-
restricted areas in order to encourage people to walk on daily 
basis. So far, we do have in Murcia over 338,000 daily trips 
made by foot. This accounts for 37% of total daily trips, being 
equivalent to 0.87 trips per person per day.

In terms of comparativeness with the rest of Spain, the 
following chart shows that Murcia has similar levels to 
Barcelona regarding motorised travel:

The following graph shows the distribution of journeys by foot 
in Murcia:
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Bicycle

The bicycle in Murcia is under a high process of transformation. 
The Cityhas over 162 km of cycle paths, bike friendly routes 
and streets with limited speed. The City has 10,100 daily trips 
by bicycle, which represented 1.1% of total daily trips, (Sept, 
2009), nevertheless we are updating the statistics, that are 
rather closed to 3% nowadays). Of all these trips, 66% may be 
considered “needed” trips due to different causes. In addition, 
60% of bicycle users take the bike daily from Monday to Friday 
in their displacements.

Public transport

The use of Public transport represents the 10% of all journeys in 
Murcia, meaning the 17% of all motorised journeys. Regarding 
the City Bus System, the City has a good set of accessibility 
to travelers and several bus stops. It offers a good system of 
bus information and an adequate cover: 300 meters within 
the Murcia City Center. The tram has very positively benefited 
public transport in Murcia. Over the last two years has 
improved the rate of use of public transport. Murcia’s tram has 
served in those 2 years to 7,047,475 passengers.

Electric mobility

Murcia City has a considerable fleet of electric vehicles. 
Nevertheless, our public electric network of chargers must be 
expanded. This would Foster the demand of electric vehicles 
and would gradually grow the number of registered electric 
vehicles. Great efforts are being made by our Municipality in 
order to spread out the needs of changing mobility habits. We 
do incorporate electric vehicles to our usual means of transport, 
always in detriment of fossil fuels. Murcia City Council is 
currently looking for strong financing schemes in order to 
support the development of a proper e-mobility infrastructure, 
to better facilitate the introduction of electric mobility in Murcia.

Traffic and circulation

Traffic in Murcia indicates that there is a high use of private 
vehicles for commuting, which accounts for 51% of all trips 
and 81 % of all motorised trips, (Sept, 2009). Roundabouts 
are our main Traffic hotspots in the City, where there is the 
higher volume of traffic. In addition, also make it a place where 
unfortunately there is the higher level of conflicts, casuistic 
and accidents. The average speed is quite high in Murcia 
(22km/h) and there are no significant variations between peak 
and valley period.Furthermore we cannot address significant 
traffic congestion in Murcia, though it is a big city. From further 
analysis, it has been concluded that the global system used 
for traffic management in Murcia should give more priority to 
public transport rather than private one.Nevertheless, Murcia 
offers a massive use of private vehicles, which mainly causes 
heavy traffic in the roundabouts of the City (here belowMurcia 
road´s distribution).

Existing studies and surveys show a great interest by citizens 
to changetheir usual means of transport, as for a more efficient 
one.Citizens in Murcia give great importance – as mainly 
everywhere else - to saving opportunities, towards mobility 
alternatives.
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Demographical aspects

Number of inhabitants in 2014: 439.712

Population density 497 inhab./km².  Due to the extension of 
Murcia Municipality, percentage of people living outside the 
city is bigger (61,33%) than percentage living in the urban center 
(38,67%). The highest density of population (in red) occurs in 
the urban center.

In Murcia the population increased to 50.000 people from 
2003 to 2011. A soft decrease of population has been registered 
in the last years. 

Social aspects

Percentage and evolution of people from foreign origin:

Inhabitants (2014) percentage

Spanish origin 388.510 88,36%

African origin 18.121 4,12%

American origin 17.420 3,96%

European origin 13.387 3,04%

Asian origin 2.258 0,51%

others 16 0,00%

Murcia foreign population 2003-2014:Evolution of the population in Murcia 2003-2014:
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According to sector, unemployment in Murcia (2014) mainly 
affects Services.

Economical aspects

Income per head in comparison to the national average 
income in 2014: Murcia €18.529, Spain €22.780. 

Due to financial and economic global crisis which extremely 
affected Spain and its regions, the number of unemployed 
in Murcia increased in 32.600 people since 2007 to 2013. 
In 2014 a downward evolution can be seen, and number of 
unemployed was reduced in 2600 people. 

Registered unemployment. Murcia. 2005-2014:

Environmental aspects

In 2008 Murcia was the first Spanish city to joint the 
Convenant of Mayors initiative, in order to take action to reduce 
20% of CO2 emissions in 2020. Within this context, Murcia 
also launched in 2008 the ‘Local Climate Change Strategy’. 
recently, in 2015, Murcia joined the European initiative to fight 
the climate change, Mayors Adapt.

The total area of the city is 890km2. The extension of with 
green space making up 67.72km, or 55%.

Total surface of public parks and gardens in the municipality: 
4,2 km2

Water consumption per head 143 lit/day. Cost of water in 
Murcia is the higher in Spain 2,5 €/m3

SMART Real Time Water Management Center – smart meter 
infraestructure

Drinking Water Network is 2,187 km long. 164 km are main 
pipes of up to 1,000 mm diameter. 

Biogas production in the Waste Water Treatment Processes 
(WWTP), which ensures a large part of its energy consumption 
of the by this renewable energy source. 

Climate conditions: average temperature 18,4 ºC, rain¬fall 215 
mm in 2013 .

Evolution of air quality (in number of days):    

   2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Good  172 123 84 111 92

Admisible 186 229 280 246 273

Bad  4 13 1 6 3

Very bad  3 1 0 0 0

http://www.murciaencifras.com/datos-basicos

Construction 5,694

No activity 3,031

Industry 4,286

Services 28,555

Agricultural 1,117

Numbers in percentages
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Recent projects

1. MOBISEC - Mobilitity Initiatives for Sustainable European 
Communities

Grant DG MOVE (Transport and mobility) of the EU. 

Current

Coordinator of the project. 

Main topics: Promotion of the use of the bicycle as usual 
transport; Guarantee the safety of users of public roads and 
especially cyclists and pedestrians;  strategies to promote 
the intermodality of bicycle with other transport and Citizen 
participation

2. MUTRANS (Murcia-Transport). 

Grant DG MOVE (Transport and mobility) of the EU. 

Current

Coordinator of the project. 

Mutrans is the integrated urban mobility platform of the City of 
Murcia. The web and App include all the information needed to 
move around Murcia tram, bus and bicycle, and can set routes 
combined. Also available in english to encourage a sustainable 
turism

3. R4E: Roadmaps for Energy

H2020-EE-2014-3-MarketUptake

Current

Topics:Enhancing the capacity of public authorities to plan and 
implement sustainable energy policies and measures

4. SMARTSPACES – Saving Energy in Europe’s Public 
Buildings Using ICT

CIP ICT Policy Support Programme.

Current

The project started on 1 January 2012 and will last for three 
years. It will set up 11 pilot sites in 11 cities in 8 countries and be 
operated by 26 partners with an overall budget of almost 7 
million Euros.

5. SMARTPA - Smarter Public Administrations in the EU

Life Long Learning Programme 

Current

This project aims to improve the use of ICT, particularly cloud 
computing and required competences, in European public 
administrations

6. SURE. Sustainable Urban Energy in the ENPI Region. 

Program CIUDAD of the EuropeAid Office of the European 
Commission.

The aim of the project is exchanging experiences in energy 
planing, promotion of the Covenant of Mayors and technical 
advice for achieving the targets of the Covenant (20-20-20), 
meaning: decrease of CO2 emissions  20%, increase of energy 
efficiency 20% and renewable share 20% for the year 2020.

7. « ENPCOM project- European network for the promotion of 
the Covenant of Mayors » 

“Europe for Citizens”. DG Culture 

ENPCOM is a network of local governments, citizens, industry 
organizations and associations aimed at strengthening the 
involvement of European citizensin the fight against climate.

8.Creation of Local Energy Agencies in Bordeaux, Latina, 
Murcia, Riga and Porto

Intelligent Energy for Europe Programme

9. Partnership Energy Planning as a tool for realising European 
Sustainable Energy Communities (PEPESEC)

Intelligent Energy for Europe Programme

PEPESEC supports the development of sustainable energy 
communities by increasing the role of local community 
planning in developing a more efficient supply, distribution and 
use of renewal energy sources (RES) and conventional energy, 
demand-side management and associated mobility.  

10. ProSto project 

Intelligent Energy for Europe Programme

The overall objective of ProSTO is to support European local 
authorities in planning, developing, introducing and managing 
efficient solar thermal ordinances (STOs).

11. Pro-EE: improve energy efficiency through sustainable 
public procurement. 

Intelligent Energy for Europe Programme

Pro-EE brought together producers and consumers, 
implemented energy-efficient greenpublic procurement (GPP) 
procedures in local administrations, and organised training 
sessions formunicipalities’ procurement staff. At the same 
time, five pilot cities set up integrated energy efficiencyaction 
plans, which included the involvement of stakeholders and 
awareness-raising campaigns for citizens.
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12. NICE Project (Networking Intelligent Cities for Energy 
Efficency)

FP7 funded project

The NiCE project aimed to support the fulfilment of the Green 
Digital Charter commitments.

13. Networks: 

• Signature in 2008 of the Covenant of Mayors

• Member of Mayors Adapt, launched in the context of the 
EU Adaptation Strategy and is implemented within the 
Covenant of Mayors

• Vice president of the CIVITAS network in Spain and Portugal

• Member of Eurocities.

• Member of Eneragen, Spanish network of Energy Agencies

• Signature in 2009 of the Green Digital Charter. European 
Innovation Partnership on Smart Cities and Communities 
(EIP-SCC)

• Members of EnerAgen, the Spanish Association of Energy 
Agencies

• Members of RECI, the Spanish network of Smart cities

• Vice-Chair of the Technical Committee of Standardization 
AENOR CTN 178 on Energy in Smart Cities

• Presidents of the Spanish Network of Cities for the Bicycle 
(RCxB)

• Municipal Observatory of bicycle. It is a consultative body 
of the City of Murcia composed of representatives of all 
political groups of the municipal corporation, municipal 
technicians, representatives of associations of bicycle users, 
citizens’ associations in defense of sustainable mobility 
and companies that regularly work with the City Council in 
advocacy and promotion of cycling.

Murcia Drinking Water Network
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Today’s reality: Smart buildings

The city of Murcia has seen a strong construction sector during the period 2000 – 2007. From that time, the property bubble 
meant that the city has not had many examples of private smart building projects. With respect to Municipal Buildings, the 
Murcia City Council has built some remarkable buildings like the ‘Edificio Municipal multiusos de Abenarabi’, which is a good 
example of monitored and integrated systems. It uses the latest advances in communications, and can be considered as a 
reference in energy efficiency at regional level. 

Apart from these examples, the Murcia City Council has been involved in the European ‘Smart Spaces’ project to reduce energy 
consumption in municipal buildings using ICT and by raising awareness. Murcia City Council achieved a reduction of the 
energy bill by 16% in five of its more representative buildings. The use of metering equipment in such buildings, combined with 
recruitment and dissemination activities, helped to make this possible. 

The pictures show the starting point in every building involved in the “Smart Spaces” project:

Thanks to this project, the municipal staff can monitor the 
energy consumption of their building in real time with just a 
few clicks. This ‘Free Access’ to energy consumption data has 
been very helpful in raising staff awareness about energy 
saving. The online platform, allows them to view the specific 
energy consumption of each department and to check how the 
behaviour of people in the offices affect energy use.

There is a lot of work to be done yet in the field of monitoring 
and improving energy efficiency in Murcia’s municipal 
buildings. There are a total of 500 buildings with different 
characteristics and uses, so the big challenge is how to install 
a precise and affordable monitoring system meets all the 
requirements and provide useful data to take decisions and act 
accordingly.

SMART BUILDINGS
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Today’s reality: Smart mobility

Murcia has taken important steps towards becoming a 
reference in Smart Mobility in the past decade. 

One of the major projects has been the construction on line 1 of 
the Murcia’s Tram, which has very positively benefited public 
transport in Murcia. Over the last two years this service has 
increased the use of public transport. Murcia’s tram has served 
7,047,475 passengers in those 2 years. 

SMART MOBILITY
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MUyBICI is another recent and successful project that has been 
working since March 2015. MUyBICI is a public bicycle-sharing 
system that aims to increase the use of bicycles in Murcia. 
The system has 60 sharing stations and 600 bicycles, and it 
has a Smartphone App that informs users in real time about 
the availability of bicycles at each station. MuyBICI has been 
devised to provide a smart service for citizens and support 
them in their daily journeys.

MUTRANS is an online platform created to help citizens to 
plan their journeys using public transport in Murcia. Through 
MUTRANS, users can set their starting points and destinations, 
then they can see the most efficient route using public 
transport. The system combines the tram, the public buses and 
bicycles to make optimised route suggestions for the user. The 
platform also offers real-time video of 13 different points in the 
city, chosen to show the traffic in the main streets of Murcia. 
The MUTRANS project is complemented by a Smartphone App 
to facilitate access to information regardless of location. The 
goal is to facilitate intermodal transport use for Murcia citizens. 
Supporting this concept, an integrated transport card has been 
created to give access to the tram and both the urban and 
interurban bus services. 
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Results ambition workshop strategy

High Lights

The aspects in the city the strategy department, integral 
project managers and departmental managers are most proud 
of:

• Murcia municipality has an active policy on smart building: 
the local energy agency is operable

• Regardless the crisis and the lack of money energy efficient 
activities have been initiated

• La Venerati: a new building where energy use and efficiency 
are measured

• Citizens can check their own energy use online

• There is a good natural coding for the design of buildings 
and systems in the Murcia climate

• There is a national program by the ministry of energy to 
set the parameters for 0-energy buildings that have to be 
realised by 2015.

• The monitoring system installed by the agency is operating 
very well.

• Many municipality buildings have PVs installed. We are now 
already good at analysing and spotting the problems in 
energy use. The next step is to solve the problems and create 
awareness amongst citizens

• A semi-public data-processing building is optimised fro 
energy efficiency

In 2050 all buildings in Murcia are zero-net balanced 
throughout the city. The buildings generate clean produced 
energy to fit their use. The capacity to store the energy is also 
realised. A greener Murcia is energy self-sufficient.

1

Aspirations

Zero-energy use and the use of renewables

• All buildings with solar panel systems of thermal
• All municipality buildings with PV for heating and lighting
• 100% of the buildings to be energy sustainable
• Thermostatic monitoring systems (switching lights off when no-one 

is there)
• Self-adjusting buildings for use at that time (e.g. night or day)
• Buildings that provide for electrical cars etc.
• Self-sufficient buildings generating renewable energy (solar, wind)
• Use all means for 0-energy
• 0-energy consumption 2.0: buildings that produce energy
• All swimming pools to use biomass or other green energy
• Self-sufficient buildings
• Biomass production from garbage can be cost-efficient in a 

building
• Self-generating energy and 0-energy use
• Reduce both the energy use and the cost for habitats

2015

SMART BUILDINGS
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2050
In 2050 the buildings in Murcia adjust themselves to the 
needs of their users and to external factors. The buildings 
being flexible and granted in terms of comfort by the use of 
centralised intelligent systems. The use is also optimised.

In 2050 Murcia is amongst the top 10 green, eco-friendly 
cities in Europe. Urban planing creates enough green to 
minimize local CO2-emission and local heat stress. The 
citizens are aware of their energy consumption and reduce 
their use.

2 3

Aspirations

Intelligent buildings adjusting automatically to comfortable use and 
users

• Intelligent buildings that do not waste energy in places where it isn’t 
needed at the moment

• Computer and ICT devices are disconnected outside working hours
• Self-management buildings
• Immediate action taking buildings
• Offices that adjust to their use (light, heating, etc.)
• Flexible buildings that can easily adopt to other use
• Smart buildings that react and adapt to external factors: wind, sun, 

rain, temperature, ...
• Buildings that help and support working at home
• Comfortable buildings that adjust to internal factors: people living 

and using them

Aspirations

“Green design”; urban planing and passive buildings

• Green urban planing and putting buildings in these plans
• Green walls and making use of the shadows the buildings generate
• Smart green design
• Passive systems and materials: use glass that lets through the 

light, but not the heat
• Automated systems in buildings that adjust to the seasons

Other aspirations

Energy producing buildings (profit)

• Higher performing buildings, not only efficient, but also producing
• Small shops and businesses that are energy efficient
• Building that make a profit

Conscious people (staff & citizens)

• All staff is aware of the cost of energy and water. No unnecessary 
consumption

• Users that are aware of the cost of their comfort

Integrated systems (one platform)

• Good measuring management to save energy
• Integration of all systems into 1 platform

Recycling = no waste

• No paper
• Eliminate paper
• Sustainability is also water and water usage
• Recycling of all resources in the building: paper, glass, etc.
• No paper used
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Results ambition workshop strategy

2015

SMART MOBILITY

High Lights

The aspects in the city the strategy department, integral 
project management and departmental managers are most 
proud of:

• Pedestrian area in the historical centre (realised as part of a 
bigger project that started in 1997)

• The city is sensitive to people with disabilities and made 
adjustments in the city to allow them to get a normal life on 
daily basis (parking, accessibility of public transport)

• Basic network of specific bicycle lanes. Urban planning 
schemes link to basic network of bikes/non-powered 
vehicles. 

• More and more people are using non-powered vehicles

• The shared bicycle system is used by people of all ages. 
60 stations are located around the city, linked to a smart IT 
system for registration, collection and payments.

• App to get proper knowledge on public transport (routes, 
timing, reliability).

• Tram, city bus and intercity bus all use the same card. 54 
different areas of Murcia all connected and using the card.

• Public transport vehicles use the latest technology, e.g. 
hybrid, to reduce CO2 emissions.

In 2050 Murcia will be a town for and in favour of pedestrians. 
It has large areas free of pollution and noise and in perfect 
harmony with bicycles and other transport means.

Aspirations

Stimulating walking & biking:

• Stronger citizens awareness of the benefits of rationalising public 
transport and bike and pedestrian areas

• Bike network and parking areas like in Amsterdam
• Global/general bike lane interlinked throughout the city
• Bikes are not stolen!
• Create specific parking areas to hop onto public transport or use 

pedestrian areas in the city
• Promoting and encouraging those people using bikes in stead of 

the car - show more respect and recognition
• Expand the pedestrian areas across the city
• Expand the bike lanes.

• Tram network connects the city centre and university, as well 
as shopping malls outside the city. Plan to extend down 
south to the railway station.

• Users of public transportation benefit from the economic 
efficiency and user friendliness

• Citizens are proud of being aware of mobility, e.g. the 
European Mobility Week in Murcia. In 2014 Murcia reached 
the top 3 in Europe and achieved a national award for the 
European Mobility Week.

• Murcia is located well to enable e.g. a good biking system 
(the city is build in a flat area).

• The hard work of the last 35 years paid off!

1
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2050
In 2050 Murcia will use a collective transport system, moved 
by clean energies. The use of private cars will be restricted 
and subject to a car sharing system.

In 2050 the transport system of vehicles and goods will be 
optimised through smart and integrated platforms.

Aspirations

Less and cleaner cars:

• End of private cars in the city
• All municipal vehicles to have low carbon emission
• Electrical vehicles only in the city
• Very low % of private cars and car sharing of remaining cars
• Car economy to be replaced by economy on public transport and 

walking/biking.
• Make the automotive industry sector less powerful, with less impact 

on decisions and economy. The sector cannot be a key sector 
anymore.

• Nuclear fusion energy at private (individual) level and public level. 
People can generate their own power in a small unit (respecting 
safety measures etc.)

Aspirations

Alternatives for goods delivery:

• Loading and unloading goods in the city centre by bikes
• Pedestrian area: organise delivery of goods at certain times
• Transport and delivery of goods optimised to reduce the number of 

vehicles that have to go into the city

Smart integrated mobility management system:

• Smart car parking areas indicating available slots
• Geo-localisation for taxis to know where they are and which ones 

are free
• Smart traffic management system achieving zero traffic jams in the 

city
• Achieve reduction of private cars to improve flow of other traffic
• Recharging points for electrical vehicles all over the city
• More extensive public charging facilities, and also private facilities 

for home owners
• Car loan system for intercity transport - to get rid of parking areas 

and make use of the space differently

Other aspirations

Dense network and high quality of links in the city and to national 
and international destinations

• Link suburbs and outskirts to the city centre in faster, frequent and 
more efficient manner

• Expands trams to all areas of the city
• Intercity transport system to link Murcia to other Mediterranean 

cities by high speed train
• Fixed transport elements (like conveyor belts) for people and goods 

transportation, to replace tram and bus
• Fast/speedy systems to link to (international) airport

Murcia recognised as frontrunner in smart mobility:

• Murcia is internationally recognised for its smart mobility solutions 
for close range, national and international mobility. The system is 
cost efficient, agile, practical, frequent, fast and modern.

• Create exposure for Murcia on national and international level.

2 3
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Results ambition workshop stakeholders

High Lights

The top three aspects in the city the external stakeholders and 
strategic partners are most proud of:

• The municipality is currently monitoring several buildings on 
energy use

• The cathedral and other historical buildings in the centre of 
the city

• The Casino as an example of modern renovation of an 
historical building, including an automation system

• Experience in many projects in energy efficiency in European 
context in and outside Murcia

• Example project where monitoring and active influencing 
energy efficiency in a company Porta Sporia. Savings were 
realised through the detection of faults and insights in use.

• Example of the Theatre in Madrid where the monitoring 
system had a return on investment of 2 months, due to 
energy savings

• The data centre has received an international award: 17 data 
centres were integrated into 1, also virtual, and major energy 
savings were realised

• Have started with monitoring neighbourhoods and lighting 
to do savings and adjust to time and season

• The implementation of projects in schools

Today’s challenges

• Companies interests
• Consolidated networks
• Money, financial resistance
• Lack of investment in automated systems and the monitoring of 

buildings
• Lack of resources to create smart infrastructure for buildings
• Efficient communication channels, such as fibre glass
• Privacy of the data
• Normalisation
• Lack of investments

In 2050 buildings in Murcia inter-communicate, think and act 
in order to provide comfort and user-centered services with 
energetic autonomy.

1

Aspirations

Proactive intelligent buildings based on data and profiles

• Use sensors to collect more data on actual use, CO2, air quality, etc.
• Adapt to the agenda of the use and the users and adjust the 

energy demand to that
• Profiles to direct energy use instead of monitoring yesterday’s use
• Adapt buildings to demand response programmes
• Prevent the demand of the building: know what it has and what it 

will cost
• Buildings become alive, self-controling, self-heating, self-lighting, 

etc.
• Automated systems in buildings and in the city
• Buildings are smart, produce their own energy and direct the energy 

use

2015

SMART BUILDINGS
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Today’s challenges

• Current legislation is against renewable energy Legislation
• Mentality of politicians, business men and citizens
• Lack of political awareness on the importance of energy savings 

and efficiency
• The town and buildings already build: how to cope with them
• We need new methods and systems for an efficient, habitual, non-

polluting renovation
• European regulation for energy production companies so that 

increased energy efficiency is returned as savings for the user
• Negative legal framework for local self-producing of renewable 

energies
• European law is needed

Today’s challenges

• Open and common communication protocols
• Social awareness that generates demand for optimization
• Awareness of benefits against the costs
• Opposition of electrical companies to allow the use of electrical 

networks
• Individualism
• Privacy of the data
• Smart grid concept is not developed and costly
• An entity that manages the data network
• The way or system to create connected to all actions
• Lack of investments

2050
In 2050 in Murcia the buildings will run on renewable energies, 
will be build with reusable materials and will not generate 
waste that may have a negative impact on nature.

In 2050 in Murcia tele-management will allow buildings to 
inter-operate in order to optimise resources.

2 3

Aspirations

Renewable energy producing buildings

• 100% self-production buildings based on renewable energy
• 0-consumption
• Renewable energy production through systems and materials
• Self-sufficient buildings producing their own energy

New technologies for generating and storing energy

• No energy problem through the implementation of nuclear power 
and batteries

• Data centres without mechanical cooling systems (which is 50% of 
the energy use)

• Improve time to recharge batteries for electric cars
• Use special PV materials (paint, foil) to maximise the use of the sun
• Buildings as a heat pump: use their skin to transfer heat between 

inside and outside

Aspirations

Tele-management of integrated systems connecting buildings

• Interconnect buildings to share energy resources and use
• The big companies facilitate the use of all these small solutions into 

one big system or platform
• Register PV performance, more than only savings parameters
• Connect to wifi and in 1 system
• Tele-management from everywhere, not the office or control centre

Other aspirations

User-centred comfortable buildings (individualised, personalised and 
ease-of-use)

• Focus on the use and comfort of buildings (sensors, etc.)
• Buildings that adapt to external and internal factors
• Providing users with simple apps to adjust and be aware
• All monitoring, reporting and adjusting through a simple device, like 

a pen
• Smart buildings will be around use and comfort

Modulair, flexible systems enabling flexible buildings

• Flexible modulair systems

Circulair use of building & surroundings

• Recycling waste water
• Integrate the building in the surroundings
• Small scale urban farming on water and recycling the waste into 

biomass

Teleworking becomes reality

• Multi-purpose buildings; now residential buildings are only used in 
morning and evening, offices only during the day, why not combine

• Digital offices: no paper use
• Raise awareness that decisions now will influence the entire life-

cycle of the building
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Results ambition workshop stakeholders

2015

SMART MOBILITY

High Lights

The aspects in the city the external stakeholders and strategic 
partners are most proud of:

• The fact that there is a clear contact in the city that is 
interested in smart and sustainable mobility solutions.

• Already on regional and local level new technologies are 
promoted: greener cars, mobility etc.

• New technologies are introduced for integration of transport 
means.

• Introduction of loan bikes to promote sustainable transport 
and reduce the use of cars. 

• Initiative to install 50 points to charge electric vehicles.

• Investments in R&D to promote smart mobility

• Change in mentality: ‘the right of citizens for mobility’. 
Awareness at citizens as well as politicians.

• Availability of facilities in town to promote smart mobility.

• The tram network is well used by citizens.

• The availability of the tri-card for tram, bus and intercity bus 
and plans to extend the use to shared bicycles.

• Implementation of new technologies, e.g. geo-localisation 
and payment methods (since 2001), to improve efficiency, 
ease of use and performance of transport.

Today’s challenges

• Investments in R&D
• To improve and expand on public transport requires investments. 

Maintenance is expensive and economic profitability is not 
guaranteed

• Lack of fast and safe connection to the airport of Murcia
• Citizens are reluctant to leave their car and use public transport 

(awareness!)
• Lack of communication among the different agents/stakeholders
• Transport by bus is affected by traffic jams and is not fast and 

practical
• Mentality of the user in Murcia is to use the private cars - habits are 

difficult to change
• It is difficult to offer night mobility as an efficient public service

Today’s challenges in general

• Projections are based on the demand now, in stead of creating a 
new demand

• Financial means
• Political willingness
• Teamwork
• Citizen awareness

In 2050 I will be able to leave home and move around the 
city with non-polluting public transport, with ‘one click’ and at 
low cost.

Aspirations

Sustainable public transport:that is really user-friendly:

• Sustainable ways of public transport: clean, non-polluting, cheap 
vehicles

• Autonomous vehicle applied to public transport (technically safe)
• Transport modality of public transport to reach above 80%
• Use of smart phones for all public means of transport (apps)
• Free public transport
• Public transport to all areas
• Efficient use of new technology to facilitate use of public transport 

and its coordination

• Started 6 years ago with transition of the municipal fleet to 
electrical and low emission vehicles.

• Willingness and good intentions to use electric motor bikes: 
trial runs done.

1
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2050

Today’s challenges

• Interests of the big corporations
• Necessary change in social and political mentality to accept that 

not going by car to the city centre is positive
• Public transport with clean energy requires investments
• Political strategies to take into account pollution and accidents

Today’s challenges

• Master plan coming from the administrations (on different levels)
• An improvement on mobility planning
• Short term visions (lack of long term vision)
• Lack of support from the government to introduce e-motorbikes 

and generate trust and safety
• Cars are convinced that the city belongs to them, and the 

pedestrians and cyclists are the problem
• It is difficult to extend pedestrian areas because this affects the 

traffic and restrains the existing flow
• Private cars still take the lead (they are the main characters in this 

play)
• The population of Murcia is dispersed: neighbourhoods belonging to 

the city are far from the centre

In 2050 vehicles will use clean energies. We will be able 
to share them and we will be safer thanks to smart 
management of traffic and mobility and we will be preferably 
use public transport.

In 2050 extensive pedestrian areas will predominate in 
Murcia, and in these pedestrians and other safe and clean 
mobility means will live in harmony.

2 3

Aspirations

Policies to promote clean vehicles:
• Include special lanes for vehicles depending on their degree of 

pollution
• No private cars in the city: car sharing and proper regulation of 

goods delivery
• Taxes to go in relation with safety, pollution and energy 

consumption of vehicles
• Independent means of transport: all electric
• All people with influence & power (teachers, politicians etc) set an 

example with using bikes, electrical vehicles etc.
• Avoid the use of private cars as much as possible - promote car 

sharing
• Storage facilities for good to facilitate greener distribution to city
• Delivery of goods via integrated logistics to optimise delivery
• Access to city centre by electrical vehicles only

Safe & clean:
• Energy used in transport is coming from local renewable sources
• Emission and pollution down to zero
• Zero accidents
• Collective means of transport using clean energies
• Zero emissions in all transport means = no pollution

Aspirations

Priority for pedestrians and cyclists: a city for citizens:

• City centre for pedestrians, bikes and public transport only.
• Extensive pedestrian areas for citizens, not for cars
• User friendly city with pedestrian areas and public transport to 

urban areas
• Extensive and efficient bike lines, availability of bikes and 

management of new routes
• (Historical) city centre 100% for pedestrians and social use
• Pedestrians and bikes are respected and have priority
• Promote sustainable and safe mobility: enhancing going by foot/

bike/public transport
• Cycling to be more than 50% of modality

Other aspirations

Accessibility of areas in the city and beyond:

• Inter-modality to facilitate better connection
• Public transport service more efficient, and better matching to the 

demand
• Expand tram lines to all areas of the city
• Bicycle lanes all over the city and to everywhere
• International airport within reach, and accessible with high speed 

train

Integral view on planning of mobility (including new/future options):

• Smart traffic management system - including parking
• Smart phone apps with integral service and information on e.g. 

events, mobility etc.
• Urban design is following Mediterranean style and is combined with 

collective public transport
• Decreasing the demand for transport and reduce length of trips by 

introduction teleworking etc.
• Personal transport by drones
• Facilitate coordination of all public transport at lower cost for users

Develop business with batteries and charging facilities:

• Points to recharge electrical vehicles to be everywhere
• Recharging points for electrical cars are common in the city
• National manufacturing of batteries
• To develop technologies for faster recharging of batteries (needed 

for public transport)
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This appendix is part of the D1.1 Report - Specific ambitions of the R4E partner cities and contains all results of the ambition setting activities held in the city of Newcastle.

The R4E project received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation programme under Grant Agreement No 649397.

Disclaimer: This report presents the views of the authors, and does not necessarily reflect the official European Commission’s view on the subject.
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Introduction to the city of Newcastle

The City

Newcastle upon Tyne, commonly known as Newcastle, is a 
city in the metropolitan county of Tyne and Wear in North 
East England. Located 120 miles (193 km) south of Edinburgh 
and 280 miles (450 km) north of London, it is situated on the 
north-western bank of the River Tyne estuary and is 8.5 miles 
(13.7 km) from the North Sea. Newcastle is the most populous 
city in the North East region, and lies at the urban core of 
Tyneside, the seventh most populous conurbation in the United 
Kingdom and the most populous in the North East. Newcastle 
is a member of the English Core Cities Group and, together with 
nearby Gateshead, is part of the Eurocities network. Newcastle 
was part of the county of Northumberland until 1400, when 
it became a county in its own right, a status it retained until 
becoming part of the Tyne and Wear metropolitan county 
in 1974. The regional nickname and dialect for people from 
Newcastle and the surrounding area is ‘Geordie’.

The city developed in the location of the Roman settlement 
called Pons Aelius. It was named after the castle built in 
1080, by Robert Curthose, William the Conqueror’s eldest 
son. The city grew as an important centre for the wool trade 
in the 14th century, and it later became a major coal mining 
area. The port developed in the 16th century and, along with 
the shipyards lower down the river, was among the world’s 
largest shipbuilding and ship-repair centres. Newcastle’s 
economy includes corporate headquarters, learning, digital 
technology, retail, tourism and cultural centres, from which the 
city contributes £13 billion towards the economy of the United 
Kingdom. Among its main icons are Newcastle Brown Ale, a 
leading beer brand; Newcastle United F.C., a Premier League 
football team; and the iconic Tyne Bridge. It has hosted the 
world’s most popular half marathon, the Great North Run, 
since it began in 1981. 
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Newcastle upon Tyne local authority carbon emissions

Year A B C Total

2005 2.9 2.5 1.7 7.1

2006 3.0 2.4 1.6 7.0

2007 2.8 2.3 1.6 6.8

2008 2.9 2.3 1.6 6.7

2009 2.6 2.1 1.5 6.1

2010 2.8 2.2 1.5 6.4

2011 2.4 1.9 1.4 5.7

2012 2.6 2.0 1.4 6.0

2013 2.5 1.9 1.3 5.8

Units t CO2 per person

A = Industry and Commercial 

B = Domestic 

C = Transport

Source: https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/uk-local-
authority-and-regional-carbon-dioxide-emissions-national-
statistics-2005-2013

Trend data, Newcastle upon Tyne for gas and electricity in 
domestic and commercial

Source: https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/
regional-and-local-authority-electricity-consumption-statistics-
2005-to-2011 

Breakdown of Newcastle Carbon Footprint (2005)
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Demographical aspects

Number of inhabitants

The latest ONS population estimates (2013) suggest there are 
approximately 286,800 people currently living in Newcastle. 

Census 2011 and ONS 2012-based Sub-national Population 
Projections. Source: Population Projections Unit, ONS. Crown 
copyright 2014.

Graph: age structure of the population

Graph: population growth forecast

Social aspects

Graph: Children educational achievements

Graph: Highest level of qualification

In the year to June 2013, the Newcastle unemployment rate 
was 11.1%. 

Source: http://www.wellbeingforlife.org.uk/sites/default/files/2.5%20
Activities.pdf

The estimated proportion of households on fuel poverty is 13%. 
That is 15.344 households out of the total number of 118.362 in 
Newcastle upon Tyne. 

Source: https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/2013-sub-
regional-fuel-poverty-data-low-income-high-costs-indicator

Census 2011 suggests 18.7% of people in Newcastle have a 
long-term health problem or disability that limits their day-to-
day activity to some degree, a reduction from 21.6% in 2001. Of 
the 18.7%, just over half are limited ‘a lot’ (26,661 people) and 
the rest ‘a little’ (25,916). 

Source: http://www.wellbeingforlife.org.uk/sites/default/files/
People%20living%20in%20Newcastle%20-%20B.pdf

In 2010, Newcastle conducted a Private Sector House Condition 
Survey against the Decent Homes Standard. The Survey 
identified that:

• 23.4% of private dwellings (including owner occupied and 
private rented) were not in the condition to achieve the 
standard.

• 32.5% of private rented properties were not in the condition 
to achieve the standard. Within this group one quarter were 
properties where the occupiers were classed as vulnerable, 
such as people on low incomes, people with disability and 
people in later life. These people can all be particularly 
affected by the state of their home.
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Economical aspects

Gross Disposable Household Income (GDHI) for Tyneside is 
81% of the UK average GDHI, which is similar to other large 
urban areas (Figure 2.6-8). Low income is consistent with the 
economic challenges discussed elsewhere in Know Your City, 
such as high unemployment rates and a shortage of highly 
paid jobs.  Figure 2.6-8: Gross Disposable Household Income 
as a percentage of UK average. 

Source: ONS Regional GDHI (2012) http://www.wellbeingforlife.org.uk/
sites/default/files/2.6%20Local%20economy.pdf 

The graph shows that over time, GVA for the North East as a 
whole is lower than the England average, however Tyneside 
is higher than the North East average. This low rate of GVA in 
part reflects low employment rates, relatively low skills, and 
comparatively few higher-paid jobs.

http://www.wellbeingforlife.org.uk/sites/default/files/2.6%20
Local%20economy.pdf 

Graph: Jobs per 100 residents (aged 16-64) by sector. It 
shows that Newcastle has a particularly high concentration 
of employment in service sectors and comparatively few 
manufacturing jobs. The service sectors and successful higher 
education institutions are particular strengths. Weaknesses 
include a relatively small number of private sector businesses 
and higher public sector employment in a period of ongoing 
spending cuts.

Http://www.wellbeingforlife.org.uk/sites/default/files/2.6%20
Local%20economy.pdf 

	  

	  

	  

Environmental aspects

The total area of the city is 122.85km2, with green space 
making up 67.72km, or 55%. This space is reasonably evenly 
distributed across the city, with the town moor at its heart.

Publically accessible green space:
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Selection of focus areas

The city has selected two focus areas for the R4E project:

• Smart domestic buildings

• Smart non-domestic buildings

Way of Working

Organisational chart of the relevant departments in the municipality

Http://www.newcastle.gov.uk/your-council-and-democracy/policies-plans-and-performance/our-policies-and-plans/council-plan/vision-
values-and-priorities 
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Today’s reality: Smart domestic buildings

The domestic buildings includes 122,000 properties in 
Newcastle, which contribute 33% of the CO

2
 generated by the 

city. Reducing the CO
2
 generated in the domestic sector not 

only makes a substantial contribution to the overall targets, 
but will also contribute to improving living standards by 
helping to reduce ‘fuel poverty’ and improving the physical 
condition of the property.

A residents’ survey gives some insights into respondents’ satisfaction with their homes and their local areas as a place to live. The 
survey is carried out every one or two years — most recently in 2012.

How satisfied are you with your home as a place to live?

How satisfied are you with your local area as a place to live?

Source: http://www.wellbeingforlife.org.uk/sites/default/files/2.4%20Built%20environment2.pdf

SMART BUILDINGS
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Today’s reality: Smart non-domestic buildings

Newcastle has a primarily service-based economy, with very 
few ‘heavy’ producers of CO

2
. Within the private sector, this 

is distributed across the provision of professional services, 
financial services and a dominant retail and leisure sector. In 
this regional capital, the public sector is a significant operator 
with two universities, several major hospitals and central 
government agencies located in the city. The total number of 
non-domestic buildings in Newcastle is 7,283.

SMART BUILDINGS
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Results ambition workshop policy

2015 2050General Ambitions for the City

High Lights

The top three aspects in the city the municipality is most proud of:

• The example of the new Scotswood development. There used to be much cynicism at the 
start, but new technology proved right and now that it is working people are enthusiastic and 
have trust.

• The cycling transition. Cycling is not a cultural habit in Newcastle. To stimulate healthy 
behaviour Newcastle anyway created bicycle paths and infrastructure. People were sceptical 
about it, but now that they see the result, they like it and embrace it. It is a growing area now, 
in physical space, in peoples mentality, and also in new businesses around the subject.

• The planning of a new heating system for the city centre, which is now being procured (Re-
Generate Newcastle), generating a sustainable heat source in the city centre and connect 
people to a district heating system.

Priority in Policy

Which topics have the highest priority in the current policy:

• 4 priorities in policy:  
A working city - creating good quality jobs and helping local people develop the skills to do them. 
Decent neighbourhoods - working with local communities to look after each other and the environment. 
Tackling inequalities - tackling discrimination and inequalities which prevent people from fulfilling their 
true potential. 
A fit for purpose council - a council which leads by enabling others to achieve. 

• Become a good working city and an environmentally friendly city at the same time. By 2030 
we will have realised 21.000 new homes and 40.000 new jobs in a sustainable way.

• We have to put the infrastructure in place too; how to get people to their jobs. Railways, 
cycling paths, but also sustainable mobility: solutions fit for the next generation.

• We have to set the regulations and requirements to investments.

In 2050 Newcastle is an environmentally friendly, fit for purpose and accessible city for people 
to live in. Environmentally friendly deals with a healthier growing population as well as a 
healthier environment, providing sound sources of energy and energy distribution. All city 
facilities are fit, accessible and used, both by residents and industry partners. 

General aspirations

• Newcastle policy should be integral and visionary, combining all challenges, and ensure that 
all benefit from this planning for the future (fit for the next generation).

• The Newcastle city council has to show visionary leadership, embracing change and spread 
the news of change by examples, showing people the possibilities of new solutions.
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In 2050 Newcastle attracts young people with a growing 
economy and attractive living environment (facilities, 
entertainment options, walking and cycling routes). The jobs 
in the gas/oil industry have been replaced by new jobs in the 
green economy (such as services for off-shore wind). The new 
economy in e.g. software and digital industries benefit from 
Newcastle’s heritage as international trading city.

In 2050 ...In 2050 energy consumption in households uses a more 
diverse range of technologies. Distributed power generation, 
electrification of heat and connection to district systems 
are the norm. Other sources of local heat could include 
geothermal and a wider variety of heat pumps. This more 
complex, more local energy system offers jobs to the local 
economy; Many of the traditional jobs in the fossil fuel sector 
have diversified into the green economy, 

In 2050 the city of Newcastle is a catalyst for job creation 
and industry investments for ethical and environmental 
developments.

In 2050 Newcastle City Council considers the local authority 
footprint, looking beyond the boundaries of a house, 
of a property, of land ownership and creating shared 
responsibility.

In 2050 Newcastle City Council has both direct service 
provision and a strong mix of innovative, collaborative and 
cooperative models for partnership and participation that 
supports the smart development of the city. 

In 2050 all domestic housing enjoy energy efficient, 
comfortable and de-carbonised heating. Affordable 
retrofitting solutions and suitable business models have 
made it possible for all residents in both existing and newer 
housing to install such solutions.

1

11

2

22

3

33

Aspirations

• Retrofit (funding issue), energy efficient, comfortable, de-carbonised 
heating domestic

• Housing stock retrofitting
• Free heating, everybody happy.

Aspirations

• New economy: attracting younger people (on longer term less 
aging issues)

• Heritage of a trading city: use it to attract new industries, like 
software

• Investment in environment (café’s, cycling, walking etc) to create a 
growing economy that is attractive for people

Aspirations

• Water source
• Heat-pump in the river
• Jobs in the green economy (off-shore wind) to replace current gas/

oil industry
• Effective use of geothermal opportunities in 2050
• More reliance on locally supplied electric power and locally 

generated heat

Specific ambitions for smart domestic buildings

Specific ambitions for smart non-domestic buildings
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Results ambition workshop strategy

2015
High Lights
• Securing position to work with the Energy 

Technologies Institutes (ETI), Smart Systems and 
Heating programme 

• The new build ‘Science Central’; a smart grid 
installed is a successful example of knowledge 
transfer.

• The approach and the partnering in the project 
‘Warm up North’

• The focus on how to retrofit existing housing and 
not just built new houses.

• Many small projects have succeeded in e.g. 
getting installations in old buildings, upgrading 
private houses, retrofitting social housing and 
other one-off projects, where we learned a lot on 
complications, costs, and people behaviour.

• Early roll out of electrical vehicle infrastructure 
and plug in places

• Urban monitoring by collecting data on 
movement of people

• Strong understanding of climate change risks
• Successes in enhancing local businesses; ‘warm 

zone’ was implemented with local installers. The 
solutions in ‘warm zone’ really helped people to 
increase their household income.

• Taking people on to the central heating systems/
greater individual controls and giving them 
control over their own environment.

In 2050 Newcastle City Council  benefits 
from their clear message, strong leadership 
and leadership by example.

In 2050 the energy system is affordable, 
accessible, sustainable and fair. 

In 2050 the residents of Newcastle have the 
means and desire to control their energy 
environment and make responsible choices.

Aspirations

• Lead by example
• Strong municipality capacity to plan, implement 

and consider sustainable energy
• All sites served by renewable energy
• New devts meet highest sustainability criteria
• All housing (heating) zero carbon
• Quality or quantity measures?
• More local energy generation
• The city council plays an active role in global 

fossil fuel diversity
• One message on technology and solutions
• Long term thinking part of day to day operations
• Developers and planners understand the benefit 

of high sustainability and the city councillors are 
clear on how to achieve this role.

• By 2050 all people are applying green choices
• All city services and regulations support 

sustainability. Business as usual
• Collective responsibility of the community to 

meet the carbon targets
• The whole city has a smart grid to most 

effectively control demand (national, regional, 
local)

Aspirations

• A booming green job sector (energy efficiency, 
renewables, any!)

• A fairer, more progressive pricing system for 
energy

• Life cycle costing factored into services
• People can afford their energy bills
• Residents want better control over their homes
• Local / regional / communities buy in

Aspirations

• Robust energy security
• Easy control of the property environment
• Accurate, accessible, comparable real time data
• People are aware of how best to use energy and 

heat their homes
• Sustainable energy systems are resilient to 

shocks and stresses. e.g. extreme weather, 
climate change, 

• Behaviour of residents
• Means and desire to exploit it
• Everybody cares and knows
• Easy controllable heating

1 2 3
2050

Strategic ambitions for smart domestic buildings

SMART BUILDINGS
domestic
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2015
High Lights

The top three aspects in the city the strategy 
department, integral project managers and 
departmental managers are most proud of:

• Significant investments in schools (biomass 
boilers, LED, PV)

• Byker Wall: largest system for heating, 
based on biomass energy centre & 
connecting non-domestic buildings 
(swimming pools)

• ‘Warm-up North’ for non-domestic public 
sector

• ‘Re-generate Newcastle’ project: 
procurement process

• Good relationships with local stakeholders 
on networks/infrastructure established: the 
universities, hospital trust, carbon energy 
centre

• Centralised approach in the region

In 2050 the Newcastle buildings are 
affordable and fit for purpose. Occupants 
have the necessary technology to flexibly 
adapt the spaces to their needs.

In 2050 Newcastle is internationally 
recognised as an innovative area where 
investments are rewarded through policy. 
Collaboration between policy and businesses 
is facilitating continuous investments for a 
sustainable city.

In 2050 Newcastle is a leader in a smart 
cities approach and an exemplar in 
sustainable energy efficient buildings. This 
approach is adopted across the city by all 
stakeholders. The City Council is a national 
leader in driving business participation 
through policy making and by getting things 
done.

1 2 3

Aspirations

• All council commercial properties are being (or 
have been) invested in using life-cycle costing

• Transitional technologies are implemented to re-
use gas infrastructure for new opportunities

• Smart energy storage
• Greater use of demand side response measures
• Increased local generation
• Maximising use of assets (buildings and land)
• All council assets maximised energy generation 

opportunities
• Use ‘Re-generate Newcastle’ to drive provision of 

low-carbon energy to non-domestic buildings
• Sustainable buildings
• Zero carbon exemplar public buildings as 

case studies (a Newcastle Crystal, like London 
Siemens)

• Upgrade and improve own portfolio, owned 
occupied and owned managed

• Flexible, fit for purpose, adaptable

Aspirations

• Green jobs
• Ongoing investments through new revenue 

models
• The city attracts longer-term finance to secure 

low-carbon developments
• New business models taking into account 

stakeholder values
• New revenue(s) found in buildings and business 

models
• Use existing stakeholder groups to drive forward 

‘smart cities’ agenda - catalyst project
• Revolving
• Critical mass
• Global investments

Aspirations

• We inform, support & cooperate in sustainability
• EPC rating: impact of hardening targets - 

improve efficiency dramatically
• Regional collaboration
• Stakeholder collaboration
• Zero carbon
• Having knowledge, able to inspire + lead
• The council is showing leadership in planning 

and in resources to implement robust policy 
framework

• Use of City Deal to drive business participation 
in energy

• The good examples are used to real progression 
in the city

• Operational meaningful zero carbon 
measurement scales

• Market leader: advise and expertise
• Newcastle is seen as best practice in commercial 

property handling
• Good landlord ship
• Home working practices reflect in council: asset + 

accommodation provision

2050
Strategic ambitions for smart non-domestic buildings

SMART BUILDINGS
non-domestic
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Results ambition workshop stakeholders

High Lights

The top three aspects in the city the external stakeholders and 
strategic partners are most proud of:

• ETI: Newcastle as a demonstrator for future domestic 
buildings and in the lead on Energy Path network tool

• New residential buildings in the town centre

• Project Warm zone

• Redevelopment of Scotswood: 1800 houses in the next years, 
central heating system

• Behavioural change management: the use of the health 
system service for learning people

• Local energy planning

• Decent homes programme for heating upgrade and isolation

• We have a good, comprehensible data set on domestic 
buildings

• Just started a project to understand social practices and 
behaviour on energy use in a multi-storey tower block

• Future Energies: the cooperation with a local energy supplier

• Partnership and cooperation with other local authorities and 
the universities, combining a wealth of expertise

• Available knowledge, i.g. on collective intelligence, modelling, 
PVs, heat pumps, customer led network revolution (CLNR)

• Byker Wall: the architectural heritage

Today’s challenges

• Local energy plans
• Data and from data to modelling
• Evidence based: longitudinal studies
• Delivering business models
• Matching political ambitions, legislation and regulations, and a 

viable delivery model.

In 2050 Newcastle domestic buildings have zero energy 
import from the grid.

Aspirations

• Zero carbon housing
• Negative energy housing realised
• Zero import from the grid
• Smart and efficient energy domestic buildings
• Every home insulated
• Zero carbon net
• Data supporting the ambition
• Every home with adequate heating
• Retrofitted private houses
• Municipal energy supply Co.
• Low carbon, affordable, secure energy
• New houses 100% passive or equivalent

1

2015
• Social sustainability: how we kept communities together, 

created gardens, during renovation.

• Realisation of 2 passive houses on Pottery Bank

• New projects with local architects

• Code 6 homes

• The cooperation in a joint project for sustainable multi-storys 
communities in an existing building.

SMART BUILDINGS

domestic
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2050

Today’s challenges

• Data and from data to modelling
• Evidence based: longitudinal studies
• Delivering business models
• Matching political ambitions, legislation and regulations, and a 

viable delivery model.

In 2050 fuel poverty in the city is zero. In 2050 Newcastle is low-carbon energy secure and self-
sufficient.

Aspirations

• Zero fuel poverty through a unique basic subsidiary system, 
providing basic comfort need

• Unique for Newcastle is the buying of comfort instead of energy
• Smart data to support a fair system that supports people for their 

specific home
• Business models with a notion of comfort: comfort as a value
• Smart control for citizens
• No one in fuel poverty
• Fuel poverty to be zero in the city
• No excess winter deaths

Aspirations

• Renewal energy secure
• Self-sufficient as a region
• (Regional) combined authority level
• Looking beyond the boundaries of the city
• Local and connecting generation
• Deploy district energy
• City wide carbon budget from individual dwelling to whole city level
• Smart grid & smart storage & enough local renewable energy 

generation to make city net zero energy

2 3
Other aspirations

Data smart

• Open data
• Access to data
• Individual monitoring and measuring performance
• Smart meter and smart data for  all homes
• Actual data with sufficient level of detail
• Ability to use smart meter data to improve where people do not use 

enough energy
• Local smart data for all homes: gas, electricity, water

Policy/planning

• Local energy planning further development
• Local energy planning total
• Mechanisms for landowners to manage their own budget 

effectively-strong local partnerships between health service, local 
authority energy

• Strong local energy regulations to mandate net zero energy use 
from all new buildings

• SAP rate 86 minimum for all housing should help meet climate 
change and fuel poverty objections

People/behaviour change

• Smart energy consumers
• Informed and interested consumers

Objective studies to support plans

• Longitudinal studies

Quality of life

• For Newcastle to have the highest UK life expectancy
• For Newcastle to be THE place for sustainable living
• Better schools

Financial schemes and business models

• Economic infrastructure that incentives low carbon
• Develop business models and influence policy
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Results ambition workshop stakeholders

High Lights

The top aspects in the city the external stakeholders and 
strategic partners are most proud of:

• Willingness to learn and experiment: early embarkation on 
sustainable solutions and capturing the lessons learned in 
the various examples of buildings that have been fitted with 
sustainable solutions: 
- Devonshire (2004): good design, good installations, some 
new solutions installed: at that time the best building in UK 
- In projects good discussions are being held, because we 
acknowledge the challenges explicitly. 
- Experience in evidence-based policy making and research 
strategies. 
- There is a growing amount of data available that provides 
understanding of how the technology is used in practice, 
but there is also still an appetite to further try and develop 
sustainable solutions. Tools are becoming available to deal 
with (big) data.

• University as frontrunner & demanding client for over 10 
years, leading the turnaround to utilise new technologies in 
their own buildings (heat pump etc). In 2017 the first truly 
smart building will open in Science Central (USP building).   
- Building on 10 years of experience and learnings from 
earlier developments & being able to take the next steps 
anticipating on future options 

Discussion

What do we mean by ‘smart’:

• Giving and receiving data in a network that adapts to the 
situation

• With an element of flexibility: adaptability

2015

Today’s challenges

• Silos: in planning, construction, design, academia, facilities mgt etc.
• Lack of policy and regulation to enable one organisation to invest 

(chicken or egg)
• Costs, short term approach, not joined up, lack of data and lack of 

information
• No business model to enable one organisation to lead development
• Silos and limited local powers
• Time-scales of realising change compared to political cycles
• Funding regulations and availability
• Access to data and capacity to work with it
• Institutional drivers + business models not aligned
• Time-scales with clash between different projects (leads to abortive 

spend)

Today’s challenges - general

• Changing the mindset of the development of new smart and 
sustainable buildings with key external parties

• Managing public negativity when spending money on heat 
networks etc, rather than other more perceived important issues

• Costs (£££)
• Collaboration between stakeholders, i.e. working towards a common 

aim
• Understanding the real business case: life cycle costs

In 2050 a collective approach to smart buildings is realised 
that enables joint smart decision making as well as a 
physical infrastructure that connects all buildings In urban 
planning a broader view and wider area is considered to link 
smart buildings into smart grids to reap the opportunities 
beyond  the specific site boundaries.

1

Aspirations

• Smart drainage
• Smart buildings linked by smart infrastructure (grid, roads, transport 

etc.)
• Heat networks across the city + wider
• Local generation
• A collective approach with partners in the city
• Enabler for other ambitions: providing a social benefit
• Systems architecture perspective: physical infrastructure of all kinds 

of networks (heat, electricity, data, ...)
• Linking smart buildings into smart grids: receiving and transmitting 

information
• Planning of a wider infrastructure for how a sustainable city will 

work

- The own buildings of the university are used as own labs for 
academic research as well as operational use of innovative 
solutions 
- There is capacity and expertise of interlinking technical 
solutions and human behaviour and cooperation on how to 
implement new technologies in real practice 
- There is a good link with industrial capacities

• Many people and organisations are involved and aware of 
energy efficiency. There is growing recognition with industry 
that there is potential business (not just cost-driven). Even 
the construction industry (architects, builders) are now 
expecting to be asked for sustainable solutions. There is a 
good ecosystem / framework to get more energy efficient. 
There is good cooperation and enough people willing to 
make it work on short term. A changing mindset in the 
council (policy and facilitating role), the university (asking for 
innovative solutions) and industry (business).

• Resources for renewable energy are available in the region 
(water, wind, sea, sun) as part of a bigger movement

• There is a story, a narrative of the region of an industrial 
history that creates a culture and mental state that can put 
us forward into exploiting energy.

SMART BUILDINGS

non-domestic
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Today’s challenges

• Popular buy in and recognition of value
• Recognition technology with change and ongoing process
• Lack of access for long-term cheap capital
• Funding often spend-led not outcome
• Challenge of failure and emergence of new technology, i.e. outcome 

of doing nothing is safe!
• Managing policy for existing building retrofit, i.e. when do you quit 

and build new? Costs?

Today’s challenges

• Challenge of achieving social change
• Ensuring economic opportunities not lost to other areas during 

transition
• Unknown outcomes
• Long term impacts
• Cynicism: of people towards... science, politics, the future

2050
In 2050 all buildings are as efficient as they can be with 
the newest technologies, despite when they were built. All 
buildings are flexible adaptable to changing occupancy 
needs and user requirements. The use of innovative solutions 
is visible in the city.

In 2050 the outcomes of the smart buildings policy are visible 
and explicitly of value to all stakeholders in the sense of 
health, jobs, cooperation, citizens, communities and business. 
People are happy because of the support citizens and 
communities experience. The economy is vibrant, with green 
jobs maximising the potential of the city.

2 3

Aspirations

• Buildings are adapted to the climate change
• Sustainable buildings
• City wide integration of smart grids + building energy demands
• Green roofs, PV, solar thermal etc.: looks and feels different - roof 

space across the city visually shows our sustainability criteria
• Key & visible buildings demonstrations & exemplars of smart 

buildings within smart places
• Vibrant building sector design exporting consulting services
• Life cycle of continuous innovation (building is no fixed thing)
• Fit for purpose, flexible, adaptive to changing demand
• Expertise and exemplars retro-fit & new
• Thermally efficient buildings - highest levels
• Zero carbon / low carbon buildings: i.e. planning etc.
• Build in an on-going retrofit: continuously flexible
• Visibility: showing the next solutions
• Support occupancy and user requirements
• Efficient = supporting the occupant and flexible use
• Low impact, optimised, adaptable, changed occupancy needs

Aspirations

• More and better jobs - varied sectors - key need to grow economy 
to increase employment & skills level (output & pay)

• Green jobs - reliance on local industry
• Improved process of planning
• Establish local cooperation - all sectors having skills of 

sustainability. A construction industry that changes processes. 
Bridging silo’s / disciplines

• Reputation to provide practical solutions
• NE known for practical solutions to smart energy - full life cycle, 

thriving businesses and supply chain
• Greater investment opportunities & incentives
• Hotbed of exemplar sustainable buildings
• To be carbon-negative at uni/city/region scale
• At regional scale: exploit resources to become net provider of 

renewable energy
• Balancing priorities
• Lower energy costs? Local tariffs etc.
• Energy security & greater reliance of locally generated energy
• Newcastle is known for offering excellent building accommodation - 

this attracts in ward investments
• Happy people, support to citizens and communities

Other aspirations

Smart data

• Smart building data and control
• Low energy use per business / per person currently relatively high, 

especially businesses which hold back growth
• Data and sharing of data
• Using the data to really change behaviour

Smart citizens

• Being sustainable & using green choices is normal
• Positive vibe around sustainability
• It is cultural accepted that you look beyond the physically footprint: 

taking a wider systems perspective
• Awareness of citizens and users = creating a positive vibe
• Taking into account the practical use and users of the buildings
• Achieving this and not loose the good other things in society
• Citizens who make sustainable choices
• Links between cutting edge research, business & people/

organisations made - buy-in and understanding of benefits
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Introduction to Palermo

Introduction to the city

Palermo is a city of the Insular Italy, the capital of both the 
autonomous region of Sicily and the Province of Palermo. 
The city is well-known for its history, culture, architecture and 
gastronomy, playing an important role throughout much of its 
existence. It was founded as a port town by the Phoenicians 
around 734 BC

Palermo is located in the north-west of the island of Sicily, 
right by the Gulf of Palermo in the Tyrrhenian Sea. Palermo is 
the fifth-largest Italian city by population after Rome, Milan, 
Naples and Turin.

Many monuments, churches and palaces in Palermo have 
been recognised for years as national monuments and in 2015 
the Arab-Norman buildings were included in the UNESCO’s 

‘World Heritage List’.

For cultural, artistic and economic reasons Palermo is the main 
city of the Euro-Mediterranean region, and today is one of the 
top tourist destinations in Southern Italy also for Mediterranean 
cruise ships.

The city is the main centre of the Sicilian Region, it has the 
oldest parliament in the world, and it is also the home of the 
University of Palermo and of the regional archdiocese.

It was established as city-port by the Phoenicians around 
734 BC. It has always been a trading and cultural cooperation 
centre between West and East. It has been conquered by 
several populations at different times. Its a long history has 
given rise to a remarkable and unique artistic and architectural 
heritage.
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Appendix F - Ambitions of Palermo - smart buildings & smart mobility

Selection of focus areas

The analyses performed on the greenhouse gases emissions of the city of Palermo show that 
the sectoral distribution of consumptions is characterized by a clear predominance of the 
building sector (both housing and service industries) and transport one.

The main objectives of the ‘Sustainable Energy Action Plan (SEAP) are, therefore, the reduction 
of  CO2 emissions in these sectors, by reducing the energy consumption of buildings and 
improving the efficiency of public and private transport.

As a consequence, it was decided to focus the activities of the local project R4E on the issues of 
“Smart Buildings” and “Smart Mobility”.
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Demographical aspects

Size in km2 : 158,88 km2  

Number of inhabitants: 678.492 ab 

Population trends 

Palermo, like many cities of southern Italy, is characterized by 
a significant activity rate (active population to resident one 
ratio) of 37.6%, is far below national average, which is 42.2%.

2.2% of the employed people are distributed in agriculture, 
fishing and breeding sectors, 20.8% are in the industrial sector 
while the remaining 77.0% are in services, where an  important 
role is played by tourism services.

This distribution is very different from the national average, 
which is characterized by a lesser incidence in the service sector 
(55.7%) and, on the contrary, by a much larger one in the first 
two sectors (agriculture and fishing: 7.6%; industry: 35 6%).

As for education, 33.3% of the population has a good level 
of education (university degree and diploma), 53.9% have a 
middle school or elementary certificate, while 12.8% have no 
qualification, however, only 2.1% are illiterate.

In Italy, 39.7 million of citizens, aged 11 and 74, can access the 
Internet from fixed locations (home, office, or a place of study) 
or from the mobile, 83, 9% of the population in the age group 
concerned. Studies show that:

35.5 million of individuals, aged 11 and 74 years, accounting for 
75.1% of cases, access the Internet from home via computer;

25 million people say they access the Internet from a mobile 
phone / smart-phone (53.2% of the Italians concerned), an 
increase of 13.7% in the last half of 2014;

9 million people say they access the Internet from the tablet, 
with an annual growth of 88% (June 2014 VS June 2013).

The internet access has similar values in all segments of the 
Italian population, confirming the high spreading rate of 
online in Italy. Some segments of the population, also have 
concentration ratios almost equal to 100%:

over 96% of young people aged between 11 and 34 years.- 
98.5% of graduates,

95.8% of high school graduates,

93.8% of workers and, more specifically, 99.6% of managers, 
executives and academics, 98.2% of entrepreneurs and self-
employed and employees, and 98.4% of teachers.

There are very high rates among students: 100% of university 
students and 97.8% of middle and high schools students.

Resident population in Palermo 1861 – 2011

Number of employees for the productive sector
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The latest report of the European Commission, “Quality of 
life in European cities - Italy” of 2014, contains the results of 
the survey on the perception of quality of life in 79 European 
cities. This report reveals a general dissatisfaction expressed 
by the citizens of the cities of southern Italy in relation to the 
chances of finding employment, to public transport services 
and garbage collection, as well as the wish that the local 
administration will improve all the services for the use of urban 
areas, sports facilities and, in general, services to citizens. 
However, according to the people living in Palermo who were 
interviewed, there are some positive exceptions, which would 
consist in the possibility of finding a cheap accommodation 
and in the rate of integration of foreigners in the city. These 
aspects place Palermo in the top half of the rankings on 
European cities.

Economical aspects

The per capita income of the Sicilians is about 10,000 euro 
per inhabitant, but if we consider only the number of people 
who register their income to the State, the per capita income 
amounts to about EUR 25,600.00 per registrant.

The data on per capita income of the inhabitants of the city of 
Palermo, capital of Sicily Region, are in line with national ones, 
but higher for about 20% if compared to the regional average.

The  actions proposed in the PUT (Urban Traffic Plan), in 
general, are linked to improving pedestrian mobility, the 
establishment of Limited Traffic Zones (ZTL), the introduction 
of measures to improve the mobility of collective public 
transport, the reorganization of the movement and parking 
of private motor vehicles, the improvement of road safety, 
the introduction of measures to reduce traffic, the use of ITS 
technologies, strengthening services of urban supervision and  
the activities of Urban Mobility Management. 

In particular, the Plan of Palermo involves some important 
measures:

• The creation of a network of the streets and pedestrian areas, 
especially in the Old Town, which is the most important 
urban area from the historical, urban, and monumental point 
of view. The extension of the pedestrian area will increase 
from 41 hectares to more than 83 hectares; if we add to these 
ones the areas affected by the presence of historical markets, 
the surface of the pedestrian areas of the Old Town will reach 
about 120 hectares.

• The establishment of Limited Traffic Zone, where only public 
transport and private transport to zero or low emissions will 
be allowed to pass;

• Improving public transport through the establishment of 
tram networks, metro networks, cycle paths, the doubling of 
the railway line linking Palermo to the villages nearby;

• The replacement of old buses with low-emission vehicles 
(natural gas and diesel € 6, hybrids);

• Strengthening the car sharing service and promoting 
carpooling and shared taxis.

Per capita income in Italy Traffic in the city centre
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Environmental aspects

The city of Palermo is characterized by a Mediterranean 
climate, with low temperatures slightly below 10 ° C and 
maximum temperatures that can exceed 30 ° C (in August 1999 
it was recorded a maximum temperature of 45.2 ° C). Average 
annual rainfall amounted to 855 mm, an average spread 
of 81 days of rain, with minimum in summer, peaking in the 
winter and secondary maximum in the fall for accumulations. 
The annual average of relative humidity recorded the value of 
62.3% with a minimum of 57% in July and maximum of 67% in 
December and January; on average, there are zero days of fog 
a year.

The city of Palermo is located in a region with very favourable 
sunlight conditions throughout the year and, consequently, 
with a high potential for the exploitation of solar energy for the 
production of thermal and electric energy.

The following table shows the mean values of solar radiation 
for different exposed and oriented surfaces; values greater than 
1900 kWh / M2 year can be reached.
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The city of Palermo approved the Sustainable Energy Action 
Plan in 2015, calculating CO 2 emissions [1] in the city, for the 
reference year 1990 (IBE year), equal to 1,864,142 tons (2.7 tons 
CO 2 per capita).

In order to meet the target for 2020 (20% less emissions than 
in 1990), the Administration has committed to reducing the 
emissions by an amount 400,000 tons of  CO2/ year, ie by 
21.5% compared to the year 1990.

The data provided by the SEAP on final energy consumption 
show that the sectors having the greatest impact are transport 
(60% for Palermo and about 45% for Sicily), followed by 
the civil sector (34,9,2% for Palermo 23.8% for Sicily), while 
agriculture and fishing account for only 0.4% of Palermo 
consumptions and 3.9% of  the region ones. It should be 
noticed, even today, a predominant consumption of petroleum 
products and energy, although in the last years the share 
of natural gas consumptions has increased substantially, 
together with the production of electricity from renewable 
sources (photovoltaic and wind systems).

As for the residential sector, there is a large gap between the 
southern cities of Italy, which are located in coast areas with a 
mild climate, such as Palermo, and the centre-northern cities. 
By way of example, it should be noticed how the average per 
capita consumption of natural gas for domestic use and for 
heating concerning Palermo is about 15% (90 ÷ 100 m3 / inh) 
of that one of Turin (700 m3 / ab approximately). As for the 
consumption of electricity, however, there are no substantial 
differences among per capita consumption of Italian cities, 
which are about 1,200 kWh / inhabitant.

Historical / cultural aspects

Today Palermo is working for defining its role as a city of art 
and a place of culture, valuing the past and the historical 
evidence, on one hand, but also looking to the future, turning 
to new developments in contemporary art and multimedia 
research on cultural heritage.

The policies of the Administration aim to define stable 
structures and organizations for cultural heritage management 
in the belief that, we can build the future development of the 
city, including the economic one, over them.

It ‘a long path, whose action is expected to continue over time, 
placing short, medium and long range goals. A path that is 
identified with the activities of museums, libraries, archives, 
foundations that have increasingly taken a leading role in the 
cultural, social and economic life of the city.

Percentage breakdown of CO2 emissions between different sectors, 
except industry
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Way of working

The organizational structure of the Administration of Palermo 
is divided into several macro-structural levels defined Areas, 
Sectors, Autonomous Offices, Services, Project Unit, Staff 
Unit. In order to ensure more streamlined and efficient 
administration, within the Services and Autonomous Offices, 
there are micro structures defined as organizational units of 
different levels.

At the end of 2014, the employees of the sector amounted 
to 9,838 units, n. 75 of which were executives; n. 6940 of the 
employees had Local Authorities sector contracts (of which 
n. 666 had temporary contracts); n. 916 had Construction 
Companies contracts, n. 1907 belonged to “precariat”. Over 51% 
of all employees in the sector are men.

 In order to manage the necessary resources to provide 
services to the community of citizens, like all organizations, 
the Municipality has its own budget. This one has a part 
including any business and revenue, and a part concerning 
the liabilities and expenses. To give an idea of the importance 
of the municipal budget of the city of Palermo, just think that 
the total amount of funds for the year 2013 amounted to over 
one billion and one hundred million Euros. The Municipality 
of Palermo, moreover, reached the budgetary objectives with 
particular attention to the respect of the “Stability Pact”.

The Municipality manages public services through some 
subsidiaries such as:

• AMAP S.p.A. manages the integrated water service in the 
city of Palermo. It is responsible for the infrastructures for the 
supply, delivery and convertion of seawater into drinkable 
water, which provide, mainly, Palermo and the various coast 
municipalities of all the Province;

• AMAT Palermo S.p.A. is responsible for the organization 
and management of public transport systems, including 
the management of fleets (car-sharing, car pooling, shared 
taxis, global service of vehicles made by any means), for 
the installation and maintenance of road signs, for the 

Environmental aspects

The city of Palermo is characterized by a Mediterranean 
climate, with low temperatures slightly below 10 ° C and 
maximum temperatures that can exceed 30 ° C (in August 1999 
it was recorded a maximum temperature of 45.2 ° C). Average 
annual rainfall amounted to 855 mm, an average spread 
of 81 days of rain, with minimum in summer, peaking in the 
winter and secondary maximum in the fall for accumulations. 
The annual average of relative humidity recorded the value of 
62.3% with a minimum of 57% in July and maximum of 67% in 
December and January; on average, there are zero days of fog 
a year.

The city of Palermo is located in a region with very favorable 
sunlight conditions throughout the year and, consequently, 
with a high potential for the exploitation of solar energy for the 
production of thermal and electric energy.

The following table shows the mean values of solar radiation 
for different exposed and oriented surfaces; values greater than 
1900 kWh / m 2 year can be reached.

management of public car parks and tariffed parking areas; 
it also controls the parking along the urban road network,  
the removal of illegally parked vehicles and of those ones for 
reasons of public order and safety;

• RAP S.p.A. is responsible for the waste management 
service, the environmental hygiene service and the road 
maintenance;

• AMG S.p.A. is in charge of the practice and management 
of the activities in the fields of research, production, supply, 
transportation, processing, distribution, sale, use and 
recovery of energy in any form, promoting rational use and 
enhancing renewable energy sources;

• SISPI S.p.A. is responsible for the management of all systems 
and IT services of the Municipal Administration.

Since 2002, the Administration has enabled participatory 
processes with stakeholders through the Agenda 21 and 
the Sustainable Energy Action Plan, in order to develop 
environmental sustainability policies.
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Actions to improve energy efficiency in public lighting systems

In the Municipality of Palermo there are 47,022 light centres 
for public lighting (updated to the 31st of December 2012). 
The street lighting system consists of 25,388 light points 
powered in series (medium and low voltage) and 21,634 light 
points powered in shunt. The light centres are powered by an 
electrical network that extends for about 1,200 kilometres, with 
an electric rated output installed of 9.0 MW. The Municipal 
Administration has approved a program of replacement of old 
plants, which were built between “the 1960s and the 1970s”, 
with others, characterized by cutting-edge technology, which 
will produce a higher quality light, granting a saving of energy 
consumption and a reduction of polluting CO2 emission of  
about 60% compared to the original values. The project will 
cost 26,525,000.00.

P.O. N. METROPOLITAN CITIES 2014/2020

National Operational Programme Metropolitan Cities 
2014/2020: Palermo is expected to receive from 80 million 
to 100 million euro to be used for the redevelopment of the 
Southern Coast, actions to improve sustainable mobility, the 
reduction of energy consumption and pollutant emissions, 
for the social inclusion of the most fragile segments of the 
population and for disadvantaged areas and neighbourhoods.

Promotion of car sharing and bike sharing

The Municipal Administration, through its public transport 
company, and also through private operators, will start policies 
to increase sustainable transfers of citizens and tourists, 
enhancing the existing car sharing service and activating a new 
bike sharing service. As regards the car-sharing, the action will 
involve the increase of the parking lots from 45 to more than 
80, of methane cars from 36 to 92 and the introduction of 
over 20 new electric vehicles. At the beginning, the car sharing 
service will be integrated with the bike sharing, that will be 
composed of more than 23 cycle-parking places, some of 
which are equipped with photovoltaic shelters, and more than 
400 bicycles, both traditional and with pedal assistance.

Construction of the underground rail circuit 

It’s already under completion the construction of the circular 
route, about 6.5 km long, almost entirely in the underground, 
which will encompass the main urban attraction poles, 
networked by a system of “metro-railway”. The plan provides, 
in two distinct phases, the “closing” of the circuit with the 
realization of the missing section (about 3 km: 1.7 km with 
the first section from Giachery to Politeama; 1.3 km with the 
second functional part from Politeama to Notarbartolo) and 
the creation of four new stops.

Realization of the tram system

The new tram system in the city of Palermo is under 
construction. The tramlines are double track to connect some 
peripheral areas of the city with the central ones. The tramway 
will be reserved along all paths, except the intersections 
that will be managed by traffic lights with the traffic light 
subservience to the tram. The stops, in total about 40, will be 
35 m long in order to allow the insertion of a complete vehicle 
to its maximum intended composition. The service will be 
provided by 17 bidirectional convoys, with an availability of 250 
places, including 62 seats. The total route of the tram system 
will extend for about 15.2 Km.

The doubling of the railway bypass Palermo-Punta Raisi

The doubling of the railway bypass Palermo-Punta Raisi 
is already under construction. It realizes a high-capacity 
connection between the airport of Punta Raisi, Palermo Central 
Station and the Brancaccio area, along a highly urbanized 
corridor, about 26 Km long. Through 18 stops, the suburbs are 
welded together, extending the city to the whole urban area. 
The construction of new stops, the burial of other ones, the 
elimination of level crossings through the burying of the future 
double-track line, will allow to create a metropolitan area 
without interference with the surrounding roads and urban 
traffic.
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Today’s reality: smart buildings

Smart buildings in Palermo 2015

The building and transport sectors can be considered to have 
the main responsibility for energy consumptions, and therefore 
also for greenhouse gas emissions in the city of Palermo.

The building volume in the municipal area is about 201.5 
million m3, with an average density of 12,588 m3/ha. 
Approximately 134 million m3 (67% of the total) are intended for 
housing, 50 million m3 (25%) for the services industry, and 16 
million m3 (8%) for other industrial activities.

Over 47% of the total volume is within the Old Town and 
the urban area built up in the early 1900s. As regards the 
distribution of assets in different age classes, only 19% was 
built before 1945, 19% was built between the post-war period 
and the 1960s, and the remaining 59% of the total buildings 
were built between 1961 and 1991. The year 1991 is important 
because in Italy because of new rules on energy consumption 
in buildings that apply since then, and these have had a 
positive effect on the building sector. However, it was only in 
2005 that the European directive on energy certification of 
buildings was implemented in Italian law.

Moreover, the data contained in the Register of Energy 
Certifications for the Sicilian Region shows that over 85% 
of housing units belongs to the classes G and F, which are 
characterised by high energy consumption.

Dealing with the theme of ‘Smart Buildings’ is therefore vital 
for the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in the city of 
Palermo.

Buildings by period of construction in Palermo

Energy performance of buildings in Sicily

SMART BUILDINGS
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The Energy Cadastre will contain the catalogue of 
administrative, geometric, thermo-physical and energetic data 
about municipal buildings and street lighting.

Then the Energy Manager will be able to determine the 
foreseen electrical and thermal energy consumptions .

Palermo will use a tool web-based for managing and monitoring  energy consumptions and CO2 emissions of public buildings.
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Annual consumption of electricity of individual users, identified 
by its own POD number. It is possible to identify the greater 
electrical energy consumption.

Geometric and electrical data of the photovoltaic system.

Other tools are used to calculate the NPV (Net Present Value) 
and Payback Time of the investment for energy saving 
projects.

The graph shows that three schools have a specific 
consumption kWh per user (80-95 kWh / user) approximately 
double that of other (30-50 kWh / user) and therefore it would 
be appropriate to assess the  possible energy saving measures 
to be taken.

Web-based tool for monitoring energy consumption and 
CO2 emissions of public buildings and photovoltaic energy 
production.
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Projects, events, dissemination
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Today’s reality: Smart mobility

Smart mobility in Palermo 2015

In 2007 the Municipality of Palermo drew up the Strategic Plan 
for Sustainable Mobility (PSMS) followed in 2010 by the Urban 
Traffic Plan (PUT). The overall aims were to improve traffic 
conditions and road safety, reduce air and noise pollution and 
achieve savings in energy consumption and a reduction of CO

2 

emissions by the transport sector.

Analysing transfers data for both the Municipality of Palermo 
and the entire urban area, it is clear that the most commonly 
used means of transport is the private car, which is used for 
about 35% of journeys. A significant percentage of travellers 
are (regular) passengers in private cars (15% of the total). As 
a result, almost half of the cars travel with 1 or 2 persons on 
board. The percentage of the use of public transport is low (it 
does not exceed 15%), but it can positively be observed that 
travel by bike and on foot represent almost a quarter of the 
overall commuter mobility.

Reasons for travelling are divided more or less equally between 
study and work.

Peak time is between 7.15 and 8.15.

The time spent travelling, in nearly half of cases, does not 
exceed 15 minutes.

SMART MOBILITY
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Results ambition workshop policy

2015 2050High Lights

The top three aspects in the city the municipality is most proud of:

• The re-qualification of the south coast. Capo Gallo is a reserved area without buildings along 
the coast and a high number of species. This natural environment is used for the development 
of an aquarium; a protected area for sea protection, where research, innovation and policy are 
organised in cooperation.

• The implementation of new public transport and sweet mobility systems (cycling, buses, car 
sharing)

• The Arab/Norman roots of the culture, and the way they serve tourism.

• The protection of green areas in the city (centre), where building is avoid to save green areas.

General Ambitions for the City

Priority in Policy

Which topics have the highest priority in the current policy:

• Urban action plan: social innovation interventions for special people (Roma’s, blind people, 
etcetera), with many projects, covering 90 million euro’s in total. E.g. the separate waste 
collection for households, which will increase to 50% of the population.

• Sustainable action plan: 27 kilometres of coast are preserved for nature and tourism. And the 
preservation of cultural and historical buildings. 

• Metropolitan plan: the development of new infrastructure for mobility, including 3 trains and a 
subway.

In 2050 all buildings in Palermo are smart & ecological, including energy and waste 
management.

In 2050 the coast and nature are preserved and more green areas in the city are realised.

In 2050 cultural and historical tourism will be a showcase for other cities.

Other aspirations

• The natural assets of the area, such as the mild climate all year round: per m2 the solar power 
production is 5 kWh, which is 1 barrel of oil per m2.

• Take care of the buildings history.

General aspirations

• The natural assets of the area, such as the mild climate all year round: per m2 the solar power 
production is 5 kWh, which is 1 barrel of oil per m2.

• Value and tke care of the buildings history.
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In 2050 sweet mobility is an obvious choice: such as bike- 
and car sharing and walking.

In 2050 ...In 2050 there is regulation for the use of renewable energy 
systems in the historical centre.

In 2050 Palermo provides green areas and restricted areas for 
mobility to stimulate walking.

In 2050 ...In 2050 new buildings are zero-emission compliant.

In 2050 a profound public transport system is realised (rail & 
subway).

In 2050 ...In 2050 services for citizens, such as schools, health care, 
etceteras, are located along public transport lines to decrease 
mobility.

1

11

2

22

3

33

Aspirations

• Implementation of sweet mobility
• Sustainable mobility
• Bike- and car sharing services are developed
• Development of cycle- and walking paths

Aspirations

• New regulations are being made
• Historical buildings to be developed
• Regulations for use of renewable energy in the historical centre

Aspirations

• Pedestrian area
• Restricted mobility area
• Better green area
• Preservation of green in the city centre

Aspirations

• 0-emission for new buildings

Aspirations

• Develop public transport system
• Railway and subway infrastructure

Aspirations

• Schools are re-located along public transport lines
• Less traffic in a lot of area
• Aim: more people to school by public transport
• Decrease traffic
• Relocate public services

Specific ambitions for smart buildings

Specific ambitions for smart mobility
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Results ambition workshop strategy

2015
High Lights

The top three aspects in the city the strategy 
department, integral project managers and 
departmental managers are most proud of:

• There are already many active citizens 
and cultural activities, it only needs more 
structure.

• Projects have started to reduce energy 
consumption and to create 0-emission 
buildings. E.g. schools using heat-pumps 
and photovoltaic systems, public lighting 
is being replaced and new buildings are 
designed to reduce energy consumption.

• New regulation and funding needed for 
further reduction of emission in public and 
private buildings.

In 2050 Palermo is a cultural hub: a harbour 
for cultural exchange where people meet and 
bring in their own culture.

In 2050 Palermo uses culture and art in 
education to improve the quality of life by 
stimulating behavioural change.

Before 2050 public buildings in Palermo 
are sustainable & energy efficient. Both 
historical, monumental buildings, as well 
as the buildings from the 80’s and 90’s 
are treated in a respectful way with retrofit 
solutions.

1 2 3

Aspirations

• Ambition to become a cultural platform that 
connects European and Mediterranean culture.

• Build on Manifesta 2018 (held in Palermo) to 
further develop cultural behaviour.

• Use the position as cultural hub to open up.
• Exploit the position of Sicily in the centre of the 

Mediterranean.
• Further improve the city that has suffered from 

the fight against the Mafia, but is now getting 
better because the much of the power is lost.

Aspirations

• Creating cultural interventions in different areas 
of the city as start for culture projects that involve 
all people in Palermo.

• Building on three directions::educational, social 
and event/exhibition.

• Educational: artists group to work with kids at 
school, to provide musical education for children 
(orchestra) in most problematic areas of the city. 
Educating kids in classical music language, but 
also to learn all sorts of social aspects, obeying 
rules, and creating beautiful things together (that  
is otherwise ignored).

• Develop “laboratories” as pilots for change
• Starting sports facilities for disadvantaged 

children.
• Integrating three pedagogical thoughts to 

change the culture of the citizens of Palermo: 
Paolo Freire (the pedagogy of oppressed 
people), Ivan Illich (the lack of scholarisation of 
society - education without rules, not impose 
by institutions) and Antonio Gramsci (cultural 
supremacy).

Aspirations

• Investments in infrastructure and using funds to 
become a smart and sustainable city.

• Improve the energy efficiency of public and 
private buildings

• Realise policy and regulations for energy 
efficiencies in public buildings.

• Create more space for buildings to become 
smarter.

• Increase the volume of energy efficient private 
buildings by 20% on shorter term and plan for 
further reduction to 30-50% in 2016.

• Redefining the development of spaces (museum, 
church) and connect the buildings in terms of 
functions for the public.

• Create a better/logical infrastructure for citizens.

2050
Strategic ambitions for smart buildings

SMART BUILDINGS
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2015
High Lights

The top three aspects in the city the strategy 
department, integral project managers and 
departmental managers are most proud of:

• The square Piazza San Domenico is now 
a car-free zone. This used to be packed 
with cars. At first people objected, but now 
everyone is proud of the space.

• Sicily and its location in the middle between 
Europe and the Mediterranean.

In 2050 Palermo provides reliable public 
transport options for the people through a 
large network of railways that connect all 
parts of the town and a subway to connect 
the city centre.

In 2050 energy consumption will be reduced 
for mobility, buildings and public lighting.

In 2050 the citizens of Palermo value 
walking and cycling as obvious part of life 
and mobility.

1 2 3

Aspirations

• A big network of tram ways that connect all parts 
of town

• A new subway
• Once the infrastructure is realised, people will 

change their mobility behaviour.
• a network of trams and railways
• Diminishing car use and ownership
• invest in infrastructure

Aspirations

• Lighting to provide a network for smarter 
solutions

• Traffic lights with remote control
• The first town to have a public lighting network 

and therefore a dated system and lamps
• Energy consumption in lighting now 12 million/

year. An investment of 15 million will lead to a 
reduction of 75%. The goal is to replace 30% in 
the next 5 years.

• increase the use of public transport and reduce 
the use of private  cars

Aspirations

• Cultural change
• Investments in changing behaviour
• Change the citizens mentality
• Respect for bikers and walkers
• Improve pedestrian walks
• Develop 100 km of bike-lanes.

2050
SMART MOBILITY

Strategic ambitions for smart mobility
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Results ambition workshop stakeholders

High Lights

The top three aspects in the city the external stakeholders and 
strategic partners are most proud of:

• Il centro storico: Good roots in the past with historical 
buildings, that have good thermal and energetic qualities 
- built for the climate in Palermo (e.g. noble palaces), using 
good and high quality materials, and good use of natural 
light. The older buildings are safer and more efficient than 
the ones build in the 70’s. 

• Use of (a few) EU projects to restore the old tradition in 
building and natural lighting. 

• Mild climate, close to the sea, providing a good location for 
natural sustainable solutions.

• The ‘astuto’ reward. ‘Astuto’ having two meanings: 
- ‘clever/smart’ in Italian 
- ‘switch off’ in Sicilian slang.

2015

SMART BUILDINGS
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Today’s challenges

• Participatory decision process and involvement of citizens to create 
synergy.

• Common ambitions and targets, but a lack of communication 
between different departments, organisations and citizens.

• Not enough involvement in EU projects.
• Innovation: integration of research and implementation.
• Long term strategy can change when people change in the 

municipality.
• How to manage household waste is a big issue.

Today’s challenges

• Building regulations for efficiency.

Today’s challenges

• New technologies are not affordable by everybody.

2050
In 2050 Palermo uses its historical strength to 
built comfortable and energy efficient houses and 
neighbourhoods.

In 2050 all buildings in Palermo use smart technology,  
including technology for the full re-use of waste.

In 2050 the mild climate of Palermo is used to its full extend 
for sustainable buildings & energy production.

1 2 3

Aspirations

• Restoring with respect for history: maintaining the historical quality 
of old buildings, while improving efficiency: apply new technology 
with respect.

• Evaluate the quality of buildings to assess if it is worth to invest: 
consider demolition of ‘bad’ buildings from the 70’s (ugly and 
inefficient), instead of investing in improvement.

• Common spaces and shared spaces in buildings.

Aspirations

• Greener neighbourhoods and wider streets.
• Greener buildings: use of green roofs and walls and natural 

ventilation.
• Energy independent public buildings.
• Energy efficient historical buildings.
• Smart monitoring for different buildings.
• New buildings to have rooms for waste recycling and waste 

management systems to ensure independent waste management 
and full re-use of waste.

• Transform buildings into smart & ecological buildings. 
• Regulations to ensure demolitional waste is re-used.
• Improvement of recent buildings to class A energy-efficiency label.
• Change the functionality of buildings.
• Social buildings and social relations.
• Funding for upgrading and innovation.

Aspirations

• Master plan and new regulations for new efficient buildings.
• Use the climate to improve sustainability.
• Create an economical gain out of reduced energy consumption.
• Making modern buildings smarter with wireless technology and 

domotica.
• New buildings (commercial) can have building and electrical 

restrictions to provide value with renewable energy (e.g. 
photovoltaic).

• Experimentation with new buildings and solutions on a large scale.
• Matching the energy needs of citizens with sustainable solutions 

(e.g. photovoltaic, using glass to obtain energy from the sun)
• Information systems are available for citizens to know the 

possibilities.
• Bureaucracy is simplified for energy measures.
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Results ambition workshop stakeholders

High Lights

The top three aspects in the city the external stakeholders and 
strategic partners are most proud of:

• The provision, by the administration to the citizens, of bicycle 
lanes and the removal of physical obstacles to improve 
them.

• The changing mindset and engagement of the citizens and 
stakeholders of Palermo

• The balance between what is offered and what is used.

2015

SMART MOBILITY
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Today’s challenges

• People leave bikes and motors on the pavement
• Lack of respect for green areas
• Dispersion of schools
• Children should be taught not to throw thins in the streets or green 

area

Today’s challenges

• Not enough attention or mediation from the administration
• The current projects are too few and too small in scale

Today’s challenges

• Lacking infrastructure for full implementation
• Insufficient parking areas for bikes
• It is not allowed to take bikes into public transport
• Lack of green areas

2050
In 2050 the people of Palermo will use biking, because the 
foundation and infrastructure is available and accessible.

In 2050 Palermo will use education as a foundation for good 
citizenship and sustainable behaviour.

In 2050 Palermo provides safe mobility for all people: 
families, children, elderly, disabled, pedestrians and cyclists.

1 2 3

Aspirations

• Street path to be homogeneous, continuous, well-considered and 
well-defined for walking and biking

• Stimulate walking for health
• Improve pubic transport in the far part of the town and improve the 

connection to the city centre
• Faster links for the city periphery
• Revaluation of periphery
• Bus links to connect the sea and Montepelligrino and piazza forte
• A cycle lane along the sea to appreciate it
• Bike sharing
• Create green areas as corridors for butterflies
• Bring physical infrastructure closer to citizens (participation)

Aspirations

• Greener areas in town and more respect for green
• Put down Mediterranean trees and plants
• Green areas that are maintained and clean
• The pedi-bus: safe walking for children, involving the community 

and creating a sense of responsibility
• Stimulate green transportation
• Create interest in the communities of families and people
• Involve families in the mobility team
• Proud of Palermo as a town of art
• Centres in district of town to promote green mobility
• Defeat school dispersion from 30 to 50%
• Validation of monumental and good places
• Real citizen participation where citizens are aware and responsible
• People know the value of historical heritage
• Education in safe walking and good citizenship for children
• Use schools and education to change people’s minds
• Start awareness with the children
• Social activities with citizens to choose new solutions
• Communicate clear goals to increase participation

Aspirations

• A vision for a safe town, starting from simple things, like the pedi-
bus

• Safe town for families
• School buses to replace car driving of all parents
• Improve safety for cyclists
• Texture of the city that allows more moving
• Accessibility
• Mobility for disabled people; space for everybody
• A cleaner town, encountering the need of citizens to tailored needs
• The city is more accessible and green areas are accessible for cyclist
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Versions of this report:

17 July 2015  Draft for internal check in the city (limited distribution)

16 September 2015  Concept for sharing with R4E partners (limited distribution)

6 November 2015  Version for final check

15 December 2015  Final version for public distribution

This appendix is part of the D1.1 Report - Specific ambitions of the R4E partner cities and contains all results of the ambition setting activities held in the city of Sant Cugat.

The R4E project received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation programme under Grant Agreement No 649397.

Disclaimer: This report presents the views of the authors, and does not necessarily reflect the official European Commission’s view on the subject.
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Introduction to Sant Cugat del Vallès

Introduction to the city

The city of Sant Cugat del Vallès is located in the region of 
Catalonia, Spain, approximately 20 km from Barcelona. The 
city of Sant Cugat del Vallès is a municipality with a population 
of around 85.000, and enjoys a privileged natural environment 
and urban green landscape with a strong commitment to 
sustainability. It is the central hub of the communication 
network of highways, railways and public transport systems, 
linking Sant Cugat with the rest of the region. 
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Selection of focus areas

The city has selected two focus areas for the R4E project:

• Smart buildings

• Smart urban spaces

Faced with a complex economic situation, Sant Cugat needs 
a strategy for an environmentally sustainable economic 
future. The government wants the city has to provide more 
efficient public services, but to achieve this the city is asking 
the public to be active participants in the strategy. This requires 
a strong and innovative strategy for the future economy. 
And it also calls for a social and environmental strategy to 
promote economic, social and environmental sustainability 
for individuals, organisations and companies. These strategies 
aim to improve the quality of life, spread the values and 
encouraging innovation, talent and creativity. Rapidly 
changing technology calls for models that can be updated 
quickly, the integration of systems and their adaptation to 
end-uses that meet the needs of society. The Smart City is 
not a ‘Gadget City’, but a city that creates value by intelligent 
data collection from daily activity in the surrounding area. 
The information must support improving the efficiency of 
services and boost the economic competitiveness of the region. 
Reduction of energy consumption is achieved by intelligent 
management of buildings, public space, and lighting; 
intelligent and advanced waste management systems; 
multi-modal transport and the implementation of sustainable 
vehicles, accessibility, management centres and traffic control. 
Secure, integrated telecommunications use open data to create 
the conditions for competitiveness and innovation. These 

connect people and talent in an environment of co-creation 
and social development, transparency and citizen participation 
in an inclusive and committed city. All this takes place with the 
focus on democratic solutions for citizens and improving the 
quality of life.

Since the city has updated its SEAP, it realises that the major 
goal seems to be to reduce the energy consumption of 
buildings, not only public but also private.
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Demographical aspects

• Size in km2     48,32 km2

• Number of inhabitants: 87.118 inhabitants – 1.807 hab/ km2

• Age structure of the population (see graph below)

Graph: Demographic pyramid by sex and age (five-year)

	  
Source: Institut d’Estadística de Catalunya (IDESCAT)

Graph: Evolution of population (1998 – 2014)

	  
Source: Institut d’Estadística de Catalunya (IDESCAT)

Male

Male

Female

Female

Total

20.000

90.000

Graph: Migratory balance (2005-2013)

	  
Source: Institut d’Estadística de Catalunya (IDESCAT)

The age structure of the population shows a tendency to 
progressive aging of the population. After a period of about 20 
years in which there has been a widening of the base, it has 
returned to a period constricting. The report dynamics of the 
municipality of Sant Cugat del Vallès ( 2012 ) , prepared by the 
Department of Care for People of the City Council stresses that:

• The percentage of foreigners increased continuously between 
2000 and 2009 and since then the percentage decreased 
slightly to 12.2 % in 2010.

• The growth of the population is due primarily to the recording 
of positive migratory balances , mainly in Barcelona and the 
rest of the province.

Social aspects

Table: Level of education of citizens

Source: Sant Cugat del Vallès City Council

Graph: Level of education of citizens

	  Source: Sant Cugat del Vallès City Council

Connectivity level: In December 2012, the percentage of houses 
with broadband reached a 75,2%. In the other hand, a 74,3% 
of the citizens had a smartphone in december 2013. Source: 
Sociological Observatory of Sant Cugat.

Table: Average unemployment in Sant Cugat del Vallès 2014

Source: Institut d’Estadística de Catalunya (IDESCAT)

External migrations

Internal migrations (Spain)

Internal migrations

Migratori balance (Total)
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Graph: Unemployment rate by distribution of age in Sant Cugat del 
Vallès

	  Table: Unemployment rate

Source: Sant Cugat del Vallès City Council and Instituto Nacional de 
Estadística (INE)

	  
Share of population with energy poverty: According to 
information from to the City council  of Sant Cugat, a total of 
351 inhabitants that represents 125 families have received aids 
to cope the cost of the supply of services (water, gas, electricity, 

butane and telephone). These families represents 0.4% of the 
total population of Sant Cugat. The amount designated to the 
aids are 49.822,33 € in the following concepts.

	  
While these values (0.4%) seems a very small percentage, 
remember that 2011 was allocated a total of € 7,256.40 on the 
same concept. Thus, this concept aid has increased 586% in 
just four years.

The percentage population requiring special needs have 
increased only 1 point compared to the value in 2011 (9.3% in 
2011 to 10.3% in 2014). But this value does not represent the 
reality, because these people is poorest. It is easy to see how 
people handled increased by 14.8%, while subsidies have risen 
166.44%. Aid to supplies energy is the concept that has more 
increased.

Graph: Percentage of population that require special care

	  

	  

Road space the whole city is divided as follows: 67.1% is for the 
motorized traffic and pedestrians remaining 38.3% (sidewalks 
and streets with pedestrian priority)

The Centre is by far the largest district with road space 
designated to pedestrians with 63% of the total space. This is 
an area where motorized traffic is restricted except for residents, 
emergency or loading and unloading operations.
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Graph: Sharing road space areas

	  
Source: Urban Mobility Master Plan

In accordance with the Urban Mobility Mater Plan, 93% of 
pedestrian crossings are currently accessible. However, it would 
be necessary to double the current amount.

Table: Pedestrian crossings

Source: Urban Mobility Master Plan

Other data from the Urban Mobility Plan in terms of 
accessibility is that the coverage of public transport (stop less 
than 500 m) is 90% and 100% of the vehicles and stations are 
accessible.

Satisfaction level of citizens regarding buildings, mobility, 
urban spaces: According to data form the Sociological 
Observatory of Sant Cugat, 92 % of the citizens of Sant Cugat 

del Vallès are satisfied o very satisfied with life in the municipality.

Other interesting questions included in the Sociological Observatory are:

• Average satisfaction of living in Sant Cugat      8,1 (October 2014)

• Average rating of Sant Cugat as a city designed for all       6,7 (June 2012)

• Average rating of Sant Cugat as a creative and educating city    7,1 (June 2013)

• Average rating of spaces and cultural activities:    7,0 (June 2013) 

• Percentage of citizens who believe that Sant Cugat has enough sports facilities   68.8 % (July 2012)

• Percentage of citizens use the sports facilities of the town   27,8 % (June 2012)

• Percentage of people attending cultural activities carried out in Sant Cugat  43,2 % (November 2011)

• Percentage of citizens who know the range of sports activities offered by City 54,7 % (July 2012)

• Percentage of citizens who use the cultural facilities of the town  61,1 % (April 2008)

• Average Rating Municipal Library          7,8 (June 2013)

• Average Rating Museum of Sant Cugat        7,8 (June 2013)

• Average Rating Theatre Auditorium         7,8 (May 2011)

• Average rating of the Government in the area of social services     6,0 (November 2005)

• Average assessment of the government’s actions in the area 
of culture  7,1 (July 2012)

Economical aspects

Income:

• Because of Sant Cugat is not a very big city, local 
information is not published on the per capita income in a 
year. The final value was calculated in 2010. The value of 
the per capita income in 2010 was  30.100 € Sant Cugat. In 
the same year, per capita income was 27.700 € in Catalonia 
Community IDESCAT seconds. 

• Today (2014) 26.996 € is the average of the Catalonia region 
of 22.780 € and the average for Spain according to the INE. 
The value of Sant Cugat should respect a similar variation as 
in 2010.

The most strong sectors:

• The population middle age is around 35 years old. The city 

has a vibrant, knowledge-intensive economy and is the 
home of several world-class universities. The ratio of new 
technologies penetration and use is significantly above the 
average value for the country. Availability of multilingual, 
cosmopolitan staff combines with ability to attract 
multinational talent. Despite its relatively small size, Sant 
Cugat has been selected the prime location for a number of 
high-tech companies, competing in the global marketplace. 

• Sant Cugat is also an active player in the regional 
government’s strategic development plan which involves 
36 municipalities with altogether 3 million inhabitants, the 
business community, financial institutions, professional 
associations, trade unions, cultural associations and other 
stakeholders committed to the shaping of one of Europe’s 
most creative, innovative science-based city-regions. 

• Sant Cugat has pledged its commitment to become a 
smart community since 2010. The City Hall, in cooperation 
with the business sector and the civil society, is driving a 
strategic plan since 2011 in order to pursue a society based 
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Buildings and new building construction:

• The housing Sant Cugat del Vallés, according to the latest 
census data AMB 2011 is 33 359 houses. The new building 
construction for the last 5 years shows how it has decreased 
along this period. The added value in those years represents 
only a 0,7% of the whole houses in the municipality.

Graph: New building construction sites for the last 5 years

	  
Mobility modal share:

• According to the 2006 municipal survey, every day in St. 
Cugat there are 330.505 trips (average daily Monday to 
Friday) and 235.826 trips on Saturday and Sunday (daily 
average of Saturdays, Sundays and holidays) is in other 
words, a week there are 2.124.177 trips.

• The 330.505 trips made with origins and/or destination Sant 
Cugat on a weekday, the mode of transport most used is 
the private car (61%), 20% of journeys are made by public 
transport and 19% walking or biking .

• Saturday and Sunday, the proportion of journeys made in 
private vehicles is even higher (63%) as well as the proportion 
held by public transport (29%) while walking decreased 
significantly (8%).

• Furthermore, If we separate the total displacements 
in internals displacements and inter-municipality 
displacements, we can see that the proportion of walking 
and cycling represent 48% of internal displacement, being 
the most used mode.

• Moreover, inter journeys on foot or by bicycle is practically 
negligible (1%)

	  
Investment in transport:

• The total annual investment in public transport is around 
€ 400,000 per year. € 250,000 come from AMTU grant 
(Association of Municipalities for Urban Transport) and 
150,000 municipal contribution.

Table: Budget 2015 for maintenance costs in infrastructure

on knowledge, talent and innovation, in line with the current 
sustainable growth strategy promoted by the European 
Union.

• More than 2,700 business providing more than 50,000 jobs, 
is one of the most important economy of the Barcelona 
Metropolitan Area. The areas where they are located 
commercial buildings and services, business parks, etc. 
areas are powerful attraction for journeys, as are the major 
shopping areas. The old part of the city as a commercial 
centre and also civic centre, is one of the main areas of 
attraction of the town trips, as that brings together most of 
the commercial, administrative, urban services, or simply as 
an area where you can walk without traffic.

• The city has a vibrant, knowledge-intensive economy and 
is the home of several world-class universities. The ratio of 
new technologies penetration and use is significantly above 
the average value for the country. Availability of multilingual, 
cosmopolitan staff combines with ability to attract 
multinational talent. Despite its relatively small size, Sant 
Cugat has been selected the prime location for a number of 
high-tech companies, competing in the global marketplace. 
Companies like Sharp, Hewlett Packard, Deutsch Bank or 
Iguzzini are an example how important is the municipality in 
the local region.

• Sant Cugat has as well four campuses and more than 17,000 
students. The city of Sant Cugat del Vallès collaborates 
since years actively with UPC-BarcelonaTech University, and 
specifically with its School of Architecture ETSAV, located 
within its municipality, and the KIC InnoEnergy Iberia co-
location centre, represented through the KIC InnoEnergy 
members ESADE Creapolis.

Map: Tertiary sector
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Environmental aspects

2.929.425 m2 of green areas (see map) with more than one 
urban tree per inhabitant. Sant Cugat is part of Collserola 
Natural Park.

Climate conditions:

• Sant Cugat is within the domain Mediterranean coast 
climate. Located south of Vallès Occidental is characterized 
by having a moderate temperature range with mild winters ( 
average minimum temperature 6-8ºC ) and absence of cold 
periods , although they are occasionally recorded episodes of 
major frost ( -16ºC in February 1956 -12ºC in January 1985). 

• Regarding precipitation, the average is around 650 mm 
annual rainfall irregular seasonal, concentrated in equinoctial 
periods.

Graph: Annual temperatures 1999 - 2013

	   Graph: Annual precipation 1999 - 2013

	  
Source: Servei de Meteorològic de Catalunya
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Impact of climate change:

• Extreme temperatures, water scarcity, droughts and forest 
fires. The evolution projected average annual temperature 
anomalies for Coastal and Prelitoral of Catalonia calculated 
from regionalised simulation of MM5 15 km from 1971 to 2100 
shows:

	  Source: Els climes de Catalunya. Present i tendències recents. 2010

• Vulnerable sectors: Agriculture and forest, Biodiversity, 
Financial, Infrastructure and Water management.

• Increased temperatures: hot and dry summers, increased 
heat waves, increased episodes of intense cold . This would 
result in the following risks:

• Major fire hazard drying / processing wetlands
• Increasing desertification and aridity 
• Negative effects of heat effects on livestock infrastructure 
• Changes in patterns of energy demand 
• Increased mortality / morbidity associated
• Increased heat island effect
• Risk of increased heat scents for major fermentation residues

• Changes to the cycles of the seasons: The climate projections 
set by the Catalan coastal and pre-show for the following 
climatic variations stations:

• Summer. At the end of the century the increase in air 
temperature could increase by 4ºC in the worst scenario. 
Also, summer is expected a considerable reduction in 
average rainfall.

• Spring. At the end of the century is expected to decrease in 
average rainfall of between 11 and 18% and an increase in 
temperature.

• Fall. Temperature increases are planned, but the biggest 
uncertainties in precipitation.

• Winter. We anticipate increases in both temperature and 
precipitation 

• This would result in the following risks:

• Forest species vulnerability to disease and pests.
• Changes in arable areas
• Vulnerability of crop to pests and diseases 
• Increased allergies appearance of new diseases 
• Loss tourist attraction 
• Changes in the pattern of tourism demand 
• Greater vulnerability of urban green 

• Changes in the patterns of urban species 

• Changes in rainfall and wind: decreasing the average annual 
increase of drought, increasing the possibility of torrential 
rains and strong winds episodes .

• Increased risk of flooding 
• Increased droughts (duration, frequency and intensity) 
• Allocation to water resources available (from studies) 
• Increased risk of floods 
• Longer dry periods of rivers and streams 
• Major intensity of storms 
• Increased episodes of strong winds 

• Damage to infrastructure for floods

• Measures taken to handle climate change: 

• Adhesion to Covenant of Mayors (15/09/2008): signatories 
represent cities that vary in size from small villages to major 
metropolitan areas such as London or Paris. Within a year 
following their signature, Covenant signatories commit to 
implement Sustainable Energy Action Plans SEAP on their 
territory, with the aim of cutting CO2 emissions by at least 20% 
by 2020.

• Mayors Adapt (21/07/2014): cities signing up to the initiative 
commit to contributing to the overall aim of the EU Adaptation 
Strategy by developing a comprehensive local adaptation 
strategy or integrating adaptation to climate change into 
relevant existing plans. These local plans for climate change 
adaptation, whose main aim municipality adapt to the impacts 
of climate change and become more resilient Municipality.

Type of urban space

• There is no information about the urban area divided by 

type of road. But on the other hand, knows how long are the 
roads by type.

• Pedestrian paths: 22 603 linear meters 
• Bike Trails: 33 790 linear meters
• Roads: 361 889 linear meters
• Unpaved roads: 89 755 linear meters

Map: Bike trail paths
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Map: Bike trails in the centre

	  
• Ownership of urban space: % public/private: 

The size of the urban space is 6,91 square kilometre. 1,05 
square kilometre (15%) belongs to private and the rest of the 
5,86 (85%) square kilometre belongs to the municipality.

• Total housing in Sant Cugat del Vallès (AMB-2011): 33 359

• Energy performance of buildings in the city:  
The housing Sant Cugat del Vallés, according to the latest 
census data AMB 2011 is 33 359 houses. Of these households 
13% have be energy certified to date. 
3450 Energy certified buildings up to 2015:

• 3009 Homes: 2,219 flats / 790 houses

• 441 Tertiary buildings

• Most housing has been certified with the old rules before 1979

• More than half of the homes are certified letter E, then D

• The average consumption / m² increase as increases in 
energy classification 

Graph: Energy consumption per head

	   Graph: CO2 emission per head

	  

• Total energy consumption in the local industry

• According to information ICAEN, all energy consumption in the 
city is 534 621 MWh annually. Segregation of these values by 
sector, as shown below, can be noticed that the industry accounts 
for 24% of total energy consumed. An important value, but 
not much if compared with the tertiary sector (services), which 
represents 49% of total energy consumed.

• The domestic use is also not far from insignificant since it 
represents 27% of the total. Moreover, the primary sector accounts 
for less than 1%.

Table: Consumption segregated by sector

Graph: Consumption segregated by sector

	  
• Energy performance of public transport systems

• The energy consumption of public transport systems represents 
only a 1 % of the global consumption. Work on private and 
commercial transport is almost the totally consumption (97 %).

• Diesel is the energy source more used in transport (73%)
• The performance of municipal public transport is around 0,38 

litres per km.
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Table: Gasoil public transport consumption

Table: Energy consumption & source in transport

Graph: Energy consumption in transport

	  Graph: Consumption on each energy source

	  

 

• Municipal buildings energy consumption:

• The total annual energy consumption in municipal buildings is 
around 10 MWh. Schools and offices are the main consumers. 
Both types represent 67% of the accumulated consumption. They 
also have the worst indicator per square meter.

• However, the difference in the indicator between these buildings 
and cultural and sports facilities does not mean that the second 
set is more efficient. There are many factors that explain why, for 
example, the needs of offices and schools are larger and use of 
the building is more intensive.

Table: Municipal buildings energy consumption

Graph: Municipal buildings energy consumption

	  
• As shown in the following table, the weight of consumption of 

the municipal building is not very significant (only 1%) in front of 
residential and commercial buildings.

Table: Buildings energy consumption

• An analysis of the energy costs of municipal buildings, confirmed 
that the electric energy cost is three times the energy cost of 
natural gas. Schools are the type of municipal buildings that use 
natural gas as an energy source and this allows for a lower price 
for kWh.

• On the other hand, cultural buildings and sports facilities get the 
worst ratio of energy cost. This is especially true in the cultural 
buildings, where the ratio is twice the ratio of schools.

Table: Municipal buildings energy costs

Graph: Municipal buildings energy costs
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	  • Renewable energy production in the city: 
In 2013, renewable energy produced was 7.5 MWh. Most of 
them were solar energy (91% of total). This is not enough, too 
low compared to the energy needs of buildings (757 MWh). 
Only 1% could be covered

Table: Renewable energy production

	  

• Air Quality:

• The town of Sant Cugat Sant Cugat del Valles has joined 
the program of voluntary agreements and reaffirmed the 
Government’s commitment to reduce greenhouse gases.

• This council will also join the EU strategy to combat climate 
change which is focused on three targets for 2020: cutting 
greenhouse gas emissions by 20%, make the 20% of energy from 
renewable sources and reduce energy use by 20%.

• Please note that the town of Sant Cugat is included in Decree 
226/2006 of 23 May, which declared special protection 
areas of atmospheric several municipalities in the regions of 
Barcelona, Vallès Oriental Vallès Occidental and Baix Llobregat 
for the pollutant nitrogen dioxide and particles in suspension. 
Specifically in the case of Sant Cugat has not exceeded the limit 
value of 40 μgr / m3 as an annual average for the past few 
years, as can be seen in the following charts.

Graph: Suspended particles (PM10)

	  
Graph: Nitrogen dioxed (NO2)

	  

• Noise:

• The town of Sant Cugat Sant Cugat has a map of acoustic 
capacity of the municipality to comply with regulatory 
requirements, European, national and regional regulations. This 
map identifies unwanted noise quality objectives, and it classifies 
land in areas of acoustic sensitivity according to land use. The 
map capacity acoustics should be reviewed every 5 years.

• The autonomous legislation establishes emission limits for each 
zone and three time periods (day, evening and night).

• Controlling noise levels of activities and neighbourly relations 
corresponds to the City Council. In the last two years have 
opened nearly 80 complaint files that have been processed and 
resolved by the municipal technical services. Most cases missed 
sonometric measurements to assess the level of noise and 
determine whether or not there was a breach regulations.

• This 2015 planned acquisition of two noise measuring equipment 
that can be installed in public lighting, in order to resolve 
complaints or evaluate noise levels in different parts of the city. 
These teams will move according to the needs and will be very 
useful for the realization of the new map capacity acoustics, 2017.
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Map capacity acoustics Sant Cugat approved on 23 April 2012 (each 
zone is identified with stripes of different colours).

	  • Water consumption per head, % of underground water:

• Water consumption in the town of Sant Cugat del Vallès stands 
at 6.404 million m3 (2013), of which 68.06 % is domestic 
consumption, a 26.39 % non- domestic consumption and 5.55 % 
municipal consumption.

Graph: water consumption per head

	  Source: Area Metropolitana de Barcelona

• This measure has been complemented by the proposed use 
of groundwater and rainwater for watering parks and gardens 
and for cleaning. This measure has been made through the 
legalization and use of wells municipality.

• The amount of groundwater used in 2014 (22.019 m3) increased 
by 214% compared to 2012 (7.018 m3). The use of this water 
has been for the maintenance of green areas service and the 
waste collection and street cleaning service. But this value 
is insignificant when compared to the total consumption of 
that year in the city (6,4 million m3), representing only 6,2% of 

municipal needs  in  2013 (356.000 m3)

• Water conservation initiatives:

• Because Sant Cugat del Valles is in a drought-prone region, 
water conservation is becoming increasingly important. In 
2008, the city council approved a Water Conservation Bill, the 
first of its kind in Catalonia. This piece of legislation requires 
the incorporation of water-saving devices and installations in 
buildings.

• In recent years, the city has also started collecting ground and 
rainwater to clean and water parks and gardens. Currently, the 
Sant Cugat, Barcelona, and SOREA (the Sant Cugat’s water 
utility company) are drafting a Master Plan for Water.

• Residual waste:

• The waste collection service has worked in the last decade to 
reduce the amount of municipal waste. The result is more than 
satisfactory as shown in the following tables and graphs. The 
recyclable rate has been another of the objectives have been 
improved. a new contract awarded in 2010 with continuous 
improvement and communication campaigns aimed at citizens 
have been the main tools used.

• In recent years the generation of waste in the town of Sant Cugat 
has fallen very important, from being one of the municipalities in 
the Metropolitan Region of Barcelona (RMB) with a ratio higher to 
stand for below the average value of the field.

Table and graphs: Residual waste
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• Type of waste collection:

• Sant Cugat use trucks for waste collection. The vast majority of 
them have lateral load up system and collect  five fractions in 
different containers. The number of containers installed are:
• Paper: 319 containers of capacity 3.200l
• Glass: 311 containers of capacity 2.200l
• Packing: 339 containers of capacity 3.200l
• Organic: 722 containers of capacity 2.200l

• Do not recyclable: 794 containers of capacity 3.200l
• In addition to these containers, there are 60 mini dumps 

distributed to the public, as well as both fixed and mobile 
collection points around the town. The collection centres are 
many more factions, apart from the five previous (special waste, 

furniture, pruning ...).
• 100% of the containers have position sensors and GPS, as well 

as trucks that weigh know how much you weigh each container 

when the investment of the taxpayer.

• Recycling rate (% of total waste)

• From 2003 to 2013, the percentage of recycling has risen from 
13% to just 45% today. 

	  
• Kind of sewer system, type of sewage plant (waste water 

cleaning, resources)

• The sewerage network is approximately 450km long.
• The network is a separate sewer system in the 60% of the town 

(Centre and new urbanizations). The rest of the network collects 
rainwater and wastewater in the same sewer.

• The sewer system is directly managed by de city hall through 
a contract with a private company in charge of cleaning and 

corrective maintenance of the network. This contract is directly 
supervised by the municipal technical services.

• Most of the Sant Cugat’s waste water goes to two different 
sewage plants that are manage by supramunicipal 
administrations (Agència Catalana de l’Aigua and Àrea 
Metropolitana de Barcelona). Both of them receive wastewater 
from several municipalities of the region as well. These Plants are:
• The WWTP in Montcada I Reixach is a biological plant that is 

design for 423.500 equivalent inhabitants and 72.600m3/day. 
This plant treats 80% of Sant Cugat’s wastewater.

• The WWTP located at Rubí is a biological plant with a nitrogen 
removal treatment, that is design for 135.000 equivalent 
inhabitants and 27.000m3/day.

• Because the geographical features of Sant Cugat, we need to 
use pumping wastewater plants (4 ut) and municipal treatment 
plants (3 ut), smaller than the other ones we have described 
above (see attached files contains further information).
• WWTP Can Barata. Compact system, with a biological air 

flow-decanter tank reactor. Design for 1.000hab.eq and 
150m3/day

• WWTP Can Cortès. Biofilter design for 135 equivalent 
inhabitants and 27m3/day.

• WWTP Costa del Golf. Air flow Biological treatment design for 
250 equivalent inhabitants and 62,5m3/day.

• Buildings
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Historical / cultural aspects:

• The size of the historic centre are  401.060 square meters. It 
represents a 1,8% of the total developable.

• The total number of listed historic buildings is 376. In the 
historic centre are locate 120 buildings.

Table: % of foreign people living in the city (last 5 years)

 

• Lifestyle aspects: The rate of motorization in 2013 was 602,3 
vehicles per 1000 inhabitants. Importantly, this value was 
reduced over the previous five years a 3,2%

• The total number of associations in Sant Cugat is 471

• As an interesting information, the Social Observatory shows 
that an 18,6% of the citizens belongs to a cultural association 
and a 15,9% belongs to a sport association.

	  

Awards & achievements

The city thrives to give first-rate responses citizen’s demands. 
It has influenced public leadership and stimulated the city 
administration to pioneer with new ways and means for 
effectively providing public services, based on the idea of a 
flexible, transparent and accountable governance structure. 
These advanced community services are widely recognized. 
Sant Cugat has in the past 2 years won several international 
awards for innovation, transparency and management. In 
2009, the City was awarded the European Public Sector 
Award (EPSA) for Leadership and Innovation and was listed 
by Transparency International as the most transparent local 
government in Spain. In 2010, Sant Cugat was again awarded 
the highest ranking by Transparency International, as well as 
the Living Labs Global Award by the City of Eindhoven for its 
Local Innovation Plan.

Organisation

After the election last May, the internal organization of the 
council is changing and there is not the definitive organization.

However, the political and management organization are 
already approved.

Nowadays Sant Cugat has a service of management of the 
Management Centre comprises the following functions in the 
field of traffic control systems:

• The surveillance and supervision of the 25 access bollards in the 
pedestrian area and cameras controlling 7 of these entrances 
through a computer program managed by an operator.

• Control of the traffic state by 5 cameras situated around the city 
centre.

• The exploitation help service (SAE) that allows to obtaining 
information in real time of the urban buses fleet and allows a direct 
control of the routes and communication with the users through the 
stops management. 

The main goal of the Sant Cugat Management Centre is 
to monitor and manage all these municipal services in a 
centralized way to take transversal decisions that allow us to 
optimize and improve all the services keeping the minimum 
impact for the citizens. Each of the services are offered 
by concession companies with an own system of service 
management [GPS for positioning the vehicles, information 
database collected by the sensors, broadcast of indicators, 
...] Generally, the access to these services for part of the 
responsible municipal technicians of the city council is done via 
web service.
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A unique platform to access all these different services data 
will allow the city to realize a data-crossing in order to have 
greater information for each of the services and carry out a 
development in decision-making capacities.

At present, each of the services can be seen on the video 
wall so unique operators of the management centre have an 
overview of all the services state.

The services the city can incorporate to the existent services in 
the management centre are:

• Public lighting: control of incidences, efficient management of the 
energetic consumption, control of the on/off switch.

• Garbage collection and road cleaning: equipment control panel with 
position data, speed and state of work, incidences control, routes 
control and containers identification.

• Parks and gardens: integration of the irrigation software control. 
This software allows giving orders on the irrigation activation based 
on the meteorological data.

• Environment: data control of pollution in real time.

Regulations

In 2015 , the City of Sant Cugat del Vallès has 23 tax 
regulations . Some of these tax advantages as aspects of 
mitigation and adaptation to climate change. Below is a 
summary of the most important aspects , as shown in the 

following table.

Recent projects

According to Smart City plan, the city put into operation a 
pilot project to test some of the existing innovative urban 
management systems. The City Hall delimited a sustainable 
high-tech zone (smart street) where to implement a series of 
innovative measures. First results are the implementation of a 
guided vehicle parking, an intelligent garbage collection point, 
a street lighting sensitive to presence, an irrigation system 
dependent of the humidity levels and a pedestrian crossing 
equipped with lighted sensors, amongst others.

Monitoring systems are also in place to help businesses with 
loading and delivery management.

After a one-year trial period, the smart street lighting initiative 
has been applied in the whole city, allowing a reduction in the 
economic and environmental bill equivalent to 30%.

According with its smart city strategy, Sant Cugat has 
also been one of the pioneer cities in Spain promoting 
the City Protocol Society. The City Protocol Society is an 
international forum that invites the city councils, industry, 
research organisations and other agencies involved in city 
transformation to work together in order to share knowledge 
and experiences in the sustainable transformation of 
urban spaces. This cross-sector partnership focuses on the 
establishment of international standards and politics that 
should drive the sustainable development of cities.

The city of Sant Cugat del Vallès has defined the goal of 
becoming a “Smart City” by 2020 and therefore strengthens 
its focus on innovation based on public-private partnerships, 
with a strong commitment to testing and deploying forward-
thinking solutions, together with private companies.

The city has broad experience in successfully implementation 
of full-scale pilots in the city of the winning solutions, in order 
to evaluate the impact and to lead to broader implementation. 

Sant Cugat is developing many projects related to the plan, 
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as the Public Lighting Master Plan, the Mobility Plan, the 
Energy Management Plan for buildings, etc. The city has 
already achieved first improvements regarding the efficient 
management of its public spaces and is saving significant 
costs for energy use, lighting and water. A local automobile 
club study estimates that if the vehicles driving in Sant Cugat’s 
centre in search of parking spaces could reduce their search 
time by just two minutes each, 776,000 tonnes of carbon 
emissions could be reduced annually.

One of the most important goals for Sant Cugat is achieve 
the most efficient buildings it can be, so we took part of the 
3e-Houses project, which aims to improve the housing energy 
efficiency through information technology (ICT) and home 
automation systems. Specifically, Sant Cugat promoted 
the retrofit of two buildings through Promusa, the municipal 
housing company of 118 renting apartments. 

The city of Sant Cugat del Vallès develops its environmental 
politics backed up by the SEAP as developed in the context 
of the Covenant of Mayors, the local strategy against climate 
change.

Recently it has renovated and improved its compromise 
with the SEAP through a new resolution “Step forward of the 
Covenant of Mayors and agreement for local sustainable 
energy” and also the City has recently received certification 
bronze registration EMAS, which recognizes five years of 
commitment to ecomanagement municipal equipment

Contract with an energy service company (ESCO) Maintenance 
Heating and cooling them in municipal buildings. They have 
achieved energy savings of 30%, a cost savings of € 1,090,064 
and non-emission of 3,138 t of CO2 compared to the situation 
baseline (2007-2013). It has applied to 62 buildings in the city: 
Schools and Children Schools, sports facilities, civic and cultural 
centres, and libraries (including the Auditorium Theatre), 
Museums (Monastery and House Aymat) and more than 14 
Municipal offices.

Company street cleaning and waste collection contract. They 
have achieved a saving of € 1,840,000 / year (20%) with the 

economic improvement of the solicitation and the introduction 
of continuous improvement and part of the price with the 
variable billing. We paid for services actually rendered and well 
made.

Improvement of street lighting contract. By efficient 
management and implementation of new technologies they 
are getting a 30% energy savings worth around € 400,000 / 
year approx. Minimizing light pollution and avoid the emission 
of some 1,000 tonnes of C02.d

Sant Cugat has the First Smart Street of Catalonia, applying 
different ICT solutions for energy efficient urban management. 
Implemented in 2011 the smart street project explored the 
potential of an intelligent parking system, intelligent public 
lighting and an efficient garbage collection system amongst 
other technological innovations, with an overall energy 
saving potential of up to 30%.http://smartcity.santcugat.
cat/?lang=en;

Sant Cugat implemented an ambitious local regulation, 
going beyond the existing Spanish building code, in order to 
improve the amount of thermal solar energy systems installed 
within the municipality. Beside technical consultancy and 
tax reduction incentives for citizens a special focus has been 
since set on the installation of solar thermal systems in public 
buildings.

Involvement in EU projects

The City of Sant Cugat has, an ambitious development plan, 
which based its philosophy of innovation and cooperation 
has opened participation in strategic projects at European 
level by sharing their experience with others cities and regions 
across Europe, as well as to take advantage of the knowledge 
of experts from all over to ensure the development of actions 
and measures to assist and facilitate the implementation of 
its own plan of action. At the same time this investment is an 
openness to change, continuous improvement, which will allow 
sustainable development and committed to society and the 
environment over time.

In this sense here you  are an example of the participations of 
The City of Sant Cugat in European Founded Projects aligned 
with the own objectives included in it’s Smart City strategy: 

• Projects covered by the EU framework programs:

•   3e-Houses (CIP-ICT-PSP-2009-3): improve the energy efficiency 
of homes, through the installation of energy control and 
automation equipment for the use of information technologies 
(ICTs)

•   BiTiBi (bitibi.eu), which aims to promote inter-modal rail-bike-
bike, following the examples of the Dutch rail operator NS and 
FGC (as is the case Biciestació Sarria, etc. ).

•   Optimus (FP7-SMARTCITIES-2013): carry out actions to achieve 
energy efficient neighbourhoods

•   R4E (H2020-EE-2014-3-MarketUptake): develop a vision and 
roadmap corresponding to initiate joint activities to stimulate the 
development and implementation of innovative energy solutions 
in cities.

•   NewTREND (H2020-EeB-2015): monitoring and optimization of 
energy consumption

• Projects pending assessment by the European Union:

•   CHESS-SETUP (H2020-EE-2015-1-PPP): implement different 
storage systems from thermal power plants • Solar thermal 
installation in order to use it in periods of less production, finding 
the best solution for storage under any circumstances

•   Refurbee (H2020-EE-2015-3): validate and develop a 
platform that allows the creation of urban energy models that 
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integrate multiple data sources. Tools platform to evaluate the 
performance of buildings in an urban area, and improve the 
existing conditions.

•   Switch (IEE program): help reduce urban traffic boosting change 
(switch) short-haul journeys by car or bicycle to walk.

•   CitOS (H2020-INSO-2015): open city government to citizens 
through open data and enable the development of innovative 
services / mobile tools to meet the objectives of the principles of 
open government: transparency, participation and co-operation.

•   CLOSE CARE (H2020-PHC-25-2015): the implementation of 
patient-centred and integrated care pathways supported by 
a novel ICT infrastructure that will be blended with existing 
systems. This will result into a major revamping of current health 
delivery processes, involving the integration of health and social 
services to extend the concept of Smart Cities to Smart Wellbeing 
Cities

•   SsIMPLE (H2020-MG-2015): A new form of public transport, 
including bus and taxi fleet of cars circulating with fixed lines (like 
the bus), offering cruising speed and coverage similar to a taxi.

•   Sport (Erasmus+ KA1): implement innovative instruments to 
support good governance in sport basis, by improving the skills 
and abilities of the sports bodies to respond more effectively to 
the risks that threaten the integrity of sport.

Sant Cugat also participates in many forums like the Smart 
City World Congress in Barcelona, we participated in the Smart 
City Congress that was held in Amsterdam in May 2014 and 
2015, moreover Sant Cugat participated in de ICN SUMMIT  
2014  that was  held  in  Copenhagen  in  May 2014. Sant  
Cugat  participates  in  different congress presenting talks 
related to Smart City, energy management, mobility, waste 
collection and many other issues, explaining its experience.
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Relevant learnings from earlier experiences

We have participated in various conferences and events such 
as the meeting of Living Labs Global (2010), the International 
EPSA 2009 Knowledge-Transfer Workshop (European Public 
Administration Institute, EIPA, 2010), BDigital Global Congress 
(2011), the meeting of Eurocities (2011), the World Green Design 
Forum (2012), the Europe in my Region (2012), the Smart City 
Expo World Congress in Barcelona (2012-14), the meeting of 
the Convenant of Mayors (2013), a seminar the EIPA (2013), the 
Open Days week (2013), a talk at EIPA (2014), the Amsterdam 
Smart City Hall (2014), ICN and the EU SUMMIT 2014 Core 
Genoa Clean Cities Congress (2014). 

Moreover, Sant Cugat receives delegations of states (Sweden, 
Norway, Russia, China, Japan, Brazil, Portugal) while visiting 
other countries to learn about other city models.
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Today’s reality: smart buildings

One of the most important goals for Sant Cugat is buildings 
as efficient as possible. To achieve this the city took part in the 
‘3e-Houses’ project, which aims to improve housing energy 
efficiency by using information technology (ICT) and home 
automation systems. Specifically, Sant Cugat promoted the 
retrofitting of two buildings through Promusa, the municipal 
housing company with 118 rented apartments. 

There is a contract with an energy service company (ESCO) 
for maintenance, heating and cooling of municipal buildings. 
Energy savings of 30% have been achieved, with cost savings 
of € 1,090,064 and non-emission of 3,138 tonnes of CO

2
 

compared with the baseline figure (2007-2013). This applies 
to 62 buildings in the city: schools and children schools, sports 
facilities, civic and cultural centres and libraries (including the 
Auditorium Theatre), museums (Monastery and House Aymat) 
and more than 14 municipal offices.

Sant Cugat implemented an ambitious local regulation, going 
beyond the existing Spanish building code, in order to improve 
the number of thermal solar energy systems installed within 
the municipality. As well as technical consultancy and tax 
reduction incentives for citizens, there is a special focus on the 
installation of solar thermal systems in public buildings;

Sant Cugat participates in an FP7 project, OPTIMUS, which 
aims to create a platform that will allow cities to predict 
their energy demand and consumption based on weather 
forecast, occupancy of the building and the energy cost. 
OPTIMUS will provide an integrated ICT platform that will 
collect and structure the multidisciplinary open data sets and 
use semantic, intelligent technologies and inference rules to 
combine the data and propose energy optimisation plans. 
Within the OPTIMUS scope, a Smart City Energy Assessment 

Framework (SCEAF) has been developed. The SCEAF is 
structured under three main pillars of evaluation, namely 
‘Political field of action’, ‘Energy and environmental profile’ 
and ‘Related infrastructures and ICT’. Each of these includes 7 
indicators to provide the assessment in a coherent, transparent 
and integrated way. 

	  

SMART BUILDINGS
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Sant Cugat has developed a pilot project which aims to 
improve well-being of citizens who cannot afford the costs of 
energy. The project involves energy refurbishment of inefficient 
houses by unemployed people from the neighbourhood, so it 
is both sustainable and socially smart. The project includes not 
only the improvement of houses, but also monitoring health 
indicators. For example respondents have been blood-tested 
several times; before, during and after the refurbishment.

Sant Cugat has signed an agreement with the University of 
Technology with the goal of defining and developing the local 
plan for energy refurbishment of Sant Cugat’s buildings, both 
public and private.
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Today’s reality: smart urban spaces

The City of Sant Cugat has a firm and consistent 
commitment to transparency, with the aim of informing 
and accountability of all the action of government and the 
municipal administration. For years, the city has been a 
leader in governance through the Alignment and Strategic 
Competitiveness Plan (PACTE). With this tool, the city plans 
and manages its government action, while facilitating 
accountability and evaluation of public policies. PACTE 
is also key to the rationalisation of public resources and 
the reorientation of activities in a complex and changing 
environment. It is a management model based on budgetary 
strategy maps and scorecards for use by managers at all levels 
of the organisation, and defined the strategic objectives of 
management and functional indicators and values each year, 
both planned and real.

The vision of Sant Cugat in 2015 is a creative city, a meeting 
place for people and businesses, knowledge institutions and 
universities to create synergies that will allow the generation of 
new ideas that inspire experimentation and innovation. These 
can be transformed into reality, with the most daring ideas 
being transformed into value for the city and country. 

Entrepreneurship, a magnet for people, organisations and 
companies that promote innovation and research without 
fear of the effects of change on citizens while businesses can 
prosper with a global approach to services, a highly skilled and 
qualified labour force and optimum territorial infrastructure. 
This creates socially responsibility, an accessible city that is 
inclusive, safe and has an attractive environment. A city in 

which people regardless of age, origin and social status find 
their space for participation and coexistence. The urban quality 
leader active in maintaining public spaces and providing 
services for citizens by reducing their carbon footprint in 
line with its commitment to the sustainability of the planet. 
Projection International will be recognised internationally 
for its contribution as a model for quality of life and wealth 
generation.

SMART URBAN SPACES
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Results ambition workshop policy

2015 2050High Lights

The aspects in the city the municipality is most proud of:

• Many open spaces in the cities, compared to the cities around us

• Current update of the building engineering services (more energy efficient)

• Good working ESCO’s (energy supply cooperation organisation) for public buildings

• Environment education in primary school, realising energy conscious children

• Behaviour change and investment, split savings between organisations and municipality

• The natural parks in the city are an asset

• The fuel poverty project with the school of architecture UPC, that made an analysis of 
buildings and investments, respecting both social and sustainability

• Strong relation with the university that also creates new ways to tackle problem

• The reduction of water consumption through the re-use of grey water and rain water for the 
city public parks

• The perception of the people towards efficiency and sustainability is already very good

Priority in Policy

Which topics have the highest priority in the current policy:

• Sustainability: how to manage the forest and parks as energy resource (biomass) 

• The maintenance of urban space, such as the high number of trees, park sewage and 
reduction of maintenance.

• Reduction of fuel poverty

• Water: how to retain water from underground or rain,

• Taken the first step in an resilience service project with external enterprises .
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In 2050 all mobility in Sant Cugat (in general sense) is low-
carbon.

In 2050 ...In 2050 In 2050 Sant Cugat is self-producing all energy 
resources needed for smart buildings.

In 2050 the citizens of Sant Cugat feel responsible for the 
open urban space, in the  sense of sharing, water use and 
maintenance of the green.

In 2050 ...In 2050 In 2050 the newest technology will be used (e.g. the 
internet of things) to reduce energy use in buildings.

In 2050 the citizens of Sant Cugat are 100% smart citizens

1

11

2

22

3

Aspirations

• Mobility without negative energy input, e.g. human powered, low-
carbon, renewable energy

• No cars in the city
• Mobility and energy
• Municipality as e-administration, where citizens can connect 

digitally and teleworking for employees. This will lead to less 
mobility

Aspirations

• Balance zero in energy city
• Self sustaining
• Self-sufficient
• No use of carbon fossils
• Get rid of natural gas use for heating. Instead use biomass 
• First city to have a 0-energy balance

Aspirations

• Water use of urban space by re-used sources and from 
underground

• Create space for small-scale city farming
• Changed mentality of people to see urban space as a place for 

everybody and a place to work together
• Teach citizens to share energy (and other goods)
• Less division in public and private areas (e.g. the school buildings 

open in the holidays)
• Using opportunities in areas and districts

Aspirations

• Sustainable pubic and private buildings
• No loss of energy
• Reduce energy use in each building

Aspirations

• Urban spaces open
• Create spaces for people to spend time 
• Spaces where open-innovation with them can take place
• The citizens are virtual and physical well connected
• Create awareness of energy use with people
• The social aspects of behaviour change

Specific ambitions for smart buildings

Specific ambitions for smart urban spaces
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In 2050 the buildings in Sant Cugat are designed (by 
materials, production and construction) to consume less 
energy and use mostly renewable energy.

1

Aspirations

NZEB in all new and existing buildings

• NZEB (Nearly Zero Energy Buildings) in all new buildings
• 0-emission buildings
• Existing buildings connected to district heating for 100%
• Best isolation constructions (NZEB)
• Buildings that energetic consume nearly zero
• Produce more than you use and provide a smart grid

Materials, production and construction

• Green roofs and walls
• Integrated into the environment
• The construction of the building
• Less/no pesticides and chemical products
• New building materials with energy captivation
• A city with green walls and roofs in most of the buildings

Results ambition workshop strategy

2015
High Lights

The aspects in the city the strategy department, integral 
project managers and departmental managers are most proud 
of:

• We implemented new policies and systems on water savings 
and energy efficiency that are even more restrictive than 
Spanish national law.

• We are monitoring and telemetring all public buildings on 
climate and energy.

• One project on sustainable public buildings won an award.

• We achieved water savings through new solutions on using 
rain- and grey water.

• In a district heating project on bio-mass 30% savings are 
achieved.

• The number of Photovoltaic panels realised, even though the 
Spanish national laws do not support citizens in installation.

• Since 2009 8 out of 10 actions of the SEA plan are already 
achieved, as well as 25% of the ambitions for implementation 
of green energy in public buildings.

SMART BUILDINGS Strategic ambitions for smart buildings
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2050
In 2050 the city of Sant Cugat produces more (renewable) 
energy than it consumes. Each building is connected to 
the smart grid that also allows energy storage, using new 
technologies.

In 2050 The owners of Sant Cugat’s buildings know in 
real time the occupancy of the building, it’s use, and the 
important energy parameters, and based on that provides 
different modes to enable energy savings as well as the 
realisation of a comfortable environment.

2 3

Aspirations

Local energy production and storage

• Smart network for energy in districts
• Liquid hydrogen to produce electricity
• Local energy production
• PV roofs in all buildings
• All buildings using PV production for self consumption
• All buildings connected to smart grid of PV energy supply for 

e-vehicles
• Eliminate fossil energy dependency

Aspirations

Digital

• Adaptive lighting and functionality in buildings
• Exact (tele-) measure of energy consumption
• Efficiency and share the use of buildings
• Connected to the internet network
• Smart buildings to switch on/off automatically the installations

Other aspirations

Behaviour

• Incentives in regulation to change behaviour
• Improve energy consumption in houses (heating/cooling)

Accessible buildings

• 100% accessibility in all buildings
• To achieve a total accessibility for all private buildings with a public 

use (schools, services, etcetera)
• Building related sustainable transport
• Buildings with shared spaces for (e-)bikes; safe and at street level
• Charging for e-vehicles
• Sharing of vehicles to reduce the impact on parking space needed

Comfortable buildings

• Buildings with all parameters (CO2, H2, °C) in good range of 
comfort

Water

• 100% water re-use: rain, grey, block
• Less water consumption during irrigation

Recycling

• Organic rubbish treatment and collection in buildings
• Automatic rubbish collection classified for recycle
• Mini biomass centres

Law and subsidies

• Normative and rules and law for existing buildings
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2015
High Lights

The aspects in the city the strategy department, integral 
project managers and departmental managers are most proud 
of:

• Expansion of the urbanisation, while respecting the park 

• Connected green areas into the city

• No big (high rise) buildings - more houses

• Pedestrian areas in the city centre

• Clean air

• Close to Barcelona, and good train connection

• Good and many children areas

• Improving technologies in civic services for people

• Many rivers and water storage possibilities (to accommodate 
rain)

• Transition lands between city and natural park

• LED lights (>10% now) and detection sensors

• New way of collecting waste

• High level of culture

• High level of security and feeling of safety

• Monitoring system services according to real need (waste, 
sewage etc).

Results ambition workshop strategy

In 2050 the city of Sant Cugat offers an healthy environment 
with mobility solutions that avoid air pollution and noise, and 
enable the creation of multifunctional use in urban spaces.

1

Aspirations

Environmental factors

• Reduce environmental noise
• No noise
• Fresh air
• A city which air quality achieves high rates
• Zero pollution / Zero air pollution
• Free zones of electro-magnetic waves

Mobility

• Electric machines for parks and garden maintenance
• A city without cars
• Streets for walking and riding bicycles - no cars
• Electric cars and bus
• 100% electric buses
• Pacified city: no cars, good public transports
• More space dedicated to the pedestrian and less to motor vehicles.

Strategic ambitions for smart urban spaces

SMART URBAN SPACES
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2050
In 2050 all Sant Cugat municipal services are managed 
through the city control centre, enabling more efficiency and 
quality and adaptation to the real needs of the people and 
the town.

In 2050 Sant Cugat is an eco-strategic city, where all needs 
(e.g. local food, water and energy) are available within a 
0-kilometer range and the urban landscape is of high quality 
(e.g. by distribution of the greenery and trees).

2 3

Aspirations

• Free access to broad band net
• 100% council services accessible from home
• The possibility to switch off the lights when nobody is there
• Sensors installed in whole territory
• Telecontrol sewage network
• More efficient services
• Development of synergies and operational savings
• Public services adapted to the real needs of citizens
• Optimisation and service adapted to the real needs of the town
• Efficiency and quality
• Integrated view of all areas of the city.

Aspirations

Bio-/eco-city

• Strategic distribution of masses of trees in the city by improving 
urban bio-comfort

• Proximity commerce
• Increase farmer markets
• Urban farms

Re-use

• Increase re-use of waste products
• Increase the use of water from treatment-plants for watering
• Re-use waste water for urban spaces
• Energy for street lighting from renewable production system
• Run of gestioneted by sustainable drainage systems
• Re-use water for green areas (district system)
• Community composting facilities.

Other aspirations

Attractive green areas

• Green areas adapted to the new services that citizens require
• Genetic modification tree - fluorescence at night

Sewage system

• Age of sewage networks less than 25 years
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Results ambition workshop stakeholders

High Lights

The aspects in the city the external stakeholders and strategic 
partners are most proud of:

• Knowledge on energy technology in buildings within the 
engineers network

• The number of PV installations in Sant Cugat

• We have fostered a challenge on open data, which resulted 
in 10 apps

• We established a good knowledge community with different 
stakeholders in the region

• Implemented a good and relevant intelligent lighting plan

• A social innovation plan for building refurbishment, where a 
lot of attention is paid to fuel poverty and the system ability 
of users

• We have realised energy efficient buildings, not only general 
buildings, but also residential

• We are realising energy efficiency in schools (project will be 
finished in 2 years)

• Already realised energy use reduction of 30%

• Realised bio-mass generation (for boilers) and central district 
heating

• Participating a EU project on realising renovations, where 
insights are gained into how people use public buildings

Today’s challenges

• Education
• Citizens apps
• Smart systems dependency
• Citizens “energy culture”
• Citizens are not consumers but users
• Lack of standards
• To overcome the lack of sustainability knowledge and energy 

literacy

In 2050 the citizens of Sant Cugat are engaged and energy literate in achieving the energy goals and actively manage their 
energy use, supported by monitoring- and management system that fit their needs and understandings and that predict their 
future bills.

1

Citizen awareness and skills

• Energy literacy: the ability to understand
• Recover our grandparents skills: Granny’s App
• Education in schools to ignite behaviour change
• Interactivity of people and buildings through mobile app
• Empowering citizens
• Citizens have awareness and knowledge to manage consumption
• High awareness and engagement
• Achieve the social perception of energy as limited good
• Sustainable citizen culture
• More saving energy behaviour (dry the clothes outside, not drying)
• Upgrade citizens skills on intelligent monitoring and energy 

management solutions
• Open platform for community (citizens, organisations, commercial, 

...) with data on energy and sustainability
• Fully implemented awareness education participation

2015
Monitoring and management

• Renewable energy systems in almost all buildings, connected to 
smart grid

• Monitor and communicate results
• Find a way to measure the outcomes and scope correctly
• How to make accountable, how to measure?
• To use just the energy that is needed; sensors to detect the energy 

necessity of the people
• Better awareness, measuring and management of energy 

consumption

• Citizens knowledge abut the energy sector (technical, legislation, ...)
• Money for paying smart monitoring
• Grant access to home do-it-yourself solutions
• Enable an open platform and foster solution development
• Training
• Education
• Basis knowledge on energy for 12-year olds at school

SMART BUILDINGS
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Today’s challenges

• Development of holistic city simulation tools: user-friendly and 
open

• Business models ESCO-promotion
• Market awareness
• BIM grids
• Money
• Involve the whole district community
• Who pays the party? Who is willing to invest?

Other aspirations

Values of Sant Cugat and the quality of life
• Translation of indicators into value for citizens
• Maintain the high level of value in Sant Cugat (both quality of life 

as well as value for property)
• Private/commercial refurbishing including energy efficiency to 

maintain value of the local houses

Smart buildings and technology
• Quick implementation of ideas that are proven useful and suitable
• Passive elements in design; shadows, green facade, ventilation
• Be aware and quick about energy storage implementation
• Empower citizen’s home control from smart phones (lighting, 

devices, cooling, applications)
• Smart grid connection (buildings and districts
• Interactivity person and building to seamless find his way and 

regulate functionality

Management of energy mix
• Management of energy mix/use through distributed generation/ 

connection to the grid

Laws and regulations
• Oppose RD self-consume
• Technical debate
• Political incentive

Poverty
• 0 fuel poverty
• Energy poverty zero

Rethink / back to natural values
• Right level of light, in the right place, at the right time = ennergy 

savings
• Same quality of light inside as outside
• Rethink human activity in natural settings again
• Effective use of (free) natural light in buildings
• Smart means less

Be nr 1
• Competition of the smartest building in town
• EU targets
• Decrease 85% CO2 emisions

2050
In 2050 Sant Cugat provides a showcase for energy issues, 
through a holistic view on the urban metabolism, including: 
citizens that are in control and receive the revenues of the 
network, stakeholders that are involved and stimulated to 
share, and the use of a broad scope of indicators.

In 2050 all new building projects and refurbishing of existing 
buildings will lead to an energy positive average. The city 
and the building owners act responsibly for energy and 
sustainability, using smart designs and smart information 
systems.

2 3

0-emission building and self-production

• Average n city level
• Central heating systems in big buildings
• Make buildings future proof for climate and consumer needs
• To produce energy close o he buildings (if possible)
• Energy generation and auto-consumption
• Renewable energy generation in buildings
• All buildings 100% self-sustainable energy
• Closed circle “cradle to cradle”-approach implemented for all 

building materials and energy systems
• All building stock deeply renovated to NZEB standard and beyond

Certification and audit

• Certification on energy/sustainability for products and services (like 
CE certification)

• Develop the certification process further
• Energy audit on each building compulsory
• Certification for high energy users to really realise energy reductin
• Energy accountability present energy every year

District scale and integrated view

• Urban metabolism
• Community grid in neighbourhoods
• Citizen control and network
• Reinvent the profit that citizens get
• Large scale (BIN) community
• Consolidate impact (global scale)
• Sharing energy resources
• Scope of indicators
• Look at it from larger scale and more integrated view
• Energy model + social model + technological model
• Context is larger that buildings, for instance also mobility
• District dimension as a context should be done properly
• Neighbourhoods improvement of energy supply, increasing 

competition amongst suppliers (price)

Today’s challenges

• Financing
• Fight with the law men of utilities
• Measure first, save then
• Speed up and rapid implementation of solutionns
• Regulation
• Law enforcement
• Smart regulation
• Adapt the design to the environment of the building
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Results ambition workshop stakeholders

High Lights

The aspects in the city the external stakeholders and strategic 
partners are most proud of:

• Lots of non-paved areas to collect rain water & re-use of rainwater 
(sustainable and cheap)

• Integration of water and green in urban space design
• Re-use of traditional systems - like water canals (heritage)
• Saving energy in private property through urban sprawl
• Good streets for walking and good mobility through public 

transport (9 train stations)
• Design of streets and urban planning at human scale
• Lighting master plan (made 3 years ago) has apready resulted 

in 35% energy saving through LED and sensor controlled lighting 
(presence detection)

• Good telecom network: fiber, wifi and service operators
• People like Sant Cugat because of lots of green areas (parks, trees) 

and a good network of greenery through the city
• Inviting parks for people to meet
• Lots of public space in the city - low density (compared to other 

cities)
• Good underground structure for water
• Mediteranean compact city : social economic and low carbon
• Social cohesion projects to build community gardens
• Sant Cugat citizens are early adopters, e.g. of local & healthy food

2015

Today’s challenges

• Utilities open market
• Economic interest of utilities
• Ban energetically inefficient elements
• No incentive sustainable energy
• New public-private partnership to enable solutions deployment
• New service models and contracts
• New technology
• Lack of dissemination
• Conflictive regulations and laws for sustainability implementation / economically not attractive
• No money to invest in infrastructure

In 2050 sustainable energy production will be decentralised and will cover the demand, also re-use of water and organic waste 
to achieve circular systems, through enabling functional solutions and new business models (to foster closed loops).

1

Sustainable energy production:

• 100% of renewable energy generation
• Decrease carbon footprint with suitable strategies
• Allocation of energy production spaces (renewables, ...)
• Reduce (2050) carbon footprint from 10 to 2 T CO2/yr, usability, low 

cost, citizen appropriote (real) - re-use of ringo-rango
• To get energy using public and private roofs to achieve at least 20% 

of energy consumption
• District heating in Sant Cugat
• Increase production in the city, not only services - planning and 

monitoring
• Promote low emision fuels not based on diesel fuels - in 2050 no 

diesel please!
• To get photovoltaic energy in the grean areas not used b anyone - 

energy kmo = smart energy  - at least public consumption
• Green urban spaces will be a productive space - not consuming

Re-use of waste and water:

• Extend use of circular water management to all areas
• Balanced water cycle (separate network)
• Optimize wast collection reducing CO2 emissions and noises
• No wast containers on the streets
• Rainwater runoff re-use for parks irrigation
• Increasing use of rain water and ground water sources
• Organic matter recycling for compost for public parks
• Rain water as a resource - not waste
• Energy production on public parks (water, biogas, biomass)
• 100% efficient water distribution
• S.U.D.S urban drainage systems to opportunity to make a best 

human urban space

SMART URBAN SPACES
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Today’s challenges

• No money to invest in infrastructure
• Education
• Ecologist and biologists become more important
• History and mix and heterogeneous structures / buildings not prepared / not equipped not in conditions to achieve goals
• Guarantee high quality urban planning: knowledge, higher education, university - city collaborations
• Legal framework change
• Legal changes
• Automated systems allowing a local efficient management of resources

Today’s challenges

• The crisis gave power to the citizens
• Overcome lack of social participation mechanisms
• No leadership
• Political leadership and citizen link
• Conflicts of personal interest with interest for the community
• Better and more educated people
• Citizens are not ready

2050
In 2050 the citizens of Sant Cugat enjoy a city free of noise and stress; a healthy, clean and green environment that consists 
of an ecological system that maintains itself with a minimum level of intervention. The ecosystem connects green areas and 
contributes to a good living (micro-) climate with a balance between ‘controlled’ parts and real nature, allowing a mixed use of 
urban space and nature.

In 2050 the Sant Cugat urban space (design, use and 
maintenance) is driven by the citizens, using the advise 
of seniors and innovative minds of students, who are 
empowered by democratic administrative processes and 
using information systems to take evidence based decisions.

2 3

High quality living environment:

• No cars that make noise nor produce bad smelling air in the streets
• Change space for cars to space for green & water
• Sant Cugat to be a noise-free city: info to prevent, info to act
• Green urban spaces connect the parks
• All the children parks under shadow from trees
• Optimised urban micro-climate: water, air, vegetation, surfaces
• Green belt - interconnect green spaces of Sant Cugat with other 

municipalities for leisure, sports in nature
• Green areas net for a really urban ecosystem
• Adapt/optimise public space in view of climate change
• Productive but no stress city - back to natural way of life

Social participation & co-creation in community projects:

• Promote corporate social responsibility policies on city maintenance 
(name not only streets but urban elements, e.g. trees)

• Collaboration to solve crisis situation with stakeholders
• Urban scale challenges to be solved without budget (previous 

projects in the university have shown this is an opportunity)
• Senior citizens will become the advisors and supervisers of EE to use 

their experience
• Opportunities in community projects to reduce carbon footprint
• Use of innovation mindset of inhabitants and students
• Self-reliant communities
• Design urban areas with community (participation)
• Set clear goals for self-reliance
• Local agents participation in urban planning from the beginning

Design of urban space (co-location):

• Urban space and infrastructure to be prepared to bounce back 
effect of crisis (positive = festival, or negative = storm)

• Develop public space use
• Improve ‘sleeping’ residential areas by combing work/live/school 

etc. through co-location to reduce car use
• Define and implement land use rules
• No fences in private gardens (security)
• Limit residential areas
• Improve public space by opening private spaces
• Mixed use lively city quarters with ‘middle-density’
• Transversal interrelated infrastructure in urban spaces
• Mixed use of urban spaces
• Citizens interact with urban elements (twitter, social networks, apps)
• Community management of urban green stakes
• Neighbourhoods at human scale, including co-working spaces, 

open air collaborative areas
• More urban complexity (mixed use)
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Other aspirations

Food production & community gardening:

• Community gardens on each park and neighbourhood
• Introduce vegetable garden in public areas
• Organic food self-efficiency (at least for public buildings and 

schools)
• Food production parks around the build areas
• Private roofs become gardens and solar generators
• Vegetable garden in public spaces to increase social cohesion

Holistic urban design for resilience:

• Develop a resilient city / urban spaces
• Operators of Sant Cugat work together in front crisis situations 

(positive and negative)
• A new general urban plan (PDU) that considers energy issues in a 

holistic way
• Manage city as a whole - understanding relation between services 

in urban spaces (system of systems)
• A more resilient city

Smart (lighting) grid:

• Public lighting self-sufficient
• 100% smart public lighting LED system with presence detection
• Use of public lighting grid for smart use (wifi, communications, 

electrical car charging)
• Full automation of infrastructure to be able to monitor, measure 

and improve quality of urban services and open data
• Extend use of public lighting grid for new services

Shift from car-reliance to clean mobility (incl. pedestrian):

• Switch to a multi-modal mobility based on provision of time-cost-
comparison

• No full streets of parked cars
• Local transportation that is efficient and that is always an 

alternative for the car in time and cost
• More bike lanes, less cars
• Pedestrian commercial areas in districts (out of centre)
• Electro-mobility on other solution than car
• City centre with exclusively ‘clean’ mobility: pedestrian, bike, 

electrical vehicles

Humanised technology:

• Human touch in technology
• Smart city / service / citizen communication and information 

systems (info, bus, parking, e-governance)
• Good indication where to go when you go from A to B
• Reduce the time to park, hence reduce congestion and related

Business / economic development:

• Beome the ‘easiest’ place to start-up by enabling space, speed up 
administrative issues, accelerate cluster collaboration

• High speed connected city to attract companies and talent
• Become the energy cluster region in Europe and the Innolab to test 

solutions (early adopters)
• Smart city = social + economical + ecological = balance productivity 

and quality of life

Flexible mindset towards workplaces:

• Mindset in companies to change to allow work outside office
• Telleworking options for talent in the city
• Change mindset in community and employers to work from ‘home’ 

to reduce transportation
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Versions of this report:

11 September 2015  Draft for internal check in the city (limited distribution)

22 September 2015  Concept for sharing with R4E partners (limited distribution)

6 November 2015  Version for final check

15 December 2015  Final version for public distribution

This appendix is part of the D1.1 Report - Specific ambitions of the R4E partner cities and contains all results of the ambition setting activities held in the city of Tallinn.

The R4E project received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation programme under Grant Agreement No 649397.

Disclaimer: This report presents the views of the authors, and does not necessarily reflect the official European Commission’s view on the subject.
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Introduction to Tallinn

Introduction to the city

Tallinn is the capital and largest city of Estonia. Approximately 
33% of Estonia’s total population lives in Tallinn. Tallinn never 
fails to amaze visitors with its historic charm. At its heart is 
the Medieval Old Town, an area of cobblestone streets, gabled 
houses, churches and squares that developed here from the 
13th to the 15th centuries when Tallinn was a booming Hanseatic 
commercial hub. The Old Town has long been the main draw 
for visitors – in fact it is so unique that UNESCO added it to 
its World Heritage List in 1997. Other areas of the city reflect 
different ages, from the romantic, Tsarist-era Kadriorg Park to 
the unforgettable, early-20th-century wooden house district 
of Kalamaja. A modern shopping and business district in the 
city centre completes the city scene and blends the old and 
new faces of Tallinn. Tallinn is a small, relatively quiet city with 
40 km2 of parks and forests and a beautiful 2 km sand beach 
bordering its bay providing fresh air and relaxation. 

Visitors can stroll along well-developed seaside pathways, 
explore the natural, suburban bog trails, take sailing trips to 
nearby islands or use a neighbouring golf course. Tallinn is 
widely recognised as one of the world’s most technology-
oriented cities, offering a range of solutions ranging from 
e-government to mobile parking. Free Wi-Fi is available 
almost everywhere. The city also hosts a dynamic business 
community, in which technology plays a major part. The city 
is home to the world development headquarters of the Internet 
telephony company Skype.

Selection of focus areas

The city has selected two focus areas for the R4E project:

• Smart buildings

• Smart mobility
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Demographical aspects

• Size in km2  159,2 km² 

• Number of inhabitants 438 569 (October 2015)

Social aspects

• Level of education of citizens 
46,4% of citizens in Tallinn (ages 15-75) have a Tertiary 
Education attainment. Population with secondary education 
level:  89,6% (2014, Statistics Estonia)

• Connectivity level: Percentage of households with broadband 
internet in Tallinn 88.2%. Percentage of households with a 
computer in Tallinn  88.6%. Smart Phone Usage in Estonia: 
60% (2014, TNS Emor)

• Unemployment rate: In Tallinn the unemployment rate is 
3.5%, which is slightly lower than in Estonia 4.8% (30.04.15, 
Eesti Töötukassa – “Estonian Unemployment Insurance 
Fund”)

• Share of population with energy poverty: Estonia has not 
introduced the concept of energy poverty in its legislation, 

thus there is no statistics on population living in energy 
poverty.

• Percentage of people that require special care/needs: In 
2014 ca 7% of the population in Tallinn had a disability that 
prevented them from working. 4%of city residents received 
disability pension (2014, Statistical Yearbook of Tallinn)

• Inclusive accessibility policies / indicators (e.g. related to 
access to public transport): 56% of the fleet are low-floor 
vehicles, making them accessible for people in wheelchairs  
or with baby strollers.
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• Satisfaction level of citizens regarding buildings, mobility, 
urban spaces): In Tallinn, 89% of the respondents were 
satisfied to be living in Tallinn. The residents’ satisfaction 
with their city’s infrastructure and facilities is based 
on eight categories: public transport (59% satisfied), 
health care services (53%), sports facilities (55%), cultural 
facilities, the state of the streets (52%) and buildings in the 
neighbourhood, public spaces (68%), availability of retail 
shops and schools and other educational facilities. In all of 
these categories, a positive answer was given by more than 
a half of the surveyed residents of Tallinn. The residents of 
Tallinn gave a positive answer to four of five questions about 
the environment. They are the most satisfied with green 
spaces (81%). About 60% of Tallinn’s residents are satisfied 
with the quality of the air, cleanliness and noise level. 

Economical aspects

Income per head in comparison to the national average 
income:2013: Estonia 949€ monthly and Tallinn 1090€ 
monthly (2013, Statistics Estonia)

Tallinn is the financial and business capital of Estonia. The 
city benefits from the high level of economic freedom, liberal 
economic policy and has a highly diversified economy with 
particular strengths in information technology, tourism and 
logistics. Currently, over half of the Estonian GDP is created in 
Tallinn. 75% of residents are employed in the tertiary sector and 
24% in the secondary sector (2013, Statistics Estonia). 78,9% of 
GDP is generated in the Services sector, 20,6% is generated in 
the Industry and construction sector (2012, Statistics Estonia).

 In 2012 there were 21 787 buildings in Tallinn. Dwelling 
completions by type of building (number of buildings):
• 2009: 1 591 
• 2010: 1 266 
• 2011: 1 021 
• 2012: 908 
• 2013: 713 

(2014, Statistical Yearbook of Tallinn)

Mobility modal share: see graph. Decline in the use of public 
transport in 2014 was due to large-scale tram network 
renovations, thus the share of moving by car and on foot 
increased.

34,9% of the budget of investment projects in 2014 was 
allocated to building and reconstructing of roads and streets.

Expenditures on public transport forms 14,6 % of the city 
budget.
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Environmental aspects

Green areas: 38 946 677 m2 , that is 24,4%, of Tallinn area.

Estonia lies in the northern part of the temperate climate zone. 
The climate in Tallinn is characterized by a fairly cold winter, a 
cool spring with little precipitation, a moderately warm summer 
and a long and rainy autumn. However, some summers 
have weeks at a stretch of temperatures around +30°C, 
and a warm, sunny summer can keep autumn at bay until 
mid-October. Average temperature in July +16,7°C.  Average 
temperature in February -4°C.  Tallinn receives 618 millimetres 
(24.3 in) of precipitation annually which is evenly distributed 
throughout the year although March and April are the driest 
months, averaging about 30 millimetres (1.2 in) while July and 
August are the wettest months with 74 millimetres (2.9 in) of 
precipitation. The highest recorded temperature in Estonia was 
+35,6°C in 1992 and the lowest temperature -43,5°C in 1940.

In its current cooperation with the state (Ministry of 
Environment) flood risk maps have been completed in Estonia, 
including Tallinn, showing the likely rise in the water level in 10, 
50, 100 and 1000 years, and describing the potential adverse 
effects. Flood zones shall be construed as limitations in the 
comprehensive plans of city districts. These maps provide 
the basis of the recommendations by Tallinn City Planning 

Department for areas located in the flood areas during the 
process of planning and issuing building permits. In February 
2009, Tallinn joined the Covenant of Mayors. Accordingly, the 
city has undertaken the duty to reduce its CO2 emissions by 
20% by 2020 as a result of a 20% improvement in energy 
efficiency and a 20% share of renewable energy sources in the 
energy mix. Tallinn’s present Action Plan for Energy Efficiency, 
which has been developed for the period 2011 to 2021, analyses 
energy-saving opportunities in Tallinn and sets out guidelines 
for the development of Tallinn’s energy economy by the year 

2021.

Type of urban space: 9 173 378 m² / 950 km of roads in Tallinn: 
28,6 km of bus lanes, 940 stops for public transport, 377 321 m² 
city-owned parking lots, 252,5 km of bicycle paths.

In 2014 36,7% of land under Tallinn was private-owned, 
municipal land was 31,1%, state-owned 14,6%. 17,6%  of land 
under the city is unreformed land.  

Buildings in the medieval old town are built mostly of 
limestone. Several residential districts of wooden houses built 
in the 19th and beginning of 20th century have been preserved. 
There are large districts of private houses in Nõmme, Pirita, 
Kristiine etc. In 1960s began the extensive construction of 
concrete slab apartment buildings in Mustamäe, Õismäe 
and Lasnamäe districts which lasted until the 1980s. In 2012 
7.7% of residential houses were built before 1946; the share of 
houses built in 1946 - 1960 was 10.3%, in 1961 - 1970 26.4%; 
in 1971 - 1980 21.8% and in 1981 33.8%. 88.2% of households 
live in apartment buildings and 11.8% in private residences. 
The energy efficiency in houses built before 1991 is low: poor 
external wall insulation, only natural ventilation without 
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heat recovery, no indoor temperature control. The energy 
consumption in unrenovated residential buildings is 180 – 250 
kWh/(m2*year).

Total energy consumption: 

Energy consumption per resident:

Total CO2 emission per head:

Total energy consumption in the local industry in 2011 was 
1200 GWh.

The fleet of Tallinn public transport is mainly running on 
electricity (trams and trolleybuses) and diesel (buses). In 2015 
24 new hybrid Diesel-electric buses will be procured.

Municipal buildings energy consumption:

Firewood is widely used for heating in private houses. CHP 
plant in Tallinn uses wood chips. In 2014 the share of wood 
chips used in district heating was 40%. In recent years a 

large number of different types of heat pumps have been 
introduced, to a lesser extent investments have been made in 
solar collectors and panels. 

Annual average concentrations of air pollutants in Tallinn:

Percentage of people in Tallinn (%), who are exposed to noise 
over 55 dB and 65 dB:

Water consumption:

• Water supplied in 2013 in Tallinn: 21 167 000 m3

• Water supplied per resident: 93 l/24h 

(Source: 2013, Tallinn Water)

10% of consumers in Tallinn are supplied with groundwater

The water in Tallinn is mainly supplied by Tallinn Water (90% 
of the supply), the largest water utility in Estonia providing 
drinking water and wastewater disposal services to over 
400 000 people in Tallinn and in several neighbouring 
municipalities of Tallinn. The potable water is produced 
from surface water at Lake Ülemiste. The company has two 
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treatment plants Ülemiste Water Treatment Plant (WTP) 
and Paljassaare Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP). The 
public water supply system comprises almost 1,111 km of 
water networks, 17 water pumping stations and 64 ground 
water borehole pumping stations with a total of 93 boreholes 
throughout the entire service area. Source: Tallinn Water)

Residual waste:

In 2012 500kg municipal waste (household waste and similar 
mixed waste from various enterprises and activities) was 
generated per resident.  In 2012 about 230 kg of residual waste 
(mixed municipal waste) was generated per resident.

Type of waste collection: Organised Municipal Waste Collection 
Scheme. 

Recycling rate (% of total waste):

• 49% of household waste is recycled (2012)

• 57,8% of packaging is recycled (2013)

Tallinn Water Ltd. maintains the water supply and sewer 
systems. In Paljassaare Wastewater Treatment Plant 
mechanical treatment and biological and chemical treatment 
technologies are applied. Tallinn sewer system comprises of 21 
sewer service areas covered by the separate sewer system and 
7 areas covered by the combined sewer system. 35% of Tallinn 
is covered by the combined sewer system. 

Total energy consumption by source:

Total CO2 emission:

CO2 emissions in Tallinn transport sector:
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Historical / cultural aspects

Area of Tallinn Old Town: 110 ha (1.1km), number of buildings 
579.

Tallinn is a multicultural city with people from over 100 
nationalities calling it their home, The majority of the 
population comprises of Estonians, followed by Russians, 
Ukrainians, Belarusians, Finnish and others. 78% of Tallinn 
residents hold Estonian citizenship.

167553 passenger cars registered (2014, Statistical Yearbook of 
Tallinn)

91% of residents in Tallinn are homeowners

Number of associations :
• 58 museums
• 40 galleries
• 14 theatres
• 10 cinemas
• 18 libraries
• 18 concert halls
• 11 culture centres
• 10 hobby centres for elderly 
• 7 youth recreational centres
• 247 private hobby schools
• 178 cultural associations 
• 610 folk culture groups
• 42 houses of worship
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Organisation Recent projects

• Tallinn participated in a 3-year project (2011-2014) called 
CASCADE of networking and mutual learning on local 
energy leadership. It supported cities in delivering the 
European Union 2020 targets for energy and climate 
change. Coordinated by EUROCITIES, the project involved 19 
large European cities as partners, as well as thematic experts 
Koucky & Partners and Wuppertal Institute.

• Tallinn has also been involved in the EU project COMBAT 
from October 2009 until September 2011. The Covenant of 
Mayors in the Central Baltic Capitals (COMBAT) was an EU-
funded project, spearheaded by Helsinki, Riga, Stockholm 
and Tallinn, with the objective of facilitating knowledge and 
experience-sharing on the development and implementation 
of Sustainable Energy Action Plans (SEAP). As part of the 
project, the four Baltic capitals pinpointed the key success 
factors and challenges encountered during the development 
process of their respective SEAP.  In a second phase, the 
findings of the project were collected and outlined in a set of 
guidelines. These guidelines present how the four COMBAT 
cities prepared and developed their SEAP and identify critical 
factors that may be relevant to other municipalities. 

• In February 2009, Tallinn signed the Covenant of Mayors. 
Accordingly, the city has undertaken the duty to reduce 
its CO2-emissions by 20% by 2020 as a result of a 20% 
improvement in energy efficiency and a 20% share of 
renewable energy sources in the energy mix. In 2011, Tallinn 
submitted the “Sustainable Energy Action Plan”.

• Civitas Mimosa (2008- 2013) CIVITAS MIMOSA is an 
innovative collaboration among the cities of Bologna (Italy), 
Funchal (Portugal), Gdansk (Poland), Tallinn (Estonia), and 
Utrecht (Netherlands). MIMOSA is short for motto of the 
project: “Making Innovation in MObility and Sustainable 
Actions”. The five MIMOSA cities joined forces to “learn how to 
move better, to live in better cities”, by collectively exploring 
new approaches to sustainable transport and demonstrating 
new solutions with guidance from scientific and support 
teams. Through the implementation and evaluation of 
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different activities, the cities worked with their citizens 
towards a new and innovative concept of urban mobility. 
Tallinn introduced a new  contactless ticketing system (Mifare 
card), real-time information system for public transport 
service, installed red-light enforcement cameras that can 
catch three categories of law breaking motorists: those who 
run red traffic lights, exceed the speed limit, or use the bus 
lanes and etc.

• Project Great (begins in September 2015)  aims to exchange 
experiences and knowledge between cities on reducing traffic 
jams. 

• R4R INTERREG IV C project which allowed local and 
regional authorities to make consistent comparisons thanks 
to a common method and exchange of transferable good 
practices related to local instruments in order to improve 
recycling performances.

• BECOSI – INTERREG IV A project with objective to map 
hazardous waste contaminated land sites in partner 
countries. (status – ongoing at the moment)

• IUWMM – INTERREG 3C CIP project with objective to make 
regional surveys and regional action plans for optimal 
integrated urban waste management. (duration was April 
2005 – September 2007)

• SEECA- Interreg IV C

• POWER – Interreg IV C

• Tallinn is a signatory of the Baltic Sea Challenge, a network 
of over 200 friends of the Baltic Sea taking action for a better 
future of the sea. Tallinn also participated in the project 
Cities For a Healthier Sea in 2010-2012 aiming to increase 
awareness of the state of the sea and to implement water 
protection measures on a voluntary basis. Tallinn is a partner 
in the project CITYWATER (Benchmarking water protection in 
cities), which ends in September 2015. 

In 2011, Estonia launched a program for electromobility called 
ELMO to support the introduction of energy-efficient and 
environmentally-friendly electric cars and plug in hybrids. 
An electric vehicle fast-charging network, consisting of 165 
fast chargers around Estonia, was built. Since establishing 
the programme there are 28 fast-charging stations in Tallinn. 
Tallinn municipality uses 29 electric cars. The first fast-charging 
station in Estonia was built in the city of Tallinn in 2009 at the 
Freedom Square underground car park. In total there are 252 
electric vehicles, 85 of them belong to the public sector, 125 to 
legal entities and 42 to individuals.

In 2014 the city of Tallinn opened Tondiraba Ice Hall in the 
Lasnamäe district, which can be used for various sporting 

events and concerts. The heat supply system in the Ice Hall 
effectively uses residual heat from the operation of cold 
machinery producing ice for the building’s heating and hot 
water. If the residual heat is not enough, the system will use 
heat from the district heating network. The building was 
designed with heat recovery ventilation. The heating system in 
Tondiraba Ice Hall is a carefully designed solution containing 
various modern technology solutions with the aim of achieving 
high energy efficiency.
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Today’s reality: Smart buildings

The share of  buildings in the total energy consumption of 
the city is nearly 40%. Apartment buildings in residential 
areas are mainly heated by district heating. Private houses in 
the Nõmme, Kristiina and Pirita districts use central heating 
systems based on a central furnaces or a boilers.

After 1991, Tallinn City Government started to improve the 
energy efficiency of the residential buildings owned by the city, 
thereby contributing to reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. 
The city has launched a project to install heat meters and 
new heating units that automatically control the indoor 
temperature. With the installation of heat meters in residential 
buildings, customers began to pay for the actual amount of 
heat they consumed. This gave them the chance to adjust the 
indoor temperature of the building by making the appropriate 
setting regardless of changes in the ambient air temperature. 
The energy savings achieved amounted to at least 18 — 20% 
of consumption, compared with the consumption before the 
renovation. 

A total of 37.5 million euros was invested to renovate Tallinn’s 
municipal buildings in 2011-2013, including 2.67 million euros 
derived from the sale of national CO

2
 emissions. Mainly the 

façades of schools and kindergartens were insulated. It is 
estimated that annually 3370 MWh is saved through these 
measures. 

In 2015-2020 the state will continue to support deep 
renovation of apartment buildings. It is expected that at 
least 400 residential apartment buildings will be renovated 
in Tallinn, with a closed net area of up to 1.2 million m2 and a 
total investment of 240 million euros, which will reduce CO

2
 

emissions by 90,000 tonnes by 2020. The city of Tallinn will 

continue to invest in supporting the renovation of apartment 
buildings, and will continue to promote energy efficiency. In 
2015-2020 a total of 142.5 million euros will be invested in 
the renovation of buildings owned by the city, resulting in 
calculated savings of 15,018 MWh/year and reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions by 50,195 tonnes. SMART BUILDINGS
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Example of energy efficient building, using a heat pump with the 
source integrated in the foundation and PV panels.
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Today’s reality: Smart mobility

Tallinn is located between Lake Ülemiste and the Gulf of 
Finland, and the main bottleneck is in the middle of the city 
with width less than 2,4 km. The maximum distance from east 
to west is 13km. Approximately two-thirds of traffic passing 
through the city centre is inner transit between city districts. 
Urban sprawl has caused major problems as it generates 
additional mobility needs for people who live outside the 
administrative city area and commute to the city for work.

Since the beginning of the 1990s the amount of car users has 
grown very rapidly. This has created a lot of problems such as 
a lack of parking spaces, increased vehicular queuing in the city 
causing the average speed in rush hours to fall by 2 km/h per 
year. To avoid these problems, Tallinn has decided to promote 
public transport. The goal is to make public transport much 
more attractive than the use of private cars. 

In Tallinn, active developing of public transport started at the 
beginning of 2005, when the city joined the CIVITAS SMILE 
project. Just a few examples of the improvements in the public 
transport systems are 24,2 km of bus lines, integrated ticket 
system in Tallinn and Harju County, creating public transport 
priority system, implementing real-time information system, 
purchasing new fleet, and offering discounts for different 
groups of public transport users. To promote a healthy lifestyle, 
214 km of light traffic roads have been established in Tallinn. 

The newly designed identity of Tallinn public transport was 
launched to the public in 2012, and was created to make 
public transport more attractive. A policy document and 
design standard was created to fully define any design-related 
decision in connection with Tallinn Transport. In 2012 the design 
management for Tallinn Transport  won an award in the EU 
‘Design Management Europe’ design competition. 

SMART MOBILITY
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In January 2013 free public transport was launched in Tallinn 
for registered city residents who have a contactless Mifare 
card (‘green card’). Since 2013 free public transport has been 
expanded to trains travelling within the city borders. From 
2016 Tallinn will start offering free public transport to residents 
of all the world’s cities who join the network established on 
September 17, 2015 by a memorandum between Tallinn and 
Avesta (Sweden). Today, the first results of free public transport 
can be presented:

• traffic load has been reduced by 20% compared with the last 
months of 2012;

• the number of public transport users has increased by 6%.

Due to free public transport in Tallinn, the number of Tallinn 
residents has increased rapidly, which has had a positive 
impact to the city budget. The increased funds derived from 
the increase in Tallinn residents are allocated to improving the 
quality of public transport even further.
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Results ambition workshop policy

2015 2050High Lights

The aspects in the city the municipality is most proud of:

• Free public transport

• Green public transport validation system (green card) also for other use: e.g. medicines

• Municipal housing projects to keep Estonians in Estonia (e.g. doctors, nurses, teachers)

• Parking areas directly connected to public transport (also using green card to enter)

• Online info of parking availability

• Hybrid buses

• Energy efficient houses: automatic control systems, use of PV in new buildings

• Municipal housings as an example for the private sector buildings, municipality taking the 
lead

• Good level waste management system with own centre for organising waste management 
and recycling centre

• Sharing services with neighbouring municipalities in the metropole region (e.g. bicycle paths, 
public transport, waste management)

• All services of the municipality are free

• Tallinn is the only place in Estonia with increasing population

General Ambitions for the City

Priority in Policy

Which topics have the highest priority in the current policy:

• 2018 ambition: green capital of Europe (12 criteria, including public transportation, green areas, 
waste management)

• Green in the city: maintenance of trees (some over 500 yrs old), 25% of Tallinn is green with 60 
parks, 51 fountains, 4 public beaches (of which two with a blue flag)

• Development of the sea shore: cruise tourism (world class cruise harbour), seaplane harbour, 
and opening of the city to the sea.

• Redevelopment of the public space: public and private, and tourist development

• Extension of Ulemista as transport hub (tram, train etc.)

• Citizens of Tallinn and Estonia get high quality services (any kind)
• Transportation, education and important services for everyday life are available for everyone (e.g. 

schools)
• Grow the services that are free for citizens
• Compromise between city life (tourists) and residents
• Talsinki (connection to Helsinki): card & tunnel
• Governance structure with neighbouring municipalities
• Keep Estonian people in Tallinn
• Grow to 500.000 inhabitants
• Enjoy the advantages of being a small nation
• Tallinn as front-runner for openness
• Noise reduction and air pollution  minimised: ‘open the window and hear the birds sing’
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In 2050 the green card for free public transport is used widely, 
not only in Estonia, but also in Helsinki.

In 2050 ...In 2050 the citizens of Tallinn have guaranteed affordable 
heating. More renewable sources for heat production, such 
as bio-fuels, and heat plants, are used. The realised hospital 
is a demonstrator where a good climate is realised that is 
affordable in a smart way. 

In 2050 the city scape is more dense, more functions 
are available within easy reach. More priority is given to 
pedestrians ‘above the ground’. Space is freed up for buildings 
and places by putting transportation underground (e.g. 
parking). The city is build in a way that it enables to use foot, 
bike and public transport.

In 2050 ...In 2050 all existing buildings in Tallinn are deeply renovated 
and modernised. They reach high energy classes and all 
energy systems are connected and online. Soviet time 
apartment blocks are either demolished or renovated.

In 2050 the bicycle routes in the city are connected. The 
number of streets in the city centre that are pedestrian-only 
is increased. Tram and bus provide good connections to the 
centre. Car use is discouraged through limitations in lanes 
and parking fees. There is more lively boat traffic and water 
taxis.

In 2050 ...In 2050 the people of Tallinn regard the city as being open to 
the sea. The sea is also used as a heating source for a CO2 
neutral city.

1

11

2

22

3

33

Aspirations

• Green card for free public transport further expanded
• Green card use in Helsinki
• Wider use of card in Estonia

Aspirations

• More renewable sources for heat production
• Guarantee affordable heating for people
• Bio-fuel heat plant
• Hospital: good climate, affordable, smart

Aspirations

• Make city scape more dense - more functions
• More priority for pedestrians in ‘above’ space (car down)
• Build city in a way to use foot, bike, public transport
• Underground parking houses to free up space for buildings and 

places
• Less car use and more EV

Aspirations

• Modernise existing buildings
• Privately build buildings (ensure high energy classes)
• Soviet time apartment blocks: demolish or renovate?
• Deep renovation: all systems & online services

Aspirations

• Connecting bicycle routes in city districts
• Increase pedestrian only streets in city centre
• Tram & bus in city centre, no lane for car, no parking space
• More lively boat traffic and water taxis

Aspirations

• People living in Tallinn regard city as being open to the sea
• Use heat from sea (energy for the city and heating)

Specific ambitions for smart buildings

Specific ambitions for smart mobility
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Results ambition workshop strategy

2015
High Lights

The aspects in the city the strategy department, integral 
project managers and departmental managers are most proud 
of:

• Already a few zero-energy buildings are realised.

• Many apartment buildings are renovated, both facade and 
installations.

• Orphanage homes are renovated with heat pumps and solar 
panels.

• Almost all school buildings are renovated.

• Private owners are facilitated with loans and supported by 
the municipality to finance renovations on their homes and 
apartments.

• Houses have installed smart meters and internet-based 
monitoring tools for energy use.

• The climate stimulates to create heating systems, and where 
they are installed they are also used for central heating.

• Citizens are informed to understand how to safe energy and 
how to ‘ deeply renovate’.

• The awareness is already high due to high energy costs

In 2050 we gained the knowledge and awareness to plan the 
city of Tallinn as an energy efficient smart city.

1

Aspirations

Integral and smart planning and political support

• Smart politicians
• Good thinking, financing and political willingness for smart city
• Integrated planning
• City planning takes into account energy efficiency (location to the 

carbon footprint)
• More cooperation between city planing and universities

SMART BUILDINGS

Strategic ambitions for smart buildings
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In 2050 all energy used in buildings comes from renewable 
sources. Smart materials and equipment are applied to save 
energy.

In 2050 all buildings and districts in Tallinn use zero-energy. 
The heritage and history of older buildings is respected, also 
when new purpose is given to buildings.

2 3

Aspirations

Renewable energy and smart materials

• Energy efficient buildings use renewable energy sources
• More renewable energy in local and districts heating
• A lot (too much) green energy
• Smart and energy saving materials

Aspirations

Zero energy buildings and districts

• A lot of zero energy using buildings
• New city districts are energy efficient
• Practical methods for planning time (so home offices or travelling is 

better)
• Smart grids

Other aspirations

Appreciate cultural and historical buildings and re-purpose of 
buildings

• Tallinn still has old town centre that has to stay the same, but then 
renovated

• All older buildings are renovated and newly build houses are green 
buildings

• Reusing materials and buildings
• Re-use and good purpose for “ empty’ spaces

Smart monitoring and control (internet)

• The energy use of buildings are controlled over the internet and the 
micro-climate in each room meets the requirements and demands 
at that moment

• Buildings are comfortable and sustainable thorough long distance 
remote control and automated systems

• Internet of things

Awareness and cooperation for energy aware behaviour

• All citizens in Tallinn know and act energy friendly
• More cooperation between stakeholders

2050
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2015
High Lights

The aspects in the city the strategy department, integral 
project managers and departmental managers are most proud 
of:

• Free public transport

• Green card ticketing system

• Park & ride parkings to get access to free public 
transportation also using green card

• Real time info on public transport through position of buses 
and trams (indicating accurate arrival times)

• Traffic light control centre with monitoring of accidents and 
jams, with priority policy for public transport

• Cell phone apps with real time schedules

• New trams with energy efficient systems (break power 
regeneration) and displays with news and real time travel 
info for connections

• Research projects to optimise public transport networks, also 
using passenger counting information

• Public transport road planner on city website

• Bicycle lanes in the city

In 2050 the connections in the city centre of Tallinn and to the 
neighbourhoods are very good, so all people can reach their 
destination fast with public transportation (in less time than 
cars).

1

Aspirations

Connection for everyone to everywhere in less time:

• Good connections to the city centre and neighbourhoods
• Good public transport system
• Circular traffic ways
• Mobility for all
• Everybody has changed to good mobility
• Less time for travel around the city
• Connections to country side
• Integrated transport system for neighbourhoods

SMART MOBILITY

Strategic ambitions for smart mobility

Results ambition workshop strategy
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In 2050 the public transportation system around the Baltic 
Sea is integrated in such a way that it is simple, comfortable, 
cheap/free, clean and fast.

In 2050 Tallinn is a liveable city where citizens get their 
services in walking/biking distance or at home. The is 
planned for humans: user friendly facilities and more green 
areas invite more sustainable behaviour. People choose to 
walk/bike to commute. 

2 3

Aspirations

Comfortable transportation (integrated systems and ticketing):

• Integrated planning
• Integrated ticketing systems
• Comfortable free public transport
• Comfortable transportation
 
Baltic connections (rail, tunnel infrastructure):

• Tallinn-Helsinki tunnel
• Helsinki-Tallinn tunnel and rail Baltica
• Rail Baltica Tallinn-Berlin
• Public transport terminals (bus/train/...)

Aspirations

Liveable city - pedestrian friendly (walking distance):

• Liveable city
• City for people
• More areas for pedestrians and cyclists
• Tallinn is a pedestrian friendly city
• Complex city for the citizens
• All functions available in walking distance
• Better connected integrated bicycle lanes
 
Less/no cars in centre and neighbourhoods:

• Less cars, more space for citizens
• No cars in the city centre
• Car-free inner city
• Bicycle rent systems
• City centre no cars: only public transport
• All commuting in the city is done via public transport, bike or foot

Other aspirations

Reusing space and making it safe:

• More green areas
• Bypass the roundabout city centre
• Well connected parking houses in neighbourhoods - connected to 

public transport
 
Smart vehicles:

• (Public) transport without drivers
• Self-driving cars, car sharing

2050
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Results ambition workshop stakeholders

High Lights

The aspects in the city the external stakeholders and strategic 
partners are most proud of:

• The Estonian renovation grand system for energy 
performance

• The Estonian energy dynamics simulation system

• The ministry of Estonia is prioritising and working on energy 
efficiency activities

• Tallinn municipality is currently working on renovation 
projects

• The cooperation in the granting system for apartment blocks

• The Rotermann Quarter is a pearl in the city, a nice 
environment in a residential area

• The diversity of the dwelling stock

• Efficient use of resources in ongoing pilot projects

• UUSLINNA: the first area to realise zero-energy

• A new Horizon 2020 project focussing on energy efficiency 
in buildings and also looking into behavioural aspects as 
indicators for energy use

• Good urban transport system

• Prioritising and supporting the public transport system

• Smart Apps in Tallinn (taxi’s, maps, etc.)

Today’s challenges

• Missing knowledge
• Public and private partnerships need to be established
• No specific targets exist suitable for specific engineering design, 

which leads to resource waste and the buying of nice toys that do 
not solve the problem.

• The historical and cultural heritage
• Sovjet buildings to be renovated
• Automation systems to be found
• Local energy production sources and technologies are missing to 

cover the consumption

In 2050 smart solutions and smart behaviour has led to a strong reduction of energy consumption. The remaining energy use 
stems from the newest renewable energy systems for energy production to achieve high energy efficiency.

1

Aspirations

• New technology’s for renewable energy systems
• 50% of the buildings are zero-energy buildings
• Buildings are independent from networks
• Zero energy buildings connected to virtual power plants
• The city as one system
• Many new pilot areas for zero energy concepts
• Central heating & cooling systems
• The majority of buildings can generate for their own needs
• Affordable energy and free choice of where to buy
• New areas are 0-energy use
• Energy batteries are affordable
• Smart grids developed and in place
• Groups of buildings act as ‘ virtual power plants’ to further increase 

efficiency and reliability (VPP = multiple buildings combined into a 
single logical energy actor via ICT)

2015

SMART BUILDINGS

• 100% smart lighting systems
• Buildings of all sizes act as autonomous grid-connected prosumers 

(dynamic control of land & Production profile)
• Technology of energy production
• Tallinn has district heating and cooling (NEW!) System
• Solar panels
• Energy meet consumption and service needs
• Tallinn smart energy production city
• Stay updated on technologies we do not know yet
• Buildings include renewable energy equipment to generate locally 

(solar, ground heating, heat pumps, etc.)

• Monitoring tools ans statistics for the energy use in municipality 
buildings are poor

• The head-builders have too much decision power to kill good ideas, 
too much driven on short term and costs

• Too few knowledge, and everybody wants to be a director, not an 
inventor.

• What is the status of systems: renovate or replace
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Today’s challenges

• Missing knowledge
• Public and private partnerships need to be established key 

economic trends in the city
• Unclear strategic vision for the development of Tallinn
• Key population trends are unknown
• Spatial plan for the future is missing

Today’s challenges

• Missing knowledge
• Public and private partnerships need to be established
• Different specialists do not work together
• We try to substitute deep understanding of the subject matter and 

system design with collective opinion-synthesis processes

2050
In 2050 land use planning in Tallinn is done on an integrated 
system level, taking into account all sustainability issues, 
demographic changes, and mobility demands. The planning 
is also flexible to adapt to developments we do not know 
yet. The administrative units create specific district plans to 
integrate and implement these policies.

In 2050 all buildings in Tallinn have automation systems that 
are connected and easy to understand. These smart systems 
also provide new IT-based services, such as guidance or 
information.

2 3

Aspirations

• Central city planning for functionality
• Architectural development of buildings taking into account the 

smart city
• Building Act is amended starting from 2020 with the equipments 

and newly designed
• Teaching cooperation with different specialists
• Open space and public buildings systematically planned
• Demographic situation
• Stay flexible to change we cannot foresee yet
• Respecting the cultural heritage
• The system is not just Tallinn but all of Estonia
• Land use planning is based on sustainability aspects (CO2 etc.)
• Land use planing on systems planning
• What differs Tallinn from other partner cities?

Aspirations

• Smart monitoring system
• Develop monitoring system and services
• IT systems better integrated
• 50% of buildings participate in DMS programs
• WI-FI to LI-FI: start now
• Just monitoring system for municipality buildings state norm to be 

fulfilled
• Now too much control systems for public, they have to be 

integrated
• Guides for museums for tourists in Tallinn on apps
• New technologies are tested first

Other aspirations:

Affordable for the people

• Availability and affordability for the people
• Affordable buildings for people
• Available building stock for everyone

Energy efficiency in buildings

• 90% of flat houses from the Soviet time are soundly renovated
• Do we still need public buildings at all?
• A dominant share of buildings has a high energy performance
• All today resisting buildings a deeply renovated
• Buildings built after 2020 have a share of more than 30% of the 

stock
• Renovate the old wooden houses in a way that respects their 

cultural heritage
• Buildings have smart waste processing solutions
• Buildings in 2050 are multifunctional and resources are effectively 

used
• The buildings and houses in Tallinn  form a historical statement, 

their energy system needs to be resolved.

Land use planning respecting mobility behaviour and the transport 
system

• Location of buildings contributes to effective transport
• The concept of self-managing city is turned into reality (see Tallinn 

Architectural Bienale)
• Mobility issues of buildings solutions are merged for better city 

environment
• Location of new buildings respecting the transport system
• Personal responsibility
• Land use planning on mobility footprint as well
• Smart citizens have changed their energy consumption patterns
• Changing behaviour
• Integrated city planning
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Results ambition workshop stakeholders

High Lights

The aspects in the city the external stakeholders and strategic 
partners are most proud of:

• Free public transport

• Several options for public transport

• New ticket system

• Options for walking

• New trams and renovated tramlines

• Dedicated bus lanes

• Free parking

• Smart park & ride system

• Smart parking (95%)

• The way of policy making and agreements

• Pedestrian friendly city centre

• Local activism (e.g. cyclists)

• Helsinki-Tallinn twin-city concept

2015

Today’s challenges

• Contradicting preferences, attitudes and habits of people
• Way of thinking: no big picture, solving everyday small things
• Political power games and lack of proper priorities
• Financial issue
• Lack of knowledge
• Political will
• Change of thinking
• Political & funding decisions prioritize car oriented development
• Too many cars, car-traffic based streets
• Lack of knowledge
• Elections are too often 
• Lack of common agreement
• Land-owners/developers plans and wishes
• Different possibilities and readiness of people to pay
• Lack of funding
• System change requires a lot of time
• Lack of action (nobody willing to start)
• Different views
• Perhaps because of historical reasons. We should also pass the 

phase of ‘car-loving’ (children disease) in order to feel the problems 
of this phenomena

• Low knowledge about sustainable urban planning
• Lack of traffic measures for smart planning
• Lack of co-operation between stakeholders
• Short term political interests
• City government, political system
• Endless political struggle between Tallinn & national government
• Low capacity for smart planning on city & state level
• Real estate developers shape the city
• Soviet mentality rules
• Wrong priorities, contradiction between words and actions
• Budget (money)
• Knowledge

In 2050 the city of Tallinn has a good urban space where 
people are invited to move differently (more sustainable) 
resulting in an attractive, clean and quiet environment and 
liveable streets. More public space is allocated to living, and 
less to motorized traffic. The green and blue areas in the city 
are well integrated.

1

Aspirations

More and better urban space:

• More green space in the city
• Cleaner air
• Waterfront is mostly public area
• Less cars and more street space for walkers, cyclists
• Lot of green areas (parks) everywhere
• Liveable streets and high quality public spaces
• Sunday car-free streets
• City opened to the sea: shopping, cafés, parks, port for yachts
• Liveable streets, 0-traffic fatalities / injuries
• Tourist friendly
• Car-free city centre
• Enjoyable environment
• Pedestrian friendly city
• 1 ticket system for Estonia + integrated with road charging
• Liveable city: green, fresh air, place to spend free time
• More space for people and less for cars
• Traffic does not dominate urban space, streets are for living, 

mobility is on background
• 30% cycling, 30% walking, 30% public transport, 10% car
• Car ownership, use and parking reduced 3*

SMART MOBILITY
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Other aspirations

International connections & twin-city with Helsinki:
• Tallinn-Helsinki tunnel
• Rail Baltica
• Tunnel connection between Helsinki and Tallinn
• New fast trains
• Big twin-city area with ~ 5 mil. citizens
• Waterways as a part of mobility
• Good connections with Helsinki (tunnel, ferry, planes, ...)
• Two level city
• ‘Borderless’ traveling to Finland
• Population <500.000, urban area 700.000

Traffic safety:
• Nobody dies or gets injured in traffic
• Safe, secure and smart traffic
• Traffic environment desigbed by zero-vision traffic safety principles
• Most streets & all centres with 20-30 km/h speed limit

Cycling:
• Proper bicycle connections
• More light traffic roads, more safer light traffic roads
• Parking lots for bicycles
• Well-planned and built bicycle network
• Bicycle share in mobility > 50%
• More cyclists in streets

Better parking:
• Green parking lots
• Smart road charging , no free parking
• Parking underground
• Smart parking - car drives directly to free parking lot
• City centre free of cars
• Old town free of cars
• Real time traffic management

Driverless cars & car-sharing
• Self driven cars
• Smart bike sharing points
• Less parking spaces on street (parking houses)
• Smart GPS oriented customer support of car drivers, smart cars 

which are lead by the system
• Shared cars as part of public transport
• More car sharing
• Daily life possible without car
• New transport possibilities: Google cars
• Driverless cars in streets (takes less space)
• Sharing vehicles (cars, bikes)
• Car sharing
• Self driving cars.

2050
In 2050 the people of Tallinn experience smooth and 
seamless mobility that better connects all areas of the city 
by different transport modes (e.g. an extended tram network). 
The system responds to the demands of goods & people by 
smart planning to arrive at the desired destination (in the city 
and outside) reliably and safely.

In 2050 the planning and decision making process in Tallinn 
is knowledge based. Administrative organisations and 
departments collaborate to have an integral view. The people 
are aware and take their responsibility by actively taking part 
in decisions that influence their living environment.

2 3

Aspirations

Smooth & seamless mobility:

• Getting from one place to the other takes max 30 minutes for 
everybody

• Good and quick logistics solutions between different places of city
• Main connection roads underground
• Tallinn city street and road network makes traffic smooth, no traffic 

jams in the city
• All important destinations are easy to access
• Transport solutions on different levels: underground, etc (Metro) in 

city centre
• Smart local logistics
• Better way on winter transport
• No congestion

Better public transport:

• Tram-line traffic in each city district
• Night buses
• Demand related public transportation
• Nationwide free public transport
• Public transport cheaper, also for tourists
• Efficient and optimised public transport
• Ticket free public transport
• New developments: rail and tram connections
• New tram network: + 50 km
• Very efficient public transport
• Doubling length of tram network

Aspirations

• Smart people, planning & governance:
• Smart city governance
• Smart people
• Tallinn attracts smart people
• Longer term view, in decision making
• Smart city planning, no additional need for moving
• Land use and city planning that takes into account mobility
• Strategically planned mobility
• Very good mobile apps what gives online info and ticket system
• Shorter distances for daily mobility
• Vision and plan-driven policies and actions
• Higher awareness on sustainable living issues
• Tallinn being the leader / front-runner in something innovative (but 

what?)
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